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• Authors contributing to the symposium on "~he Public Land Question in New Mexico"are identified on the page where their commentaries appear. ROLAND F. DICKEY,
author of "Saints and New Mexico," is a fornfer student of the University of New Mexico
and lives in Albuquerque. HANS 0Tr0 STORM, a Californian, achieved before his death,
in 1941, a wide recognition both as a practicing engineer and as a novelist, his best-knowQ
book being Pity the TY1;ant, a novel about Peru. VERNON G. So~ is head of the depart·
ment of business administration of the University of New Mexico.
FRANK BROOKHOUSER, a Philadelphia newspaperman and author of more than a hundred stories published in numerous magazines, appears here for the first time as authOl
of the single story printed in this issue; a volume of his short stories, Request for Sherwood
Anderson and Other Stories, will be published soon by The Swallow Press and William
Morrow and Company.
MYRON H. BROOMELL, a Los A.ngeles poet whose volume of poems The Time by Dialing
was published this spring, is a frequent contributor to this magazine. BARBARA GmBs, of
:L:.ogan, Utah, and author of The Well, has published here before; she is now translating
Baudelaire. PAUL B. NEWMAN, also a form~f contributor of verse, is a labor organizer and
lives in Jackson. Mississippi. All other contributors of poetry are new to these pages. W.
WESLEY TRIMPI is a student at Stanford University. PHILIP MURRAY lives in Philadelphia.
PAUL VALERY is the famous French poet, and his translator, HERMAN SALINGER, a member
of the department of modern languages at the University of Kansas City, has published
poems of his own as well as translations from the French and German. HELEN CAMPBELL
teaches English at the University of New Mexico. ROBERT STALLMAN is an assistant professor of English at the University of Kansas, at Lawrence, Kansas, and author of poems
and critical articles published in many magazines, and is associate editor of-Western Review.
ROBERT E. SELLERS lives in Menlo Park, California.
ROBERT BUNKER, whose first novel will appear soon, lives in Alameda, New Mexico.
JAY C. KNODE, former professor of philosophy and Dean of the College o{ Arts and
Sciences at the University of New Mexico, is now retired from active teaching dutieS and
living in Boulder. Colorado, where he will continue with his studies and writing. HARIDAS
T. MUZUMDAR, author of a number of boo~s on Gandhi and India, is a professor of sociology at New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, New Mexico. ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL is a member of the faculty at City College of New York. KATHERINE SIMONS is a
member of the English department of the University of New Mexico and bQok review
editor of this magazine. MABEL MAJOR teaches English at Texas Christian University,
at Fort Worth. Texas, and is well known as a folklorist. LLOYD L6zEs GoFF is an Albuquerque artist and ait critic. MARGOT AsTROV, a graduate of the University of New Mexico
department of' anthropology and compiler of the recent anthology of Indian prose and
poetry, The Winged Serpent, is now living in Sutton's Island, Maine. The remaining
reviewers are members of the University of New Mexico faculty: GEORGE ARMs and DEANE
MOWRER of the department of English and THELMA CAMPBELL of the department of modern
languages.
LYLE SAUNDERS is assistant professor of sociology and research associate of the School
of Inter-American Affairs, and JULIA KELEHER, author of the regular feature, "Los Paisanos,"
is a member of the department of English, both of the University of New Mexico.
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THE

PUB L I C LAN D QUE S T I ON
IN NEW MEXICO:
A SYMPOSIUM

DIVISION OF RESEARCH; Department of Government, University
of New. Mexico,' published in July, 1947, a pamphlet by Jack E.
Holmes entitled "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." The
"Foreword" was written by Bernard DeVoto, well-known editor- and
author. So timely"was this publication against the background'ofthe
recent movement to have much federal land in the West returned to the
states, the editors of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW felt that an
immediate symposium upon the question should be publish~4.~ The
contributions to the s~posium, of course, are understandabl~'mainly
in the light of Mr. Holmes' publication,l since the writers of the separate essays were requested to indicate their major agreements or disagreements with Holmes' 'thesis. Contributors, however, were also
reminded that'if they wished to use Professor Holmes' study merely as a
"jumping-off" place so that they might go ahead and give their particular individual vitws upon the essential problem, they should feel free
to do so. Many or all contributors have done this, and their essays
represent statemen.ts of opinion which stand on their own merits without reference t~ the pamphlet.
,",'
For the convenience of readers, the following summary of Professor
.
Holmes' argument is given:
The primary tenets of Mr. Holmes" discussion are first that the land
should be protected from misuse or overuse; second, that those who use.
the lands should be given greater rights of tenancy or property. So stated,
his thesis appears paradoxical, but the paradox may arise from our traditional habits of thought on ownership and not out of anything inherent
in the propositions he presents. Mr. Holmes requests that a system of .

T

HE

1 Available from Department of Government, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, at 5OC.
"
'
.
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ownership be devised "which will secure to those using the lands definite
rights in it." The property right advocated is limited chiefly by the require. ment that use made of the lands be conservative, and that rights of
possession, sale" and bequeathment be so restrained· that only those using
me lands have the primary possessory. rights.
According to the author, "Provisiori for stability of tenure is easily
made, so far as the legal mechanics of the problem are concerned. Rights
may always be acquired by grant, purchase, or preference, but they may
be subject to severe pressure during, drouth or depression. The crux of the
'land problem' may lie here." It is urged that federal and state agencies
continue to allow a protected tenure under the law and that a system be
devised which will keep capital values of the range lands low. With low
capital values, it is argued, ranchers would not be disposed to overuse
their lands during periods of rapid price' changes or during periods of
drouth.
Fundamental to the discussion is the idea that more rather than less
regulation of use and ownership is :needed. Mr. Holmes indicates that
regulation is necessary to prevent agrtcuItural units from growing larger or
smaller than the family farm or ranch.
The .required regulation, it is said, should take the foNowing forms:
First, grazing charges should be brought up to the value of the forage.
This would tend to reduce overgrazing- by making apparent the costs of it.
Second, tax charges on land should be reduced and those on livestock
increased.
Third, co-operative grazing associations should be encouraged and
should be implemented by state and federal law and administrative
assistance.
Fourth, the state land office should calculate rentals upon a charge
per animal basis rather than upon a charge per acre basis.
Fifth, the small or submarginal user should be protected In his tenure,
but he should be encouraged to combine with others to make larger uni~.
Finally, to assure a sy~tem of administrative regulation, Mr. Holmes
suggests that there be instituted a zoning system of regulation for all of
the grazing lands of the state.

Contributions, all solicited by the editors of the
QUARTERLY REVIEW, follow.
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WHOSE "ENCHANTMENT"?
Maf"ina Dasburg
Director, New Mexico AssociatioJ;l of Indian Affairs

To ad lib: "the velvet surfaces of adobe, honey-pale in
the sun-the fragrant smoke of cedar, and piny~n"~ But you have read it
all too often.
Belonging to that group independent of New Mexico and here from
choice, you may well wonder how any of the crucial conflicts so dearly
shown by Mr. Holmes can affect us. But everybody is in this, as in war.
Numerica,lly negligible, we are no parties to pressure-groups bent on
wringing every penny yet to be wrung from the land In our small way,
weare in their way.
We have enough for what we want. Though living costs less in places
with far greater facilities we prefer "enchantment." Our houses, old or
new, do not offend eyes in search of it. Our few acres are freshened with
trees and gardens. What few animals we have we feed ourselves. We are
. friends with our ,neighbors, the Indian and Spanish people. We want to
live simply and quietly, pursue our pursJlits, and enjoy our surroundings.
Millions of Americans do not like this kin4 of life, cannot understand
anyone who does, yet spoil it for those who do. We are followed wherever
we go, and unless we are prompt to impose building and other restrictions
find ourselves back in ~g.:.store civilization.
We have seen the scars of senseless rapacity all over America. We have
seen the featureless ugliness of the towns straggling across it, as if those
who built them did not mean· to stay and had casually left them. behind;
as indeed they did when the mines, the lumber, the lands were exhausted
and gutted and the streams emptied.
Why can't all of us look at our state coldly? What have we really got
here? There are more and better farmlands; there is more and better
timber, richer minerals, and more productive grazing; there is prodigious
industry elsewhere; more sensational mountains, more glowing deserts,
more game, more 'fish, more sports; better roads; more luxury hotels, and
gambling places-and more water almost anywhere.
]jut we do' have enchantment (whose is it anyhow?), and we have been
slower to preserve it than states with much'less. Millions come for that and
leave their dollars behind. Our function is to keep it.
Nothing prepared me for New Mexico, although I had seen much of
the West, also Spain, ~orth Africa~ and Mexic0l with all of which our state
has affinities. 'Analysis suggests a mystery and fascination slightly slanted
toward the sinister, perhaps due to geologic restlessness, under a shifting
chromatism of light. There is a faint hypnotic aura of danger.
MINE, FOR INSTANCE.

•
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By contrast, the pastoral 'spanish communities along the streams and
acequias are touchingly human, made sweet by their cottonwoods and little
fruit trees. Almost everything they have could be seen in hundreds of
"submarginal" settlements. But there is something' that is lacking on
Tobacco Road. Something that is lacking on Main Street. Something often
described as "Biblical." These people in fact had a beautiful authentic
culture, J.low driven into the backyards of American progress, along wit:h
their true wealth. When they are crowded out and absorbed, New Mexico
will have lost incalculable' enchantment. Have these people "rights" prior
to those of us invaders? Yes. Don't forget that the land was in far better
condition when we took over; and it is not they who are now despoiling it
to any serious extent.
~ Somebody else has "rights" prior even. to these. In speaking of the
plight of the Indians I stick to my thesis, not forgetting the lovely lands
on which they have "submarginally" maintained themselves for ages. Few
would deny that they are New Mexico's most powerful magnet, and that
their spell is strongest for the most traveled, highly educated; and distinguished people in the world. The frequent visits of such are a unique
feature of our culture, as the dollars of the humbler are the mainstay of
our economy.
Yet the dwindled acres and all that goes with them (including the
Indians) are in daily jeopardy. The eyes of the covetous never close, although Americans are quicker to cry shame when others do as we do than
anybody else. No' people prate so incessantly of the rights of minorities.
We don't like Indians. Why? Because they are not interested in getting
rich and getting out? Because they are skeptical of "progress"? Because we
have destroyed so much that they did not?
. Most of the legislation supposeCUy designed for their benefit is aimed
at dispersing them.
.
Wake up from your siesta, New Mexico! Enchantment is from heaven
and is for everybody.

THE PUBLIC LANDS AND NATIONAL
ECONOMY

Theodore W. Schultz
Professor of Economics, The University of Chicago
appropriate for public grazing land, are not
as simple as the benzene ring or the Mendelian proportions. Social re~a,:,
tionships in our modem, highly interdependent society make a strictly
physical or biological problem appear simple by contrast. Mr. Holmes'

THE ENDS AND MEANS OF POLICY,

•
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analysis makes it clear that policy for land in New Mexico under existing "
conditions is an exceedingly complex affair.
Despite these complexities. it is always easy for some to jump to a conclusion, especially if there exists a vested interest, .J\Thether it be pol~tical
or financial, in the outcome. But to think one's way through to a conclusion,
examining the major alternatives on the way; calls for tough-mindedness.
The task is so hard that few indeed are prepared to undertake it. The serious student of land policy will be indebted to Mr. Holmes
for hiS exploratory inquiry. It carefully sets the stage for further analytical
work. It avoids the common pitfalls- that beset studies of this type. The
principle policy' issues are avo1Vedly controversial-when weighed on our
political scales -obviously highly. controversial. Recourse to fact-finding, to
the amassing of figures and still more figures and letting the facts speak for
themselves is a standard expediency; but it avoids -the problem of values
and beliefs that enter into policy-making. Fortunately, however, Mr,
Holmes does not try to escape the problem by going on a mere fact-finding
expedition. Instead he is properly concerned with the relevant social
objectives. His values and beliefs are made explicit. He approaches land
use in a comprehensive means-end s.chema-a formulation that is meaningful and likely to lead to fruitful results. But he leaves off too soon and only
mentions, without attempting to settle them, some of the following economic
issues:
1. What scale of operation in grazing land is consistent with economic
efficiency? I accept Mr. Holmes"goal of. a family farm or ranch as- the basic
unit in agriculture. The family unit is traditional, and nearly all who
think, write, and speak of it make their justification for the fact, and the
concept, outo! the predominant values of our time. We need, however, to
know ho:w close a family unit farm or ranch comes to best economic efficiency in the scale of its op~rations. The family unit ranch, even if small,
may be productive enough of worthwhile individuals and social stability,
but its scale of operations may be so small as to be economically costly. If
many, o~ the typical, units are too small for their best economic performance
the additional costs involved in their continuance may 'still be small when
reckoned with their social productivity in mind. We do not know how
large these extra costs are to -society. The policy question then arises: Are
we paying too high a price in our attempt to achieve a family unit pattern
in our grazing lands? More (a~d difficult) research is needed here.
2. To what extent is the family unit in agriculture in New Mexico
burdened with an excessive supply of labor which depresses the returns to
the human agents-that is, pulls down the earnings of the farmer and the
members of his family? I have in mind here the returns to people engaged
in this type of agriculture relative to the earnings of comparable workers
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and owners elsewhere in the American economy. It is my guess that the
returns for human effort on many family units in New Mexico are substantially below the standards of income of the whole economy. There is
merely a hint in Mr. Holmes' study that this may be the case. I should like
to see it explored fully. Such a condition raises important policy issues.
3. Family farms in many parts of American agriculture are subject to
considerable capital rationing. Is this a significant factor in New Mexico?
In other words, to what degree in the state do men substitute their labor,
and that of their family members, for the investments in tools, methods,
and improvements without which there can be no increase in the productivity of their ranches or farms? And here perhaps we should reckon
productivity not ~erely in terms of tons of meat 'or grass, but also in the
leisure, education, and the accepted standards of comfort. How much does
capital rationing reduce the economic efficiency of the family ranches, and
does it cause substantial overgrazing?
My belief is that if both the labor and capital relationships touched on
in questions two and three above were adjusted, the family unit would rise
very considerably in its economic efficiency, and the incentive (or compul"sion) to overgraze might be appreciably reduced. What is the evidence on
this point?
,;
4. Economic uncertainty caused by weather and prices must place a
heavy burden on the producers who use grazing land. How much of the
misuse of land has its roots in economic uncertainty? I venture to say.that
many ranchers faced with this uncertainty attempt to maximize immediate
returns on the theory that they cannot bank oR-the' futme. And is not a
considerable part of the political, legal, and economic maneuv~ring of
producers simply an effort to find some way to deal with yield and price
uncertainty? If this is the case, as is my gu~ss, then it behooves us to develop
a rationale for analyzing both economic risk and uncertainty in relationship to the problem at hand.
From an economic point of view I would hope that we could evolve
institutions that would embed the cost of climatic risk and uncertainty into
the value of the land. This is a job for politicians and political scientists,
for it is they who would have to develop institutions that would make land
values reflect the degree of weather uncertainty to which the lands are
exposed. It will be difficult, at the moment, to convince people that their
current ranch investments are too high and that they are not based on
sufficiently long-term considerations. Price uncertainty may have to be
approached along lines indicated in my study, Agriculture is an Unstable
Economy (McGraw-Hill, 1945). {In this book the suggestion is made that
a system of planned but adjustable prices would reduce uncertainty, direct
investment and effort into the most useful products, and yet maintain a
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flexible system of production. Prices then would be less the goal and would
. be used rather as means to broad social ends.-Editor.)
5- Obviously society must provide rules and machinery for allocating
scarce resources~ To formulate the alternatives as a choice between rationing
(by public administrators) and pricing (by means of relative prices of factors and products) narrows the alternatives unduly. I am prone to put the
query this way: What conditions (legal, social, political) are necessary
before we can effectively employ competition to achieve the desired social
objectives? Put this way, competition is viewed not as an end, but strictly
as a "social"means-one of the alternative means for allocating scarce
resources in the economy. The task is, as I see it, to discover those conditions that would make competition serve in pricing factors and products.
Prices are, in this. context, merely a means for raJioning (in t;pis case
between
adminisallocating) resources. Instead of putting the choice as~one
I
'
trative rationing and price rationing, I would sd~k to determine the
conditions, including those of public administration, that would make
competition serve the social objectives. And here one might have to distin,guish between the social objectives of the whole economy and those more
or less peculiar: to New Mexico. If these objectives of the nation and the
locality are not the same,' Mr. Holmes or those who follow him should
analyze and evaluate the differences.
.
These questions and observations I trust will indicate that much hard
analytical work still lies ahead. Mr. Holmes' study will serve us well, for
it has taken a first step in formulating systematically the problem in a
frame of reference where it can be ~nderstood and analyzed.

"RIGHTS" VS. "PRIVILEGES" IN
NATIONAL-FOREST GRAZING
P. v. Woodhead
Regional Forester, United States Forest Service
over the public lands question, it
is refreshing to find so sane and dispassionate an analysis of the subject as
Professor Holmes' "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." Whereas
the controversy seems to revolve pretty largely in the realm of emotion,
Holmes points out that there '"are some very real economic considerations
involved which neither the stockmen, the proprietors of the land, nor
society in general can afford'to ignore. In effect he makes the point that it
is not enough that "free enterprise" shall triumph, or that a land grab" be
frustrated; it is the ultimate effect that either may have on everyone
concerned that is vital.
IN THE CURRENT WELTER OF CONTROVERSY

U
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The resounding phrases of political science put no money in the stockmen's bank account, nor any meat on American tables. Neither do they
alter the hard necessities that seem to periodically require destructive use
of the range in the interest of mere survival. Whatever will best serve as a
balance wheel to keep the livestock industry solvent over the long run will
best serve the interests of society.as a whole. The prosperity of the industry
in the West lies in consistently conservative management of the range, and
all the other interests affected by range land use-irrigators, cities, sportsmen-are best served by that same kind of management.
I was particularly interested in the author's discussion of the distinction
between "rights" and "privileges" as applied to livestock <grazing on the
national forests. The amount of space devoted to the subject is an indication of' its importance ·as a bone of contention between grazing permittees
and the government; indeed it has been the subject of much litigation, beginning almost with the birth of the national forest system.
We of the Forest Service have always believed that the distinction is
fundamental to management of the forests in the interest of "the greatest
good to the greatest number in the long run." It applies with equal force
to all classes of national forest users, and means merely that while everyone
is equally privileged to use the forest for any appropriate purpose, no one
may acquire an inalienable "right" to use it for any purpose. It is true
that this principle is clouded somewhat by the fact that in 'the case of livestock growers it has appeared necessary-or at least expedient-to choose
between applicants for grazing privileges on a basis other than equal
opportunity. Stockmen with certain qualifications, based largely on need
of forest range to complete economical operating units, acquire "preferences" in the use of such range. However-and this is really the criterlonthey acquire no preference to use the land over any other class of user.
Their preference is only in relation to other stockmen, for the privilege of
pasturing livestock on the forest range when such pasturage is consistent
with management of the land in the best interests of the people as a whole.
Naturally, there is constant pressure to harden these preferences into
rights. Stockmen complain that they are insecure under the present philosophy of tenure, and of course they are, in some degree at least. They are
also insecure, and to a much greater degree, on any private land they
may lease. Even fee ownership may not always offer complete security, in
the sense that the owner may use the land as he' pleases; present-day trends
'are toward restriction of unlimited freedom of land use, where such use
may be prejudicial to the public welfare.
Actually, disturbance of grazing permittees on the national forests of
New Mexico has been rather sljght in recent years. It is true that the
Service is working toward reduced stocking on many ranges because the
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permitted numbers exceed the safe carrying capacity, but there have been
no reductions of any consequence to accommodate new applicants for over
ten years. Nevertheless, it still is important that the use remain in the
category of privilege rather than right. Social and economic conditions are
in constant flux, and if the forests are to be administered in the best interests
of all the people, the administrators must be free to alloc;:ate the resources
on the basis of highest use. If the forests are allowed to become encumbered
with rights, the time will inevitably come wh~n the government will have
to extinguish them by purchase or condemnation and re-invest them in the
public. Th~t has been the history of forest rights in Europe.

PUBLIC LANDS AS PROPERTY.OF
THE PEOPLE
·0liver La Farge
Editor, American Association on Indian Affairs
it is impossible to
discuss this subject except in reference to his thesis. Mr. Holmes' paper is
interesting in being at once so generally right and so incomplete. Public
lands are considered almost entirely from the point of view of the grazier.
The excellently developed arguments against the transfer of federal lands
to other ownership are almost entirely in regard to the stockmen's interests.
The arguments are nonetheless cogent, and the whole thesis extremely valuable for setting forth a sort of doctrine of enlightened self-interest based
upon facts which are too little known. Taken from this point of view,
where the discussion falls down is in the "Summary and Proposals," which
offer a series of weak substitutes for federal ownership which seem quite
unrealistic:
.
Several considerations are omitted or given merely a courtesy mention.
Public lands are the property of the people. The primary purpose of the
administration of public lands is not, as Mr. Holmes indicates, to see that
use rights are given to those who will most fully use them, but to see that
use rights are given so as to ensure the maximum benefit to the people as a
whole.
As soon as this principle is grasped, the questions of administration,
restrictions of use (including grazing), and retention or abandonment of
federal ownersHip move to another plane. The doctrine of the greatest
good to the greatest number becomes dominant. In various places Mr.
. Holmes refers incidentally to the "sub-marginal" stockmen, the small ranchers wh()se homes abut the public lands and who balance their economy by
running small herds on those lands. In ge'neral he tends to refer to them
WITH MR. HOLMES' STIMULATING DISCUSSION BEFORE ONE"

.
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as a necessary nuisance and his discussion is weighted on the side of the
large operators. A rounded treatment of the subject requires tracing the
historic process by which the broad, rural economy of New Mexico has
been brought to the edge of ruin 1>Y the wiping out of the range--:largely
through abuse by commercial op~rators, but not entirely-which once
enabled the native communities to balance their economy by herding.
Consideration of the pressure to turn preferences into a property requires
recital of the steady pressure of commercial operators to drive the small
ranchers out of their last refuge on the public lands, and the plight of
communities which, because large. operators moved in and forced' out their
weak herds, now' cannot gain access to range which was anciently theirs.
If the commercial operators were eliminated and the public range lands
turned over entirely to inefficient local users, America's food supply would
dwindle sharply. No one would suggest such a policy. Nonetheless, commercial operators can and do move to new areas, just as certain of the
concerns which pretty well wasted the area between Cuba and the Navaho
Country after driving out the local Spanish and Indian herders, have largely
moved to less damaged pastures in Colorado. The big concerns can and·do
sell out. For the economic health of the state it is vital that the rights of
the local communities, which are stuck where they are, be protected and
enlarged.
.
Another basic consideration is that at least two out of three stockmen,
large or small, if left to their own devices will overgraze and eventually
destroy the range. We have seen this over and again throughout the West.
The native stockmen overgraze out of ignoray{ce. The commercial operators
overgraze partly out of ignorance, partly because it is profitable for them,
as it is for lumber companies, to sweep an area clean for quick returns and
then pull out. Many of our large stock concerns are . owned within the
state, by owners whose lives are here and who are convertible to the practice
qf permanent, "sustained-yield" grazing. Others are absentee-owned,' or
owned by those who do not regard this activity as a life career in a chosen
state; they are investments, tending to be exploited for maximum, quick
yield and conversion at an opportune moment into some other investment.
It was to combat this very human tendency that the National Forests
were established. When we consider the use of the forests, or their transfer
to other ownership, we must remember this essential fact, and interpret it
not only in terms of the stockmen and lumbermen, but of the many other
. forms of beneficial exploitation to which they are open,' and of the public
right to· recreation. Above all, we n;1Ust thjnk in terms of the devastation
which would· be visited upon thousands if the protected watersheds were
overcut and overgrazed. We must remember the floodwaters and the irrigation ditches, the lifeblood of New Mexico. Long experience has shown
~
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that federal administration alone is strong enough to keep these vital areas
safe.
.
When these fundamentals are added to Mr. Holmes' arguments, there
seems to be little doubt that the public interest demands that our federal
lands remain in federal ownership under strong administration.
LAND MANAGEMENT AS A HUMAN
PROBLEM

Lyle Saunders
Assistant Professor of Sociology, The University of New Mexico
within which he was forced to work,
Mr. Holmes has done an exceptionally good job of bringing order into a
complex and difficult topic. It is hard to find much to quarrel with in his
conclusions and proposals. They are tentatively, almost hesitantly, stated,
with. true scientific impartiality; they are modest in scope; they derive
logicaIly frOIn the facts he has marshalled; and they have a certain practi- _
cality which makes them at least potentially usaJ:>le. GiVen such compression of materials, however, it is almost inevitable that any critical reader
will find much to disagree with in regard to the relative emphasis given to
various points of view and the specific matters discus.sed or omitted.
One such possible point of disagreement is Mr.' Holmes' rather heavy
reliance on economic theory and his relative neglect of political and sociological theory in his consideration of the land question. The problem of
public lands is a human problem and will be solved, if at all, in the area
of social and political relationships, and while ·the economic asp~ct of any
adjustments made will be important, it will be practical and not theoretical
economic considerations w~ich will weigh most heavily in determining
what specific changes take place.
There are also several somewhat basic questions which Mr. Holmes'
discussion does not touch upon and which would seem to be fundamental
in any consideration of the problem of the future ownership and use of
public lands:
1. Since land is the basic resource from which comes ultimately everything we con~ume 'and upon which we are absolutely dependent, can society
(i. e., any given generation) grant to any individual the privilege of destroying it? Private ownership has apparently included that privilege in the
past, and Mr. Holmes giyes evidence that it is also enjoyed by those presently
leasing public lands from the state.
.
2. What, specifically, are the public and private interests involved in
the land question, and at what points_ are they in conflict? Is the general
interest best served, by the unregulated use of pu~lic lands by individuals?
CONSIDERING THE SPACE UMITATIONS
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Or is th~ pursuit of private interest in the long run detrimental to the
public welfare? Who articulates public interest'! Who is its custodian'! Is
it the function of the Bureau of Land Management or the State Land Office
to determine and defend the public interest'! Or do. these agencies properly
exist to facilitate the use of lands by private interests'! Behind any social
problem there are always conflicting value systems, andfuntil those values
are recognized and reconciled, discussion of the problem on any other level
is almost certain to be fruitless.
3. Is the present system of rationing public lands justifiable under.
either capitalistic eCQnomic theory or democratic political theory, since it is
designed to eliminate free competition for the use of public lands and to
give to one part of the population privileges which are not extended to
others?
Under democratic theory, when individual interest conflicts with the
public interest, it is the latter that must prevail. Past experience has shown
that too frequently individual ownership and the unregulated use of land
for private gain have resulted in the destruction of a valuable and vitally
necessary public resource. The cut-over lands of Michigan, the flooded
acres of the Middle West, the eroded range~ of the Southwest give eloquent
testimony of the need for that type of public organization and regulation
through which alone land conservation can be assured. He who uses lumber taken from a completely cut-over forest or eats meat from cattle pastured
on overgrazed ranges is consuming the land, and that, under any economic
or political system, is a very unwise thing to do.
It is a truism that ours is a government peculiarly responsive to pressures. Mr. Holmes has implied that, particularly at the state level, pre~sures
are being applied to the· several bureaucracies now managilng public lands
.and other governmental instrumentalities for the purpose· of having these
lands transferred from federal. to either state or private hands. If such is
the case, it would seem th~tthere is a need for those opposed to such
transfer to devise ways and means of mustering an effective counter-pressure
to assure that our public lands continue to have the greatest amount of
regulation and control consistent with the public interest. (The underlying
value premise here is, of course, that the public interest is best served by the
continuation and.possible extension of federal ownership and control.)
Mr. Holmes indicates that the cost of the present public land management program is part of the salaries of some one hundred men who work
in the three agencies he discusses. The gain-provided the agencies are
allowed to do their job-is some thirty million acres of land protected as a
permanent public resource while at the same time it is made to yield the
greatest possible return in terms of both tangible and intangible benefits.
So much return for so little expenditure would seem to be good business.
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PUBLIC LANDS AND THE'SPORTSMEN
,
~

Hugh Woodward
Attorney and a ,Member of t1).e N~w Mexico Game
·
Protective Association
'
of the University of New' Mexico and Mr.
Holmes merit congratulations for the contribution made by the recent
publication "The Public Land Question in New Mexico:' This disinterested and impartial survey can be of material help in the quest for the
solution of sqme of the vexing problems inyolved. The controversy as to
public land use in this state has heretofore generated considerable heat but
scant light.
The New Mexico Game Protective Association, representing some
thousands of sportsmen-conservationists in this state, at their most recent
annual convention adopted a resolution set!ing forth their stand upon the
public land question. The position of the Association is predi~ated upon
the broad th~sis that many people are interested in ppblic land use in
addition to the livestock grazier to whom may be allotted the ,right to graze
domestic animals upon the areas ipvolved.
The grazing of livestock upon public land is one economic use and
a very important use. It should not be considered, however, as an exclusive
use, paramount in all of its aspects.
Modern ,society each year is recognizing the importance of 'outdoor
recreation. Commercial and industrial employers are curtailing hours of
labor and affording to employees extended annual vacations on full pay.
ThiS "tendency during the coming years will probably be enlarged rather'
than diminished.
Approximately 100,000 men and women, boys and girls took the field'
'in New Mexico during the past year to hunt and to fish. Thousands of
additional individuals picnic, ski, camera hunt, ride horseback, and tour
the pl,flins andmpuntains of our commonwealth. The economic v~lue of
recreation in the form of tourist trade is now acknowledged as a major
factor in the economy of this state.
Because of occasional careless, thoughtless, and sometimes vicious practices by visitors, the owners of private lands are more, and more impelled
to exclude the public from recreational privileges upon 'privately owned
lands and waters. The tendency to post lands against non-permittees is
rapidly increasing.
As pointed out by Mr. Holmes in his study, a grazing lease upon lands
held by the State of ~ ew Mexico in trust for its schools and institutions
is tantamount to private ownership. The lessee is not required to recognize
wildlife use upon the State lands which he leases. He may, at his option,
THE DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
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post all of his leased lands and exclude the public. The State Land Office,
as a matter of policy, fixes no criterion as to the extent or pressure of use
by domestic livestock.
We note that in the current press the Land Commissioner states that
he believes that, generally speaking, the lessees of State lands do not overgraze their ranges. This is at best a generalization. Though true, it does
not take cognizance of areas of State lands which may be overgrazed to the
detriment of the ranges, with ultimate destruction of the forage and soil.
The State Land Office makes no provision for systematic inspection or
supervision of lessee use. Careful management or bad management is lefi:
to standards fixed by the lessee or lessees.
The classic example of this statement is the case of University lands
situate at the head of Taos Creek in Taos County. Some 13,000 acres of
beautiful mountain park ~ountry, spring-fed and watered by the brook
called Taos Creek, have been for many years overgrazed with resultant soil
and range deterioration. As far back as 1936 the President of the University and members of the Regents of· the University protested to the State
Land Commissioner and thereafter· to successive Land Commissioners the
progressive deterioration of this tract of 13,000 acres. The University of
New Mexico offered to pay to the State Land Office annually the equivalent
of the grazing revenue produced by the tract in order to rest and restore
the vegetation upon the area.
Successive Lapd Commissioners made commitments and promises, but
no curtailment of use and no supervision resulted. The. University was
never afforded the privilege of paying out of its funds to protect its own
lands. The effort to preserve these lands apparently ceased with the death
of Dr. J. F. Zimmerman, former President of the University.
The erosion r~sultant from overgrazing of this tract became so excessive
that within the past year the Taos County Game Protective AsSociation
and the Taos County Chamber of Commerce both passed strong resolutions reciting that because of overgrazing the tract had greatly deteriorated
in value both from a commercial. and watershed standpoint, with resulting
erosion and serious damage to Taos Creek as a fishing stream and "as a
source of domestic water to the Taos valley.
The present Land Commissioner, on January 29, 1947, in an Associated
Press release in which he apologized for' this condition was quoted as
saying: "It is community grazing land used by 'outsiders and anyone
else.' ..
Because the Legislature of New Mexico has thus far- failed to establish
a policy to be followed by the State Land Office recognizing reasonable
wildlife use upon State lands; requiring supervision to prevent destructive
overuseo£ State lands; and declaring that the public shall have at least a
if).
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partial recreational use of State -lapds, the position of our Association as
declared by its resolution is this:
(a) Until such time as suitable provision shall be made for permanent
protection and supervision of any ceded lands against destruction by
overuse,
.
'
(b) Until such tiine as suitable provision shall be made for permanently
recognizing the righ.t of reasonable wildlife use upon ceded lands, and
(c) Until such time as the public is accorded upon any ceded lands
the recreational rights which it presently enjoys, the Association and its
membership opposes the cession of the Public Domain either to the State
01 New Mexi£? or to private ownership.'
Our pos~tion is further predicated upon the report· of the State Land
Planning Board which was submitted to the Governor of th:e State of New
Mexico in the.. fall of 1936. Thus far th,e recommendations of this report
have been ignored.' For our position on the public land question, our
Association has" been criticized ami condemned by the New Mexico Stockman,
the publication of the organized livestock interests, as "attacking the livestock industry."
The study by the University sustains our position upon the public
lands question. The. grazing of domestic livestock upon public lands
may be the most important use of such Jands, but it is not an all-important
use to the exclusion of the interests of the public at large in the preservation of such lands and in the reasonable enjoyment of recreational rights
thereon.

COMMENTS ON RANGE LAND
MANAGEMENT IN NEW MEXICO

.

H. B. Pingrey

Associate :Agricultural Economist, New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
the apparently intensively grazed condition of much of the
range land in New Mexico is the result of past or C;;f present practices is
most difficult to say. A fur trader visiting soItle of the Spanish settlements
of northern New Mexico in the early part of the last century found it
necessary to drive 'his pack animals a few miles from these settlements so that
they might graze the native grass. At the time of the Civil War the owners
of flocks of <sheep were grazed in season from the mountains eastward to the
plains of Texas. About 1890 the grazing lands adjacent to the Pecos River
in southern New Mexico were so heavily grazed that the cattle had to be
moved 'on to the 'staked plains of what is now Lea €ounty.

TO WHAT EXTENT
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Past and present historical facts indicate that several factors have been
operative to cause the range land of New Mexico to be in its present condition. In northern New Mexico the pressure of population upon land
resources has been a factor. The efforts of the people of that area- to eke
out a living on small farms and by use of the adjacent range for livestock
has resulted in an overgrazed condition of the range. This situation is a
contributing factor to the siltation of Elephant Butte Reservoir, which was
developed for irrigation of the lower Rio Grande area of New Mexico.
Another factor contributing t6 past a\ well as present inte~sive grazing
of the range lands is the desire for economic gain by individuals. U ntH
the ranch operator views his range land as having as much importance to
his son or grandson in the future as it has to him in the present, little can
be expected in the conservation of the range resources. The economic valuation of the present versus the future is a dominant force in an exchange
economy. Federal subsidies as promulgated by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, politics, or education all have little economic
significance against the old habit of discounting the future in favor of the
present.
Professor Hohnes mentions the possibility of education of the people
as a partial remedy to the land management problem. The equalization of
opportunity by education is denied most~-of the young people who reside
in the distressed ranching areas of the state. This is true whatever the
professed aims Qf.our public school system may be.
Within the last decade, society appropfiated public funds administered
by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration for purpose of range land
conservation. These funds were appropriated upon the t~eory of conservation of our land resources but were expended under the philosophy of
. equality of income distribution. Politics forgot the principles of conservation in the disbursement of the monetary benefits, for only the users of
•
private and state lands were beneficiaries while those individuals using
Forest Reserve and Taylor lands were denied any benefits. In, the early
part of the present century enlightened citizens of the Territory of New
Mexico appealed for laws, rules, and regulations for the administration of
the public domain grazing lands-appeals which were more or less denied
by Congress. During the last decade Congress saw fit to institute regulations
without adequately providing for their administration. Under the influence of political pressure, Congress has aeemed it advisable to reduce the
administration of much of the Taylor lands to that of collection of fees.
Thus, politics has'·made it possible to give "lip service" to the principles of
conservation while society bore the cost of range deterioration so that
individual monetary gain might be maintained at a maximum through
intensive use of the range. One might well raise the question of whether
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the benefits of conservation have been commensurate with the cost to
society.
The management of the public and private range lands is a complex
problem involving not 'only the n;t-anagement of the. forage that grows on
the land but also related interests of irrigation, floo~'.control, timber, and
oil. Since these many interests are concerned in the conservation of the
state's resources, and since politics has been the hand which guided the
.'. course of past events, one cannot expect it to seek to divorce itself from the
problem.
From time to time various proposals have been forthcoming applicable
to the conset.:Vation of the Western range lands: One such proposal has
been the combination of small uneconomic, submarginal ranch u:nits. In
theory, this is fine until one approaches the problem of the displaced ~anch
operator. The lowering of interest rates has had its adherents, who have
later discovered tq their surprise that suCh lower I:ates become one factor in
a higher capitalization of the value of the ranch unit. The present relatively high capitaIized value of ranch land is a reflection of not only lower
interest rates but national economic and political forces which nave to do
with price supports resulting from political pressure groups. Decreasing
taxes on land and increasing them on livestock offers no remedy to the
tendency to graze the range intensively, so long as there are hills and mesquite in which to hide out the livestock.

TH,E

l

PUBLlb LANDS . AND
.
CATTLE INDUSTRY.

THE

A. D. :{J,rawnfield '
Past ,President, American National Livestock Association
in New Mexico discussed recently in< a manuscript prepared by Mr~ Jack E. Holmes and published by the Division of
Government Research of the University of New Mexico, brings together
valuable information which will no doubt be of interest to the public. This
paper should be carefully stud;ed by present and ,potential land users of
New Mexico.
We agree with Mr. Holmes' general conclusions and viewpoint which
appear to us as follows: The current government land management scheme
and practice is not satisfactory either to land users or t.o the general publ ic
interested in these lands. And further, that these lands should be put to
economic agricultural use and at the same time conserve the soil and develop the range on a praetica.l and progressive basis.
We differ in several respects as to administrative procedures and the

THE PUBLIC LAND QUESTION
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ultimate disposition of strictly grazing lands and proposed methods of
taxation. One cannot read into this treatise a preconceived method -designed to arouse the public against land owners as b~ing malicious soil
destroyers and creating ill-feeling against t:lre livestock indusU'y so important to the nation's welfare and the entire economy of New Mexico.
·We cannot subscribe to the theory and conclusions which might indicate that the land users of eleven ~estern states are less capable or conscientious land users than those people in thirty-seven other states in this
nation. Nor can' we subscribe to.a theory which might advocate federal
control and subsidy to our state in lieu of land ownership. If we assume
that federal ownership of lands is the answer to conservation, watershed
protection, and the general welfare of the public in New Mexico, then we
must assume that this same policy will hold true in all other agricultural
states of the nation. Basically, we believe in private ownership and private
enterprise; we do not believe in government ownership and government
enterprise:
The managing of the vast public domain of the West so as to protect
the soil. from erosion and so each user will benefit is the desired objective.
The methods used by the many government agency representatives now
managing these lands have been, in many instances, antagonistic to the
users and conflicting as between agencies, resulting in an inadequate land
program. The fact that private and state holdings are intermingleq with.
government lands will always handicap current government administration.
The inadequate national land policy in the Western states brought this
condition about by not allowing the early settlers enough land to make
an economic uni,t.. Productive lands were claimed and picked over, leaving
the undesirable areas in government ownership.
Turning our attention to the National Forests, there are many reasons
which predicl an overhauling with respect to livestock grazing would favor
the lands, the users, and the general public.
Cuts for protection to ranges in some areas appear unwarranted, while
cuts for distributipn of range to others destroys the unit economy. Both
play havoc with stability and perpetuate confusion and uneasiness over
tenure which in tU!n keeps the banker from rendering aid. This may lead
to overuse and soil and watershed depletion.
.
The Forest Service is in poor position to accuse grazing permittees of
misuse. They are in poor position to "accuse livestock producers of watershed destruction or 'soil erosion on the National Forest: The Forest Service
for the past forty years has been charged by our government with the
protection of ~ese resources, and forest officials have had unlimited power
and control to regulate use of these lands. If there has been watershed
destruction or soil. erosion on the National Fores~, then of,ficials of this
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department can well afford to hear criticism from land users' dependent
upon the soil.
Cutting livestock numbers is not the answer to conservation of forest
grazing landsr although this has been the philosophy of the Forest Service
for forty years. The privilege to..graze livestock, once the range has been
properly rated in' accordance with carrying capacity and rights of individuals to use the the forest lands. adjudicated, should then ripen into
rights tied to the.individual'scomrilensurate property so that the disturbing ~
element of insecurity over tenure of use would be removed.
As a methodfor future administration to improve the present situation
on the National Forest, we shoultl like to offer'"the suggestion that a Board
~ be set up for each state in the West composed of soil- and range-managing
experts drawn from the agricultural schools and universities, and its membership completed by adding thereto a representative of each and every
interest concerned; that this Board be given the authority to prescribe
rules, regulations, and administrative procedures, and that the staff of forest
officials become the enforcing agency.'
'
A Board of Directors chosen in this manner would perhaps insure more
harmony and coinmon purpose as to range progrflIIl activities, and bring
into service a clear picture and conception from each_ state of the problems
of range use, watershed use, recreation, wildlife, timbering, and other
related problems, including a balance between people' and land t:~sources.
Most Taylor Grazing Act lands are dependent for their use upon privately controlled land. P~oductivity. is low. Mill!ons of acres of these lands
are unsuitabl~ for any livestock grazing. Public Domain more ,SUitable to
grazing intermingled with privately controlled lands we believe should be
made available for private ownership. It is these lands the two national
livestock organizations have planned to ask the Congress for legislation
which would allow the permittees the right to buy the land permitted to
use, or continue under the present system. Volumes of erroneous statements
have gone out through the press about the plan .without a ~tudy of conditions or the past history of the land pattern.
.When the.Taylor Gr~ing Act was passed, profuctive tracts of the
area brought under administratioh were fully stocked. Grazing on these
lands was already established and essential in operations of people then
~nd there in business. Ranch operations had been built in, :rround, and
upon federal lands. Private investments had been made in fee lands, state
.. lands, and such control' of other lands as could be secured. Water developments, improvements, and facilities for successful operation were on the
ground. Under the law these investments were measured in terms of the
number of animal units possible to graze without interfering with neighbors
living and ranching under similar conditions.
>
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Had the administrator of the law denied use of government lands to
those found operating thereon, he would have forced a reduction in livestock numbers, left users over capitalized, and destroyed their business.
Rules and regulations were designed and promulgated to administer
and take care of those found in the business as stipulated in t~e "law rather
than attempt to invite others into the business and at the salIle time invite
increased burden upon the lands and destroy the purpose of the Act.
Lands have been fairly adjudicated as provided in the law. Those with
investments in the lands and those who have through investments made
these lands more suitable for grazing believe they have a fair claim in seeking protective privilege from the government if the land is sold. Control
now exercised by the government over all grazing lands within organized
districts assures carrying out the primary object of the Act: that of protecting and conserving the land and sta'Qilizing the livestock industry dependent
thereon.
Livestock organizations are now asking Congress to continue with its
original intent and purpose-that of passing title to private ownership. The
Taylor Act is admitted to be a stop gap until the next move is made.
The price of the land at which the government will be asked to sell its
land is patterned after a formula used by the New Mexico' State Tax Commission in assessing grazing lands. This formula is fundamentally sound.
It is based on the carrying capacity of each 640-acre tract or the average
annual productivity. The same formula applied to grazing lands in lush
midwestern areas where carrying capacity is ten. or twenty times greater
shows comparable productive values.
. Taxing livestock more and land less stimulates study. Perhaps people
would not fear taxes taking their land, and could by this method be induced
to buy less-productive lands. Such a proposal ~ght be politically impossible. The cow now packs a tax load of approximately $114. This includes:
a land assessment of $64 per head, a ranch improvement load of $25 per
head, and the balance a direct assessed valuation against herself. The perhead land tax can be figured as follows: the average carrying capacity of the
state is ten head per section, and the, Tax Commission rule makes this $1per-acre land or $64 assessed in land for each cow. We must remember that
the cows' increase is the only income with which the rancher has to pay all
bills.
General national inflation together with competition for land has
pushed prices up. Prevailing taxes represent fixed charges set on the basis
of earnings which are in many instances higher than the land can produce.
New Mexico stands alone with a formula for taxing grazing land basic to
the i~dustry. If the public through influence of federal bureaus defeats the
plan of the experienced land user to purchase land from the federal gov-
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ernment, the tax burden on the present land holdings loses its chance-to be
relieved.
, It should be remembered here that the plan for purchase of this government land is being advocated by experienced liv:estock producers who
have long practiced controlled grazing and soil conservation. It is being
advocated by groups which have worked continually for economy' in government, development of state, and progress 'of a basic national industry.
The plan is not being sponsored .and promoted by those speculators and
non-conservative inexperienced range users with whom Mr. Holmes' is jus.
tified in expressing doubts and fears.
If the above described plan for private ownership is defeated, -Western
states must henceforth cqncern themselves in having assurances from the
government that leasing or permit arrangements may be had that give
reasonable expectancy of security both in use and in operation and that they
will receive a fair share of the benefits accruing from efforts to protect, conserve, and develop the land. With each changing government administra- '
tion, the land pattern, land use, and administration will continue with
conflicting government rule, policy, and objectives.
Under government ownership payments for the use of the land should
reHect the differences in land productivity, and knual fluctuating livestock
prices, together with a fair and reasonable return on overall investment in
base properties, material, facilities, improvement, and livestock.
As the population increases the trend in land ownership will always be
reduction in individual holdings. The era of big land ownership has
passed. This is the trend in New Mexico and throughout the West.
Selling land for the highest price a bidder will give and taxing it for
all the traffic will bear destroys both the econqmy and the soil. The government and state should never lose sight of the fact that there is no escape
from periods bf drouth an~ low prices. Stability in the livestock industry
means that the government is willing to share some of this"adversity, and
unless co-operative management is received, the final result will bt range
depletion and general disruption of our economy.
6

PUBLIC LAND AND THE, WATER SUPPLY
lValter P. Cottam
Professor of Botany, University of Utah
to :read Professor Holm~s' excellent paper
on "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." I think that the article is
extremely well written.. It is lucid, profound, and effectively eloquent. In
all of its content, I am in hearty agreement. The problems of public lands
IT HAS BEEN A VERY GREAT PLEASURE
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in New Mexico are essentially similar to those that facf;: us in Utah. His
discussion and remedial proposals apply remarkably well here.
The one criticism that I have of Professor Holmes' thesis, insofar as it
applies to Utah public lands, is the failure to properly emphasize the importance of watershed values of mountainous grazing areas. In Utah at least,
water must be the first consideration of all the multiple uses of forest lands
and certainly the one to which every other use must be subservient.
Professor Holmes does a fine job in pointing out the ridiculol,\sly low
price proposed by·the joint committee for the transfer of public lands to the
stockmen now using them. I think that this point could have been strengthened if it had been possible for him to show the value of watershed lands
from the standpoints of irrigation and culinary uses. A monetary value on
water is doubtless difficult to arrive at, yet I believe that the whole problem
of 'watershed areas must be re-examined by all agencies of land use, both
federal and state, and a proper value of the water function determined. If
this were done, the forage value of these mountain acres would appear as a
very minor item in the total social values of these lands.
My studies of Utah forest areas force me to conclude that rather than
submit to more private ownership of public lands, the people of our state
in the interest of their own economy and especially in the ~onsideration of
unborn generations, must institute condemnation proceedings on private
lands of our watersheds and bring all of them under public control if not
under public ownership.

I
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Roland F. I!ickey

.

write "J. M. J." on the corners of examina-_
tion papers-"Jesus, Maria, Jose."
Here, as in every CatholIc country, the Holy Family and the saints
are earnestly implored in every crisis. Each ,saint has his sphere of
special efficacy, ,and the language is rich with deference to holy pe~sons.
From the Guadalupe Moun~ins to the San Agustin Plains, from
the San Juan River to·the Santa Rita copper mines, Southwestern geography is an index of popular saints. Cities and towns, too, are commemorative, usually named from the saint's day of their founding.
Children are baptized under the guardianship of the holy person. age on'whose festival day they are born; and no New Mexico family is
without an almanac designating the Church fe!1Sts for each day of the
year. Such lists of saints' days have been' used in Europe since the
. beginning of the fifth century, and one of the earliest, the Martyrolo~ ,
gium Hieronymianum, was compiled from the calendar of festivals in
Rome and other Italian cities. It informed the faithful as to the deaths
of Christian martyrs and the· disposition of their bones. The Church
has usually chosen the day of the saint's death for celebration, as the
day of his "birthday into heaven."
Like most present-day almanacs, patent medicine companies sponsor those distributed in Spanish to the New Mexicans.. A favorite ~
advertises the virtues of "Guadalupe Liniment," and along with the
aspects of the moon and the"signs of the Zodiac, one finds the name of
the saint to whom each day is dedicated. Not without reason is one's
given name called the "Christian" name. It is still the custom to baptize

N

I

EW MEXI.CAN CHILDREN

• This article is extracted from Mr. Dickey's forthcoming bookrNew Mexico Village Arts,
by permission of the University of New Mexico Press. Copyright by the author.
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each Latin child with the name of the patron saint of his birthday, and
all those named Lorenzo, for instance, will share the celebration of St.
Lawrence's Day.
Sometimes the birthday coincided with an important Christian
event, and accounted for such usual names as Jesus, Epifania, Asuncion,
Pascual (Easter), and Trinidad. W. H. Hudson has reported a South
American child named Circuncision, who would, of course, have been
born on New Year's. A boy born at the celebration of a female saint
might have Maria or Guadalupe in his signature, but his friends would
call him by one of the masculine appellations he inherited from his
godfathers and grandfathers.
Along with the family Christian names, New -Mexicans inherited
the family collection of santos) or portraits of the saints, for every household cherishe~theimage of its holy guardian. Despite the lack of formal
training, professional tools and pigments, and hard woods, local artisans
called santeros supplied New Mexico with devotional objects made _with
skill and great artistic integrity. For models the santero had a few
second-rate canvases and statues imported from Mexico and Spain to
decorate the churches. He examined the pictures in the priest's books,
and drew his own conclusions from the stories he heard of the lives of
saints.
A style of art evolved which was peculiarly New Mexican in its
technique and symbolism. Statues of the saints, called bultosJ were
carved of cottonwood and pine. Details of the figures, such as nose and
hair and drapery, were modeled in gesso plaster made from gypsum,
and the whole painted with homemade tempera colors in a lifelike
~anner. For a painting, or retab!o) the santero applied a smooth surface
of gesso to a wooden panel, and drew his designs on this with. mineral ,
and dye colors mixed in egg yolk. -The santeros followed, with many
local variations, the general practices of medieval European artists. Too
expensive to freight into far-off New Mexico were the colors ground in
oil, popularized by the van Eycks in the fifteenth century, and woods
like oak and walnut; so the artists solved their problems with the simple
materials at hand.
For the village churches, groups of retablos were combined in an
ornate frame to form a reredos, or decorative background for the altar.
Statues and crucifixes were placed on the altar and hung about the walls.
The church was further enhanced with carved furniture, embroidered
~
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cloths, straw mosaic, and frames of scalloped, indented tin holding
religious prints. All these arts bore the marks of native inventiveness
and creative genius.
.
Every Christian community· of long standing develops its· ownfavorite stories of miraculous events, its own interpretations of religious
literature and ritual. Divine intercession was described in accounts of
the early explorers of. New Mexico, and it occurs ov~r and over in the
folklore that has been built up in the three and a half centuries since
Onate founded the first colony.
"St. Paul," wrote Benavides in 1631, "appeared visibly in the
conquest of the penol of Acoma," and he attributes the conversion of
Taos Pueblo to a divine event in which an old woman who was trying
to lead her neighbors back to polygamy, was struck by lightning from
a cloudless sky. St. James, who had helped Cortez in the conquest ofMexico, appeared in New Mexico at the battle of Acoma. Astride his
white charger, bearing his lance and banner, the t'saint encouraged the
Spaniards and dismayed the Indians. Santiago, as St. James the Apostle
is called, is the symbol of Spain's militant patriotism. His aid at the
battle of Clavijo, where sixty thousand Moors were slain, dates from 9'39
the Spanish war cry-Santiago ci~rra Espana!
The tomb of St. James in Spain was a greater attraction to medieval
pilgrims than St. Peter's in Rome or St. John's in Ephesus. The city
of Santiago de Compostella was built to commemorate the saint's miracles, and Pope Calistus II said, in 1009, that "he who enters Santiago
sad, will go olit happy." Thousands came from all of Europe to light
their candles in the Cathedral of Santiago. The English journeyed to
Galicia in such droves that a guide book called The Way from the Lond
of Engelond unto Sent ]amez in Galiz was published in the fifteen-hundreds. Pilgrims .carried scallop shells emblematic of St. James, and little
images from the street of the jet carvers. It is small wonder that" Santiago found such favor in New Mexico.
In Spain, Santiago's image took on the garb of cl1e pilgrims who
Hocked to his tomb-the broadbrimmed hat, the Hying all-weather cape,
and the scallop shell symbolic of his rising from the sea. But as aNew
Mexican santQ, he was content with more regional dress-the. black
sombrero, short jacket, breeches, and boots of the Southwestern ran·
chero. A new cowboy hat, sometimes of Mexican straw, was a proper
gift for him, and in recognition of his horsemanship, he was carried
~
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"into the corral when the mares were in foal. His scallop" shell, or concha,
made in'silver for pilgrim's wear, is the probable ancestor of the silver
concha belts Worn by Navaho horsemen.
In local paintings Santiago is shown trampling the heads of the
conquered Moors, and it is thus also he appears in the 1760 stone
reredos, now installed in EI Cristo Rey Church in Santa Fe. In bultos,
the saint is carved much larger than the horse he rides, and the same
proportion is true with San Ysidro and his oxen. He often' wears real
clothing, and has such accouterments as a handmade metal spear, stirrups and spurs, plus rawhide lasso, quirt, and bridle reins.
San Ysidro Labrador is at the opposite end of the social scale from
Santiago, Caballero, but he is equally Spanish in character and appeal.
St. Isadore, laborer, worked on a farm near Madrid, late in the eleventh
century. A devout man, he attended Mass each morning, which made
him late for his plowing. Afellow workman complained to the patron,
and on looking into the maUer, the employer found Ysidro praying,
while an angel drove his oxen to the plow.
"You never think of Santa Barbara 'til it thunders," say the New
Mexicans, and certainly the weather is of serious concern in a land
where drouth parches the com, yet Hash Hoods rush down arroyos from
storms in the mountains, and the Rio Grande rises and soaks away the
adobe of whole villages. ~Farmer Ysidro would unde~stand. He is
cr.edited with having caused a spring to gush forth at his bidding, and
when his little boy fell into the well, the water miraculously rose to
the top so the child could be ,rescue4. San Ysidro's wife was Maria
Torribia, a canonized saint, who is venerated in Madrid as Maria de la
Cabeza, since her skull is carried in processions in time of drouth.
'The santos could be punished as well as invo~ed. They were cajoled with gifts of candles and new dresses, but i~ they failed in the
desired favor they might be turned to the wall or locked in a chest.
Sometimes -even sterner measures were in order, and St. Joseph, for
example, might be deprived of the tiny sculptured Christ Child who
rests on his arm.
Frank Applegate and Mitchell Wilder have noted a popular New
Mexico. story in which San Ysidro is accused _of working on Sunday.
The Lord plagued him first with grasshoppers, and then flooded his
fields, -but Ysidro persisted in breaking the Sabbath.. When the Lord
finally threatened him with a bad neighbor, Ysidro gave up his Sunday
I
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.labors. Long-suffering .Job is likewise appreciated ·in New Mexico,
where he is portrayed seated in a little tin house.
San Ysidro' is almost invariably preferred in sculpture by local
santero~, and his broad-shouldered figure towers high above the yoked
oxen and the guiding angel. The. animals are carved with decorative
charm, ~onvincingly bovine, and often equipped with painstaking detail
in the structure of the plow and harness. Like Santiago, this saint of the
outdoors gets little sombreros from his admirers. Instead of Santiago's
metal lance, he carries a pointed stick to goad the oxen.
Saints who understand livestock are rated highly by' the Spanish
New Mexicans, who are very foucJ of animals. Burros and cows are led
-past th~ church for their share of ~e blessing of the Feast Day of San
Antonio, who is remembered for the miracle of a starving horse which
knelt before the Blessed Sacrament befor~ eating the hay the. saint
offered. Lomax describes a poor old woman who brought forward an
egg to be blessed on San Antonio's"Day. San Antonio also helps to find
lost things, but to Santa Ines del Campo is assigned the task of finding
strayed livestock. It is Santo Nino de Atocha who locates missing persons. In a country where sheep are of such importance, it is' natural to
find St. .John .the Baptist represented often. There is a fine bulto of $e
saint in the church at Jemez Pueblo, in which St. John is shown holding
a lamb symbolic of ':the Lamb c;>f God which taketh away the, sins of the
world."
The shrine of Santo Nino de Atocha is in the little weaver's village
of Chimayo, at the foot of the Truchas Peaks. Sanctuario, to N ~w
Mexicans~ always mean.s the Chapel of the ~uipulo faIpily, where one
of New Mexico's religious miracles traditionally took place. This adobe
church preserves the atmosphere of a century ago in its architectural
integrity and its handsomely decorated gesso panels in native style.
Beside the main altar is a room with a square hole dug in its earthen
floor. Six generations ofNewMexicans have made pilgrimages to
Sanctuario in firm belief ili the miraculous cur~1Jve powers of the earth
from this hole.
The mentally ill are well treated by New Mexican natives, who consider them touched by God. The ,heroine of the Sanctuario story is a
simple-minded little girl of Chimayo, who accompanies her father while
he drives his_ oxen to plow his field. Cosette Chavez Lowe relates how
the gir~ persuades her father to kneel w~e an invisible procession of
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Christ and the Cross passes by. Then she tells her father that she hean
a church bell in the ground beneath them. To humor her, the £athel
digs, and soon unearths a little bell. The girl urges him to continue:
digging, and he uncovers a statue of the Christ Child. It is the cele·
brated Santo Nino de Atocha, whose image is venerated at the Sanctu·
ario built over the spot of the miracle.
Many tales are told of the wonderful deeds of this Santo Nino, and
little shoes are brought to him as gifts, for he wears them <?ut tramping
around New Mexico on errands of mercy, often in the company of his
good friend San Ysidro, who knows the way through the fields.
Much as his compatriot Santiago dresses in Spain, Santo Nino de:
Atocha wears a pilgrim's plumed hat and cloak, a!1d the little Santiago
scallop shell which is the badge of pilgrims. Usually Santo Nino is
seated in a chair, and has in one hand a staff with a gourd water bottle,
and in the other a basket of bread. Local admirers love to fill the basket
with 'paper flowers. According to Spanish legend, the Christ Child
visited the priSons where Christians were held by the Moors, bringing
them water in a bottle that was never empty and bread in a basket that
was always full. Santo Nifio de Atocha is the special intercessor for the
imprisoned and politically oppressed, and has therefolie been in great
demand during recent years.
Many members of the New Mexico 200th Regiment, captured by
the Japanese in World War II, vowed a pilgrimage to Sanctuario if they
survived. Since V-J Day, many soldiers have come to thank Santo Nino
for his favors. Plaster images of the Child of Atocha are among the
most commonly seen in New Mexican homes, as well as nineteenthcentury prints in tin frames. There is a larger-than-life modern statue
of Santo Nifio in the front chapel of the Belen Church. Along with his
aid to those unjustly in jail, the Holy Child of Atocha is appealed to for
protection against crimes of violence, a reputation which comes from his
good deeds in Plateras, Mexico.
The story of Sanctuario is not unlike the legend of the discovery of
a miraculous statue of Our Lady at Guadalupe, in Spain. A shepherd
.following his flocks in the beautiful Estremadura hills above the River
Guadalupe, came upon an image of the Virgin Mary, which soon was so
famed for its miraculous powers that a monastery was built on the spot.
This was in 1329. It was not until 1531 tJIat a miraculous portrait of
the Virgin-appeared on the poor tilma of Juan Diego in Mexico City,
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Wood sculpture by George Lopez, Cordova, New Mexico, 1947.
Vincent Garoffolo collection. Photograph by Howard B. Schleeter.
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and the latter miracle was named for the already famous Guadalupe of
Spain.
'
The statue of Our Lady of Guadalupe in:Spain and the painting
of Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico are similar in several respects.
Both are based on a type known in art, as the Immaculate Conception,
which is described in the twelfth chapter of Revelation-"a woman
clothed in the sun, with the moon under her feet, and on her- head a
crown of twelve stars." Devotion to the Immaculate Conception increased steadily from the fifteenth century onward and was, in
consequ~nce, much portrayed in art,-becoming widely known through
the works of Murillo and Raphael.
The Spanish Guadalupe bears about her head an esplendoT) or rayed
nimbus of gold prongs representing the sun. The New Mexico santo
of Our Lady of Light is very similar. In the Mexican Guadalupe, the
esplendoT surrounds the Virgin's body, the twelve rays increased to a
hundred. The Spanish statue is covered by a ,robe stiff with embroidery
and jewels, and in the Mexican painting, Our Lady is magnificently
dressed. The Spanish Lady of Guadalupe carries the Christ Child in
her arms, while the Mexican v~rsion does not~
The doctrine of the ImJ:llaculate Conception is frequently misunderstood by both Protestants and Catholics. ,It refers not to the birth
of Christ, but to the birth of his mother, the Virgin Mary, from whose
own birth the stain of Original Sin was excluded. It was not until 1854
that the doctrine was ~onfirmed by the Papal Bull, InefJabilis Deus. '
The most popular saint in all the Latin American countries is Our
. Lady of Guadal~pe of MexIco City, who is patroness of Mexico and
aU the Americas. Her image is more frequently reproduced than any
other in New Mexican Tet~blos and bultos. 'Although the original manifestation was a painting, the design was adapted readily to sculpture.
The Spanish statue of Gua~lupe is now almost unknown, and the
monastery built to commemorate it, containing the best paintings of
Zurbaran, falls into oblivion.
.
New ¥exican iconography is filled with the tenderness of 'the
Virgin and the Holy Child, but like the character of the Spani~h people,
it has a sOlilber side . . . meditation upon the passion of Christ and the
sorrows of Mary.
Remembe.ring the bitterness of Christ's crucifixion and the anguish
of His Mother, the New Mexican felt better able to bear the privations
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of his own life. Santeros made images of the Cristo which dwelt ~pon
His agony, and the streams of gesso, colored red and black, gushed from
the holy wounds and poured do,.vn the emaciated body. "I have the
soul of my people/ t said Miguel de Unamuno; HI like these livid Christs,
emaciated, purple, bloodly:'
One of the achievements of the New Mexico Federal Art Project
was a portfolio of handcolored plates illustrating Spanish Colonial art.
A sensitive young woman happened to be assigned the task of applying
color to a series of plates depicting typical New Mexican crucifixes.
"I'm so sick," she remarked. "I've painted eighteen hundred drops of
blood this week."
The crucified Christ does not appear in Christian art until the
tenth century, though the XP, or Chi-Rho, was .used very early, and
sometimes in its place the drawing of a fish as the symbol of Christ,
since the Greek word for fish began with the same letters as Christ's
name. ~Iany early crucifixes portrayed the feet nailed to the Cross separately, until ecclesiastical edict declared in favor of the crossed feet. In
New Mexico, Clrrist is fastened to the Cross sometimes with three nails,
sometimes with four.
Most closely associated with portrayals of the Crucifixion are Los
H ermanos Penitentes, the Penitent Brothers,. who create a phase of N'ew
Mexican religious life much misunderstood. The p'enitentes' are derived from a lay order of St. Francis of Assisi, and are noted for their
mortification of the flesh during Holy Week. They dramatize, with
startling reality, the story of the passion of Christ. The members
flagellate themselves with whips of cactus or yucca, carry heavy crosses,
and otherwise imitate the grinding pain of Christ's last hOllrs. In former
times one member of the organization was nailed or tied to the cross, but
nowadays a large sculptured representation of Christ is used.
.' There is a large body of literature on New Mexico's Penitentes,
much of which is hysterical and Written without proper cognizance of
the background of the Order, which had enormous popularity in
"
Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The intensity of
the movement has, died out in the more sophisticated parts of the world,
but has remained in New Mexico as an example of the religious fervor
and sincerity. which is to be found in any isolated area of Christianity.
This re-enactment of Christ's road to the Cross has been described
as strange and horrible by persons 'whose religious education has not
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placed great emphasis on the physical suffering of Christ. Penitente
chants and the- music of the flageolet have been called "eerie" by persons unfamiliar with Gregorian music and the characteristic wailing
timbre of Spanish rural singing. Members of a civilization which has
invented the most cruel and impersonal of life-destroying instruments
have called those people "barbarous" who believe strongly eno~gh in
. their religion to shed blood in proof of it.
,
The particular requirements of the Penitente·ritual have left their,
mark on certain santos. Several figures of Christ are life-&ized, and have
been adapted for dramatic use with,movable legs and arms. Thus they
can portray more realistically different parts o~ the ceremony-Christ
Crucified, with his arms outstretched, and afterwar~'Christ in the
Tomb, in death's repose. A svarp realism is employed in carving and
painting the figure; human hair and eyes of mica are often added. The
wounded side 'is sometimes equipped with a sponge and wick so as to
drip blood, and with tllis is a little angel, bearing a cup and hovering
by the wound to catch the Precious Blood, a symbolism associated with
the Comlpunion Service.
The personified presence ,of Death is recognized in Penitententual
with the Cart of De~th, a miniature ox-cart bearing a skeleton with. bow
and arrow. The Cart is pulled by a strip of rawhide which cuts cruelly
into the flesh of tile man dx:agging it. This is a survival of the European
Cult of Death, wqich developed in the presence of the great plagues like
the Black Death and the epidemics of venereal disease which the sailors
of Columbus introduced from the New World. Present-day surrealism
is matched by medieval paintings and ,sculpture sh9wing the souls of the
damned tortured in hell, the ghastly bodies of the dead rising on Judgment Day. The living, too, wishing to mortify their vanity, had their
portraits sculptured as cadavers, with worms and rats gnawing at the
decaying flesh. Skeletons and ~ummies of the saints were e~ibited
as holy relics in the churches of Europe, a practice still followed. The
Cult of Death, as it is demonstrated by the Penitentes, is an isolated
vestige of, a philosophy once widely followed.
The transfer of European art forms may be noted in the design of
the coffin of carved wood in ~hich the Cristo reposes at the Church of
Santa Cruz, north of Santa Fe. Its architecture is modeled on the
church-shaped feretories of gold and jewels which held saints' relics in
European churches. Like its continental antecedent, the catafalque is
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equipped with handles so it can be carried about the village in procession. Formerly the Christ at Santa Cruz Was borne by pallbearers
on Good Friday, but the present practice is to place the Entombed
Christ in a truck which is driven slowly about the 'community, followed
by the entire population on foot, carrying banners of religious societies
and chanting dirges.
The miracle plays performed in New Mexico at Christmas and
Easter are another example of the survival of religious practices of two
centuries ago. The actors dress like pictures in the church, and perform
such favorite stories as the Nativity and the Flight into Egypt. The
Christmas play, Los Pastores~ dramatizes the activities of the Shepherds
following the Star to the Manger, where each presents a gift to the newborn Christ. The peak of excitement is a swordfight between Archangel Michael and Satan. At the conclusion of the battle, the Archangel assumes the victorious pose in which he is always shown in New
Mexican santos-one foot upon the prone but waggish Devil. Michael
dresses in white and tinsel, while the Satan is in a tight black suit and
mask, with red horns and tail. It is Satan who is the comedian, teasing
the performers and disturbing their ritual until exorcised by the Cross.
Once every devout New Mexican recited to his children the good
deeds of the santo~ dark with age, who guarded the house from its carved
wood niche. Santeros made regular rounds of the villages to.repair the
fragile gesso of the santo~ and offer new ones for sale. That was nearly
a hundred years ago.
Santeros have gone the way of the buggywhip maker and the itinerant weaver.. Nowadays the adobe houses of New Mexico have storebought saints in the tradition of Raphael's pictorial sentiment. Red
glass vigil cups and wax flowers from the ten-cent store adorn the family
shrine. It is inevitable that the old handmade santos should drift into
the possession of antique dealers, collectors, and museums. A few of
the older churches-Santa Cruz, Chimayo, Truchas, and some of the
Pueblo missions-retain their original santos. Good examples of antique
New Mexican arts may be seen in the Palace of the Governors and the
Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe, the Taylor Museum in Colorado Springs, and the University of New Mexico Library.
The influence of santos is observed in the work ofa few contemporary sculptors, notably Patrocino Barela of Taos, and the L6pez family
in Cordova. Since these men carve directly in wood, without using
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gesso or paint, the result is essent~ally the creative expression of individual artists divorced from strict tradition:
The long isolation of NeW' Mexico preserved in its art the,iconographic tradition of the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Spanish Church.
There were echoes of Gothic austerity, and a strong sugge~tion. of the
Byzantine in the staring .eyes, Tigid posture, and stiff drapery .of the
santos. Portraits of popular saints were copied from books and paintings, and then from each other, adapted to local materials and local
ideas. Stories of the saints were retold, e:tnbellished with legend, and
'" Over the centuries there grew up a
colored by common experience~
New Mexico branch of Christian lore, made real by repetition and daily
use in the lives of the people.
The saints were human beings, living in the crises of their own
times, and they contrIbuted to man's long story of frailty and courage..
Fashions of portraying them in art change, b'ut the saints still exert
spiritual influence on the lives of those who remember them. Their
names are pronounced every day, in and out of the Church, and their
deeds are cited as examples of piety and wisdom.
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SOME REFLECTIONS ON
SOUT·H AMERICAN LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE*
Hans Otto Storm
perfectly good living South AmeI'ican languages
-the- Kechua, for instance. During the thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth centuries the highly organized society headed by Peruvian
Incas conquered the land from Ecuador to the middle of Modern Chile.
In this region the Kechua, or Keshua, became the universal language,
and in the backwoods it still flourishes vigorously to this day. The
Kechua has featl}res which remind one of the Latin. For most of its
speakers it is not a home-grown language but an imposed one, having
been brought to them by conquerors now conquered. It is highly
inflected, extremely regular in its forms, and therefore in sound monotonous-its place names delight in strings of four identical a-sounds:
Cajamarca, Pachacamac, Carabaya, Tarapaca. Its accent is slight, causing an ambiguity when taken over into the highly accented Spanish.
On the other hand its mathematically organized grammar has moods
and tenses not known to the European-the word love can be rendered
in a superlative tense which means I love you very much. The Kechua
has no literature of its own for the good reason that the Incas did not
know how to writt;lli The only books in it l have seen are religious volumes translated by' indefatigable missionaries. Where sounds occurred
in the Kechua that were not represented in the Latin, the printer met
the difficulty by the ingenious and economical device of turning some
of the letters upside down.
.,,0 ..

T

HERE ARE SEVERAL

• Taken from a speech, which began: "The title of these remarks, which appears bold,
pompous, and perhaps forbidding, is still the -most accurate one that I could think of. It
may be contended that first, there is no South American language; second, if there were,
at least it has no literature; and third, that not being in any sense a scholar, I have no
right to discuss either feature. All of which, in the higher sense, I am first to admit-so
I can only offer the apology that the things I want to talk about ali'e of a very homely
category, hardly worthy of being presented in this market of sophisticated letters."
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Nqt to slight in any way the Portuguese spoken in Brazil, the great

language- common to most of South America is of course the Spanish.
Now the first and most vehement thing I would like to say about the
American Spanish is that it is not a barbarous dialect of the Castilian,
and that, contrary to a very common report, there is no particulardiffi,culty in using it from one end of Latin America to the other. Strangely,
the true dialects exist in Spain itself, and the language carried to America was and remains, with fe~ exceptions, fairly uniform. Although
there are accents, they introduce probably less difficulty than those in
English, and a Mexican can understand an Argentinian with perhaps
less difficulty than a Californian experiences when traveling in the deep
South or listening on the radio to an Englishman.
This is true because the variations in the Spanish concern consonants which play only a minor role in the word, while the variations
in English largely have to do with vowels changed or left out altog~ther,
or with the important iteJIl of accentuation, about which the Spaniard,
whatever his dialect or nationality, is most conscientious.
Yet the casual travelers who ,bring back reports of barbarism are.
not altogether <liars. They are rather victims of the distortion of emphasis. Often they make straight for the back country where they meet
people who are most at home in native languages and really kFlow less
. Spanish than the travelers themselves. Then there are certain words
which for good reason vary from place to place, and although these
words are relatively few, they happen to be the most common: the vegetables, the kitchen utensils, water, the sun, the 'earth, the sky.. South
. America was conquered, not settled, by the Spaniards, and the hewers
of wood and drawers of water remained who t!J.ey were before, so th~t
in the particular items over which these unfortunates were consulted,
the Spanish made a few adaptations. So it may easily be that if you
travel s'Xiftly and find out that a tortilla becomes an omelet in Peru
and water is called topo'in Sinaloa and that legumbres for vegetables
and judias for beans are here .~nd there unknown, you would come back
and say, th~t the Latin Americans speak a barbarous dialect, just as if
you went to Boston and found that "tonic'" means soda pop and "spa"
means a fruit store you would come back and say that the Bostonians
speak a barbarous dialect.. But if in either region you stopped to discuss
Kant or dialectic materialism you would find that the jargon was very
much the same.
I\llowing then that some~ing approaching the Castilian i~,spoken
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on this side of the water, what are its ambitious claims? They call their
language la idioma hermosa and celebrate it with a holiday on which
they close the stores and even go so far as to sweep the streets. Is there
anything to this? I think I can show you that there is.
First of all, Spanish has the poetic requisite of definite and wellaccepted vowels. Syllables without vowels, as the English "were,"
"heard," or slurred syllables, as in the Anglo-English" 'xtr'ord'n'ry,"
are absolutely not ,permitted; and the most scathing indictment of
English pronounciation is found in Appleton's dictionary, where it is
gravely stated that in English the vowels a, e, i, 0, and u are all pronounced "uh." This seriousness about sounds is carried right into the
grammar, and when the poetic value of the words would conflict with
the grammar, thea the grammar simply has to go. An ama, that is, a
lady who takes care of small children while their mothers, go to ·bookstore lectures, takes the masculine article and is called el ama, because
la ama would have two identical sounds following each other and no
civilized person, that is to say no P2et, would be caught talking that
way. And this principle of euphony·goes, in general, right through.
There is more to it than that, though. Somewhere in the Koran
it is said that there is a particular angel in heaven apPOmted to sing
continually the praises of God for giving a beard to men and long hair
to women. That is to say, discounting the religious jargon, that the
continual awareness of sex in all relationships makes life in all those
relationships richer and more satisfying and significant. The Spanish
recognize this by using genders which are true sex-genders and not, like
the German, genders rather of social position (der Mann, die" Frau, das
Madchen). And the Spanish genders carry through into the strong adjectives, so that a statement such as "I am content, proud, or disgusted,"
spoken by a man, has a form and flavor distinct from what ilt would have
if spoken by a woman. True again, they give masculine and feminine
genders to inanimate things, but these sometimes change from one to
the other most significantly: the sea is la mar when you are looking at
it in the sunset and el mar when you are sizing up whether your boat
can take it. And neuters are not given to the mere leftovers of unimportance; they are reserved for generalities: 10 bueno, 10 verdadero, 'Y
10 bello. Close to this principle is the use of a living d.istinction between the familiar and the. formal address. The use of tu within certain
categories of frieitdship and familiarity gives a delightful feeling of
recognition; its beginning 'between men and women is an acc,prate
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index of how far a flirtation has 'progressed or how many drinks the
respective parties have imbibed.,
Further, wherever there is doubt, the language has a way of relating itself straigh~ to the phenomenon rather}-lian to the train of logic
that led up to its discussion. This appears/In the case of -redundant
negatives. In English there is the story of the witness who replied to
some question "I ain't saying I ain't." The judge called him on a .point
of order with th~_ words: "I ain't asking you is you ain't, I'm asking you
ain't you isl" That point of order is continually called in Spanish to
give the pertinent fact right-of-way over the circumlocutions of gram- '
matic logic. Negatives piled on negatives only make a more emp4atic
negative. In the same way the person of the verb depends not on the
abstract logic of the sentence but on who is_ personally most concerned.
L.o.s obreros somos desamparados, the workers are desperate, a Spanish
speaker w~uld say, using, if he includes himself among the workers,
the form we are. In the logic of English grctmmar it is a point of finesse
that when stating a general proposition it makes no difference whose
ox is goted. In Spanish it makes all the difference· in the world.
This directness and scorn of generalities has its distinct limitations.
A South American engineer said to me once, "Spanish has a thousand
ways of calling a girl Sweetheart but not one good way oI asking for a
monkey wrench." (He got his training in Paris, so he wasn't bluffing.)
Yet he did not quite put his finger on the trouble. There is no particular problem arouncl asking for a monkey wrench, but if you want to
say in Spanish that the torque exerted by the wrench is equal to its
length multiplied by the tangential force on the end of the handle,
then you are likely to find yourself in heavy difficulties.
Another limitation of Spanish produces a peculiar effect. In English we have for a vast number of things parallel words, one for funeral
orations and the other for everyday speech. First, the Norman-Saxon
fusion produced the schoolbook dual forms of pig-pork, ox-beef, and so
on; but that was only the begin~ing. Mter our language was well set
we kept on finding complicated words for ·great occasions and demanding simple ones for every day. So that to call a spade an agricultural
implement is considered pomposity and cant. Yet if you spoke Spanish with an Indian gardener and had forgotten the word for spade and
asked him for it; he would be likely to reply an agricultural implement,
just that. There simply is not that ambivalence of language which
employs different words for formal and for' plain occasions; an.d per-
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haps this monism goes even deeper than the matter of language. In
any case the familiar Latin derivatives, and with them a grave and sedate
diction generally, appear in Spanish in places that strike us as a little
comical. Here are some samples from ~igns, billboards, etc., appearing
in public places:
Children who molest trees in the park should be admonished by
their protectors, and if not susceptible to admonishment should be
restrained by force.
'"
Legitimate parts Ford.
Cultivated persons do not urinate in the public streets.
Enter if thou art honorable and a workman.
Pay what thouowest and nothing more.
What a felicity it is to wash with Blanco's sanitary soap.
Los vendedores
de fruta y flores
no se permiten
en el tren.
This tendency to what we call ponderous phrasing goes decidedly
into the newspapers, and the. smaller the town the more noticeable it
becomes, auto~obile wrecks and city council meetings being written
up in a style generally remindful of Mark Antony at Caesar's coffin.
And that tendency is not entirely a matter of language. South America
is a colonial country with its· tendrils of contact to the large world pitifully limited, and no one is more aware of the fact than the journalist.
So the reporter on a daily paper thinks of himself as a literary man,
struggling, more or less, for recognition with Dumas and Stevenson and
all the great ones of the previous century. Besides this he is conscious
of himself as a social figure, an aspirant to the polite society of his townas such, also struggling for recognition and determined to make literacy
and sophistication take the place of wealth and family. From this, the
thing that corresponds to our "columnism" takes a particular form-a
racy dialogue usually in the familiar discourse, between two dashing
and rather blase young men who meet on the street c(jrner to discuss
the affairs of the day in a sardonic mood. The pen-and-ink artist often
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adds their pictures, slim, fashionable, with flower" in buttonhole -and
cane in hand and tongue in cheek. And if the puns in these columns
are often q:uite unmentionable, then on the other hand allusions to Cervantes and the classics will not be neglected:
.
.But the high point in, South American journalism is the sob story.
You may imagine that among the miserable folk who crowd the doors
of a South "American newspaper office,_so~ stories are not hard.to find.
And yet they are written up with a classical abandonment to the
demands of tragedy. Here is o~e that came to me in the wrapping
paper from a hardware store:
An Indian girl was sent by her father to the streets to beg, but her
brother had the best route and she the worst, so that sh"e always cam~ home
with the least money. For this her father continually beat her. So at the
earliest opportunity she ran away and went to live with a white man. But
her new protector only beat her the worse, while he tried to graduate her
from the trade of begging into prostitution. Thereupon she left him and
took up with a Chinaman. All went well until they had a child, but when
the father .saw that the child's eyes were ~ot slanted in the Oriental fashion
he threw both child and mother into the street. Reducred
,. to beggary once
more she at last. met a Negro who was a good man ann-kind, and although
very poor offered to shelter both her and the Chinese-Indian child. But her
happine~ was not to last. "'Then the inevitable next child came it was a
helpless •monster without any neck and with one eye in the middle of its
, forehead. At sight of it the Negro husband committed suicide. So, on the
streets again, the ·poor girl endeavored to beg to support .this monstrosity,
when she was run over by a buS and had both her legs broken.
~"

The same tone is used to write up what they call a "crime of pas. sioa"-meaning by passion the property-complex that" we call sexjealousy, which is considered both highly respectable and altogether
irresistible in its attacks. MUT-ders of this sort are in fact written up not
as crimes but as tragedies with a strong note of the inevitable, the murderer and his vittim coming in for equal shares of symp~thy. If John
Jones is shot by an inmate of his house in San Francisco, the newspaper
will be very explicit about the appearance-of the body, the names of the
policemen, undertakers and so forth, but it will close: "Mrs. Jones, on
being questioned, said she had no idea of who might be his enemies."
Or if the salacious offers opportunities without the fear of libel, the
paper__ may nevertheless list the sexual elements involved with a bald.
mechanical obtuseness that suggests an ill-digested course in plane
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geometry. If Alberto Rodriguez is shot in Santiago the story will run
something like this:
All was sweetness-and light in the Rodriguez family. Every morning
when don Alberto left for work the pretty little Carmelita would wave to
him from the window and every evening when he returned she would be
there in her pink dress to meet him. So that old neighbors would see them
and look at each other with tears in their eyes and say, "What charming
children!". And then one evil day the Rodriguez family took a boarder.
And ah, Carmelita was lovely and ah, the boarder was a dashing young
fellow, and youth is youth and love and the winds blow where they choose."
And 80Then there will be a row of passionate looking d"ots, which the South
Americans haven't yet learned to think are funny-And Don Alberto returned. He looked in her eyes. ,He saw. He
knew. He understood- There'was but one answer. He went to the pawnshop and bought him a revolverAnother row of dots.
And now on the clear, sad autumn afternoons the poor Carmelita, no
longer bright and smiling, but attired in widow's weeds., may sometimes be
seen on the bus that runs from the graveyard to the penitentiary.
In all of this of course the hand of Euripides is very evident. In
the diffusion of cultures we northerners, along with a lot of other things,
have accepted tr~gedy in much the same spirit as the South Sea islanders
accepted shoes-something to be worn at solemn ceremonies and then
quickly to be put aside because it pinches. To the Mediterranean this
same tragedy, that is, the thought of the annihilation of the individual
and the revelation thereby of the cosmic or the inevitable-is thoroughly
indigenous and welcome on the lowliest occasions. It doesn't have to
be twisted to a happy ending or even to point a moral-it is just beautiful in its own right. And with such a background, for four 'hundred
years South America has had to satisfy itself with the dignity of its
decline and fall while our own minds have been occupied mostly with
expansion. And in a barbe!shop I heard somebody sing
Las campanas dicen dan, dan
pero un dia, cairanI have no idea whether this was meant as anticlerical propaganda
or just a simple comment on the inevitable ending of all things, but it
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is very different from anything one would hear in a barbershop in the
United States.
Even outside of barbershops, the influence of classic tragedy works
very hard on South American literature, especially on poetry, and much
of the time greatly to its disadvaI\tage. What I dislike most about South
American poetry is the everlasting welter of tears, flowers, sighs, broken
toys of ~hildhood, and similar stage properties floating around in a
puddle of sweet despondency. These messes playa particularly dirty
trick on the foreigner who reads uncritically and without background
and, the first time at least, thinks that the mood and treatment ate quite
exquisite until suddenly, having gone a good~ay past his'stop, he wakes
up sharp and thinks, o-oh, this fellow's brakes· need tightening.· Sweetness and sadness, he finds out much later, play in South American,
perhaps in all Spanish poetry, the exact counterpart in vulgarity to what
optimism and cheer represent in the doggerel of our own language.
What I like best in South American verse is something altogether different: an occasional brilliance of short and variegated meter that is
only possible in, a highly accented language, rhYme schemes of complicated accuracy, feminine rhymes that. are preposterous and comical.
As in any other place there is a vast amount of trash published.
But it is not the trash that one regrets so much as the amount of heavy
earnestness which goes to waste in the bog of .colonialism, with ponderous attempts that simply don't come off. It is a little hard for persons
from a major country to realize just what colonialism means in art-to
understand why, with the woHd's background after. all available, it is
. not possible to sit down in Chanchamayo and write contemporary literature, just as well asone could in London or Paris~ Well, put it the other
way around. Sophisticated comment, sophisticated fiction at least,
requires something like this: the writer has to have enough associations,
either direc,t or by the printed ,word, with his fellows in the center of
affairs to feel more or lesS at one with them, and to speak the same intellectual language and to have the same preoccupations-and then he
must be able quite without embarrassment to refer to the things with
which he is thoroughly familiar and to raise his'·' voice and state how
these bear on the questions raised. If he can't do that he gets lost in selfconscious regionalism, or in a retreat to the classics, or in imitation.
And that is what happens altogether too often in South America. The
South American is painfully conscious at all times that when London
or New York or Moscow po\lnd the table the forks rattle, and when
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Chanchamayo pounds the table they don't. Or if they do you may be
quite assured that some condescending critic is shaking the~ table. And
so strange things happen. .
.
I; remember, for example, a little story reprinted in a Peruvian
anthology. The scene is located in, we will say, the little town of
Huacho. The story begins with a description of the town as known in
childhood. The description isn't at all bad~you can see the baked
adobe houses and hear the barnyard animals and feel the summer heat
and smell the lush vegetation by ~e irrigating ditch. It is perhaps a
little too heavily underscored. It is trenchant or pregnant or whatever
the word is. One begins to see that the author has been reading Josef
Conrad. Java had an atmosphere; well, Huacho can have an atmosphere too. All well and good. But wait a minute. In Conrad all this
heavy-smelling stuff was prelude simply to the thesis: now ladies and
gentlemen, here is the setting; here is the story, further, of a simple person, confronted by the ultimate realities. The realities of our little
Peruvian story go on as follows. In the aforedescribed town of Huacho
where I spent my underscored childhood there lived a rooster. And the
rooster was a great pet of the family. And so there was great consternation when my father matched the rooster in a fight against the champion
rooster from the nearby town. And the fight took place and the plot
became more and more tense until finally our rooster won.
The trouble with this story is not at all that the description is bad
or that cockfighting in Huacho is not in its place important. The
trouble is that the .author cannot distinguish between rooster fights in
Huacho and the· Trojan War, and that he thinks his roqsters crowing
in their pens of a Peruvian morning are the contemporaries of Homer's
horses champing their oats in the light of a thousand fires. The distinction, which is the essence of colonialism, is a very cruel one-and unjust;
it is not that the Trojans suffered. more than the Peruvians, it is simply
that they have left their mark. Ignore the distinction and you become
ridiculous; Tecognize it and you become exotic, condescending, regional.
You may be absolutely genuine, but you can'~ sit down with the great
ones.
Another little book that I remember was written by a young
Limefio-a person of opportunity, born and raised in Lima with sufficient cash to feel a sense of power. It is a biography, very intimate, very
personal, very exact, and of course very regional. Its great scene is
where the young man has just recently come of age. He has a car of his
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.
own (just as in the States) , he has his arm around his girl (just as in
the States) ,'aild he is driving home in the twilight and catching the first
lights of Lima. Of the City Lima-the incomparable Lima, his Lima.
Again he can not"see his own situation without slight embarrassmenthe must try to bull it through and make belieye that his Lima is another
Paris. And'in case the bobk might seem a bit naive he added a preface
full of what they call palabras rebuscadasJ researched words, ending with
the sophisticated comment that most readers did not favor prefaces, and
so if you didn't like it you could tear it out-for which purpose the
preface was printed on perforated paper like a commutation tiCKet.
Evidently, neither of the authors quoted above thought they had
a message or were concerned with doing anything for .society. They
just Wanted to Write. Perhaps more agreeable than these just mentioned, are the out-and-out potboilers who write simple little stories
for the slick magazines and whose charm lies in their own simplicity
and flowery phrases, like the description of the poor garbage ,man:
"It was not buoyant, the financial situation of our hero." There are
also the earnest persons who often under terrible persecution, make
bold to air the grievances of the underlying population. Needless to
say these writers have a rich mine of material, and they produce what
seems to us a much more grown-up product. They still, however, have
from our point of view a tendency to plug the regional note'too heavily.
When they do not try to crawl out from under their provincialism then
they make much of it, but they make too much of it in places where it
does not count..
Perhaps I am too hard on these people; and to clear up my bias I
must give you one piece of factual information that may warp my judgment. It is that the concept of attack in modem Spanish prose is
completely different from that held' in English. We believe that one
thing must lead to another; we take great .pains with our transitions; our
thought moves from one para,graph into the next as smoothly as an
avocado in an automatic. packing plant. The Spaniard, for all his
smoothly flowing language, breaks his ideas into short, choppy paragraphs with a full stop between, and a complete change, here and there,
of orientation. Sometimes this becomes so pronounced in fictioIJ that
actual subheads are introduced, as in newspaper stories in our own country. - A dry humor can be secured by this.device, as in PIo Baroja's
subtitle-"Influence of the inclination of the earth's axis on the phe.
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nomenon called love"-but the effect on our senses is more often; to
make the writing appear scatterbra~ned.
Of the great highlights of South American ~ction I will say little,
because the honors have been so definitely assigned to two novels:
Guiraldez' Don Segundo Sombra and Rivera's La Vordgine. Both of
these are now available in an English translation, and both are infinitely
'worth reading. Both are, by the way, heavily regional in their different
ways. But a few passages in Rivera's work stand unforgettably ~ut
from the limitations of the regional, and I speak of those in which with
an inhuman penetration he looks into the shortcomings of his own class,
the literary intellectuals.
.
It goes without saying that a country out of which anyone can tell
you the'two great novels, just like that, doesn't boast of an indigenous
literature that is important in the large world. But when it comes to
. translations, the scale unexpectedly bumps the beam. South America's
only linguistic tie with the old world is Spain, and until the recent
unfortunate events Spain has been quite to ·one side .of the European
circle. So the large world impinges on South America principally
through translations. And the quality of the translated titles that one
. finds in the most humble surroundings is remarkably high. Gogol,
Dostoevski, Elias Erenberg, H. G.Wells, Ernst Toller, Remy de Gourmont, and of course Upton Sinclair, I have found in drugstores, newsstands, ash bins, and attics in the most provincial places-and with the
exception of the two English-language writers, I contend tpat it would
be unusual to find any of these authors in towns of equal size, like Sayville, Long Island, or Grant's Pass, Oregon. There are evidently people
in South America in very humble stations who are not afraid of serious
literature when they see it and who want it if they can get it. So one
might venture to predict that an important indigenous literature is to
be expected in that quarter in the future. If, through one pass or
another, large sections of South America come to shake -off their colonial
status .and emerge into some accept,able kind of freedom, one could
predict that there will be giants in those days.
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YOU AIM SO HIG,H
Frank Brookhouser
I got a right to sing the blues.
lived close together, in the same city block, in houses
gray as dawn and sad as dusk. And they worked even closer
together, side by side, som,etimes on Market Street but mostly on Broad
Street because there was a big automobile agency thete and they could
look at the bright new cars in the show windows and discuss their varying preferences when they weren't working.
"Man, I"sure like to own that baby when l get to be big and going
araund. . . ."
"Ah man, that ain't nothing compare to that cream color one. Just
look at that number. • . ."
They carried their executive offices and their advertising offices
and their production departments under their arms, in shoe shine boxes,
and they worked all day on Saturdays, which was their ,rush day, the day
of huge profits, and after school on other days except Sunday, which was
their day of rest.
They did not look alike at all. George was tall for his twelve years,
with sloping shoulders and long, thin legs and a light skin. Teddy was
short and stocky, with stout legs, and his was a black skin. But these ~f
ferences were unimportant.
The important differenc~ was in their ages. Teddy was only nine.
George was old enough to know about things, about how things were.
On this Saturday, Teddy made an investment and was very proud
about it. He bouF;ht a new piece of cloth for shining shoes, a clean
white piece of cloth which cost him twe~ty-five cents.
"You crazy, buying that," George told him.'
"What you mean, crazy?"

T
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"I mean what I say, man. You didn't need no new rag yet. You
ain't that dumb."
"I almost need it. The old one ain't gonna last me, you know
that."
"Why don't you wait till you need it? You tfazy, man."
"I like that new rag. Look at how clean and white it is. Man,
that's a spiffy thing, that's class. And it's good for business. How you
expect business with old dirty rags all the time?'"
"What they care if the rag white or if it black, long as they get a
SIne
h · ? . . ."
"Shine, Mister. Give you a good shine."
"Shine, Mister."
"Not today. . . ."
.
For a long time on this Saturday, ~hough, Teddy wasn't so certain
about the rag, even though he had defended its purchase so intensely.
It was a bad day for business. There was a steady drizzle of rain
and heavy clouds threatened a downpour any minute. The people
apparently didn't want to take a chance of waiting for a shine and hurried past the two boys.
George had one customer shortly after nine o'clock, a brown pair of
shoes with no tip. But queries to scores of other pedestrians were not
productive and the boys spent most of the morning looking at the cars
in the window, huddling close to the building for protection against the
rain, and watching the people eat in the chain restaurant next door.
.. "I wish we going to have a steak for dinner," Teddy said, after"
watching a while. "I ain't done no work but I getting mighty hungry
just standing around."
"What for you need a steak? You fat now," George told him.
"I ain't fat, I juS! healthy."
"You fat."
"I just building up to be a: football man in high school."
"You never be a football player. You too little."
"I just ain't start to grow fast yet, that's all."
"Now I'll be a football man. I gonna be big and tall."
"But you thin."
"I'll fill out. Shine, Mister?"
"You legs is too thin for football. Shine, Mister? Give you a good
shine."
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"Them legs is fast, man. They chase you into a hole any day in the
week."
"Ah, who you making fun with? You need an,old airplane~to catch
me."
"Yeah?"
"Yeah."
In a Hash, Teddy started running, dodging pedestrians hurrying
down the street, cutting behind cars, darting around thein, George close
at his heels, the both of them laughing and shouting with excitement.
Finally, Teddy led George around a car and headed back toward
their abandoned shoe boxes in front of the agency. As they reached
them and came to a rest, breathing heavily, grinning, laughing with each
other, Teddy said, "See what I tell you."
"You pretty fast all right for such a little squirt. Maybe you be
Jesse Owens some day."
"Maybe, huh George?"
"You can't never tell."
They were both feeling pretty good when the two men stopped and
asked for shines.
Teddy grinned widely, Hashing white teeth, his round eyes crinkling in his beaming face.
"Yes sir," he said, "you bet you get a shine. Best shine there is."
"Make it quick."
"Yes sir. Like a Hash.".
"Now you got a chance to ShOW off that new rag you boast about all
day," George told him..
"I got a new rag to work over them shoes of yours,. Mister," Teddy
announced proudly, taking the neatly folded rag from his box and
dropping it carefullyJlcross his leg so it wouldn't pick up dirt from the
street. "Bra~d new rag just bought."
"Good," the man said, smiling.
"That's all he talking about all morning," George interposed. "He
sure anxious to see how it works.,t-·
With all of their equ~pment spread out beside the boxes, they went
to work eagerly. Whe~ they were finished, Teddy turned to George
and said, "H~w much you get?"
"Man, I got me a nickel-tip.v
"Well, man, look at this."
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Teddy opened the palm of his hand and displayed a new quarter,
which meant he had received a tip of ten cents.
~'Now you see what 1 tell you about the new rag. 1 got ten cents
because 1 got stuff that looks classy:'
George didn't seem to have any answer.
"You got to invest, man, before you get anywhere," Teddy continued. "You never get nowhere less you put something in your
business."
"Now who you expect you gonna be, big shot-John D. Rockefeller?"
"Maybe. 1 got lots of time."
"Man, you never gonna be no Rockefeller nohow."
"That's only what you sayiqg."
"Not if you live to be a hundred years old. You just dreaming,
man. And ain't no use to dream. You make a big fool of yourself,
that's all."
"You crazy, man."
"You the crazy one. You just don't know nothing at all, squirt:~
"No? Well, maybe 1 be like Duke Ellington some day, how you
like that? He a big enough man, ain't he?"
"Yeah, he pretty big all right." .
"I sure glad 1 buy that new rag all right. 1 sure glad about that."
"Maybe 1 get one myself, long about next week. 1 think it over
to myself.. But don't you go getting no crazy ideas about Rockefeller.
You just make a fool of yourself dreaming like that, man."
"Ah, the Duke, he good enough for me."
"
"Now you getting the right idea, man. You getting smart.
Go.t a right to feel lowdown. .
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COLLEGE TRA:P~NING AND THE
FEDERAL SERVICE
Vernon G. Sorrell
to the federal service is indicated from several angles. In the first place, jmprovement in
the efficiency of personnel in the federal service under its present scope
of activity can best be had by the increased recruitment of collegetrained people. In the secoQ.d place, if the scope of federal activity
increases in the future, as seems quite likely after a few y~ars of retrenchment of wartime agencies, the need for adequately trained people will
be intensified.
As more and more segrpents of our econom,y are "planned~' and
l'managed" from Washington, federal personnel, especially those in the
upper administrative and pol~cy determining positions, will require, as
ne~r before, imagination, boldness in thinking and action, and ability
and willingness to assume responsibility. It is the special province of
the colleges to train young people along these lines.
Finally, as a practical matter, the federal government is the largest
single employer of college gradu,ates. This fact alone indicates' that considerable significance is attached to the relationship between training '.
in colleges and employment in the federal service.
A frank and candid appraisal of working conditions in the feaeral
service leads to the view that "working for the government" is not very
attractive to the typical college graduate. There is considerable truth
in the opinion that many goveinment workers are paper shuftlers and
clock watchers, and interested mainly in keeping their efficiency ratings
just high enough to secure automatic within-grade salary increases. It
is also true that the efficient worker is not always properly rewarded foJ,:"
his good work, and when this occurs he often becomes indifferent and
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lazy. For this and other reasons, the ambitious employee frequently
~evelops a feeling of frustration, and either leaves the service or becomes
a "bureaucrat" in the worst meaning of the term. Frequently a considerable degree of frustration arises from the inability of the agency
concerned to keep a continuous How 'of work moving to its personnel,
which in turn may be due to lack of a proper policy at the top or even
to Congress.
A feelinf?; of frustration in one's job is not confined, of course, to
the federal service; nevertheless, it is probflbly more prevalent in federal
employment than in private employment. This point is emphasized
as deterring many ambitious young people from 'working for the government, and is not offset by such favorable conditions of employment
as relative security on the job, the forty-hour week, a month's annual
vacation, ample sick leave, substantial retirement benefits, and salary
scales which seem to be well in line with private employment although
there is a ceiling on top federal salaries provided ,by law. How to "'provide working conditions so that personnel will be reasonably happy and
contented, with ample opportunity and encouragement to manifest
creative imagination and ambition, presents many imponderables; and
because of the human or personality factors involved, it is not likely
that the problem will ever be solved with a direct head-on attack.
The author of this paper has for some time served on a special social science committee to study college-federal service relationships.
The committee is made up of college and federal agency representatives in the thirteenth civil service region with headquarters at Denver,
Colorado. This committee, gathered information by means of a questionnaire from employees in fifteen federal agencies primarily in the
social science fields. In all, answers from 1,246 employees were tabulated. The main results of this survey are sl.,Jmnlarized as follows:
The range of salaries received was from $1,726 to $9,975 with the
average $2,638. The average for men was $3,043.56 and for women
$2,234·
By educational level the data reveal the following:
All
Elementary
Junior H. S.
High School
Partial College
College Graduates

$2P61

2242
2226
2485
3537

Men
$212 3
2293
23 28
2 840
40 44

Women
$1,855
21 55
21 5 1
• 2240

2394

.l:I
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. These figures indicate that education pays off in dollars -and cents,
especially with the men. College-trained women receive on the average
little more than the non-college trained, which is explained by the large
number in the lower grade made up of typists, clerks, stenographers,
and the like.
The average entrance salaries by educati?nal levels also show some
interesting relationships, as follows:
.
All
Elementary

Junior H. S
lligh Scnool
Partial College
College Graduates

$1898
1978
1998
2065
2724

Men
$1926
2008
2 0 38
21'93
30 25

Women
$1806
19 16

19P3
1980
20 46

Here again is shown thel>great difference between salaries of men
and women at the compar~ble educational levels.
The survey showed further that of those answering 1.5. per cent
had only an elementary education, 3'.6 per cent had completed junior
high school, 23.2 per cent had <:ompleted high school, 48.2 per cent had
taken some college work, and 23.4 per cent had at least one college dewas made of education
gree. In the latter category no breakdown
.
beyond the bachelor's degree. A greater percentage of the men were
college trained than women-33 per cent as compared' to 14.3 per cent.
In another important respect the survey showetthat a college education pays off, and that was"in the matter of promotion. The college
graduate not only entered the service at a higher salary but was promoted much more rapidly than the non<ollege trained. After twentyfive years of experience, the average salary for the college graduate was
$4,500, while comparable figures for part college and high school were
$3,600 and $2,900 respectively. Men rose much higher than women in
the salary scale. The average top salary for college men was $.:4,800,
after twenty-five years of service, while the high for women was $2,800.
Salaries paid by occupational grouping showed some interesting
variations. The legal group was the highest, with an average salary of
$4,400, followed in order by business specialists, administrative, information, and personnel. The lowest paid employees were in the groups
of operators of office appliances, typists, clerks, ana stenographers, which
groups were made up largely of women workers.
Some light was thrown on the question of the value of college

.
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training by several questions asking for opinions. In answering the
question what college courses were the most valuable to them in their
government jobs, 35.35 per cent said courses which specialized in their
own field, 9.17 per cent said courses which specialized in another field,
Ig.25 per cent said general courses, while 36.25 per cent had no opinion.
On the question as to which courses were the least valuable,' 1.1 per cent
said specialized in own field, 11.3 per cent said specialized in another
field, 30'98 per cent said general, and 56.60 per cent said no opinion.
As in perhaps most cases of' opinion surveys, .it is somewhat difficult
to point out die significance of these results, if indeed there be much
significance. It would appear at first glance that specialized courses
should be stressed in college ifea government job is desired; ye~ it is
probably true that i~ many fields of government work the specialized
course is only the entering wedge used to get into the service. Once in
the service the employee may be prOlTIoted or shifted about, so that
there may be little connection between his job and specific courses
taken.
The high percentage of "no opinion," both in courses of least value
and in courses of most value, seems to bear out this thought. If there is
truth in this suggested interpretation, then i~ not so much the
concern of college curricula makers to provide "entering wedges," a procedure which seems to be necessary and quite practical under the prevailing type of examination provided by the Civil Service Commission.
The "hook" course, or courses, is very much in evidence in most of the
Civil Service entrance examinations. (The general subject of entrance
examinations will be treated later in this paper.)
On the question of organized training after the employee entered
on his job, the survey showed rather significant results. While only
37 per cent of ail employees had received in-service training, 61 "per cent
indicated a desire for such training (71 per cent men and 51 per cent
women). Of the type of courses desired, a predominance of answers
indicated courses specialized along the lines of their present work. These
results, indicating that federal employees are not getting the organized.
in-service training that they would like to get, suggest that the agencies
could do more along these lines-perhaps in co-operation with the colleges, where proper instruction and facilities can be had.
A final point from the survey is curious and may be somewhat perturbing to certain types of curricula makers. Somewhat over 22 per
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cent said that extra':curricular activities were of more value to them in
the federal service than academic courses. When it is recognized that
all college studepts do not engage in such activities (and those college
graduates covered in the survey no doubt were typical), the 22 per cent
is more significant than would appear at first sight. Of those'who emphasized the greater value of extra-curricular' activities over academic
courses, 63 per cent said extra-curricular academic (debating, dramatics,
literary, etc.), 13 per cent said social, 12 per cent said physical, 6 per
cent said political, and 6 per cent not specified.' From this is might appear that colleges should give more encourag~ment to such activities
and especially such things as -forensics and dramatics. Even student
politics should not be frowned upon too much. These opinions suggest that in cellege training too much stress can be placed on specialized
and technical training to the neglect of-for a better word-personality
building, which, presum~bly, can be accomplished better in e7tIa-curricular activities than in the classrooms.
, A companion committee in the physical ~ciences, composed of
representatives of colleges and federal agencies, made similar studies
0in the field of the physical sciences. A brief summary of, their findings
should be of interest. This committee found that the colleges were
doi~g an adequate job so far as scientific content of the various courses
was concerned: but that deficiencies were apparent in oral and ,written
communications, management matters, and human r~lations. The
agencies generally were found to be deficient in providing orientation
to the new recruit. Too often subsequent utilization of the employee
was one of narrow specialization without adequate opportunity to de, velop broad ability, and little encouragement or support was being
given to self-development eff?rts. The committees also found that the
_ recruitment of graduating seniors by the Civil Service was highly inadequate and the employment procedure slow and cumberso~e. The
physical science committee suggested that for these and other reasons
the cream of the crop of college graduates was going into private employment. This latter point was also the general feeling of the social
«
science committee.
-The remainder of thi~ paper will deal with various. proposals and
suggestions relating to college training for the federal service.
1. The' first and most important s~ggestion relates primarily to
the recruitment of college-trained people and involves considerable
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shift in Civil Service, philosophy. Our general thesis on this point is
that entrance to the service in the supervisory and administrative jobs
should be on the basis of examinations designed to test general ability
and aptitudes with a definite program of in-service training after admission. Practically, this would m~an that a college graduate, regardless of specialized courses taken, could apply for the examination: Such
procedure looks toward a career in the service.
This proposal suggests that basic Civil Service policy as determined
~ by Congress -should be modified. The present law states that entrance
examinations shall be of a "practical and suitable" ,character; and the
. law makes no positive provision for an educational requirement.
Whether or not the Civil Service Commission legally-could set up a formal education requirement is problematical; its policy and practice has
been not to do so. In effect, to- be sure, certain federal jobs require a
college degree; for example, a legal position must be filled by a "practicing attorney,'" and a practicing attorney must have passed a state bar
examination, which in most states requires a law degree, as a prerequisite. A similar situat_ion prevails with other technical positions such
as engineering, phannacy, medicine, etc.
~
The one change that seems most@desirable is that the entrance examinations for the supervisory and administrative jobs should not be
designed to test. specific skills and specializations. This apparently
must be done under the present law; at least it is 'done, although what
constitutes a "practical and suitable" examination might be interpreted
much more broadly than it has been. Probably the Civil Service
practices in this regard represent the intent of Congress, hence the
desirability of amending the law.
The recruit should be put through a program of training immedia~ely upon his entrance. This is being done at present in many of
the agencies, but the over-all program should be further developed and
strengthened. It is safe to say that many pdvate firms are doing a much
better job of training their new employees than is the federal govern- _
mente The program of job training might take several forms: (1)
The government might set up a general "school" where all recruits
would study for six or nine mohths before entering upon their duties;
(2) or each department or agency could have its separate school; (3)
or various agencies could enter into alliances with certain universities
and colleges, perhaps on a definite contract basis, to train recruits in -
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that particular agency; for example, a college with a faculty and facilities in anthropology might train the recruits in the Indian Service; or
(4) recruits might take courses in nearby universities that would benefit themselves and the Service. This latter is being done now, otcourse,
especially by die colleges in and near Washington, D. C.
It is to be kept in mind that the program outlined Just above is
meant to be applied to the college graduate recruit in the supervisory
" and administratiVe services. It would apply also to the professional and
technical service in some degree; and in lesser degree it might apply
to the clerical, the skilled and trades, and the unskilled service.. The
federal service in all its many divisions and jobs should be articulated
to the various educational levels of the public schools and universities.
.. We are interested mainly in those federal positions which call for, or
should call for, people with the most advanced training our educational
system offers, namely, the administrative and the professional and tech. nical services.
.
It is recognized that the development of a career service offers many
difficulties, not the least of which is the changing nature of our overall
. economic and political poliCy. 'Federal agencies come and go, and probably only a relatively few, such as, for example, the State and Treasury
departments, offer opportunities for a real career service.
Turning now to what the colleges are doing or should do in train
ing students for a career in the"federal service at the level of employment
comparable to their level of educational development, it seems that colleges should not take their cue from what the federal agencies want or
think they want, but should be guided by what is thought to be the best
training fo!, living in the modem world. Higher educatipnal philosophy and PQlicies as developed by the college~ and universities should
dominate the type of training for the federal service, rather than the
other way around. It is not within the province of this paper to discuss
the philosophy and policies of higher education, but whatever these may
be they should apply equally to training for public service as well as to
other occupations. The li1)eral arts c()lleg~ should be able to supply
the basic training for the administFatlve jobs as well as many of the professional ana technical jobs, while most of the professional and technical
BOsitions should be filled by graduates from' the professional schools,
namely, business administration, law, engineering, pharmacy, and the
like. Because of the Civil Service law with its insistence on "practical"
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examinations and on practical courses and experience, ther~ has been
'a dominance 'of federal agencies over college curricula, which, in, order
to be reversed, will take a reshifiing of federal service policy, and a possible amending of the Civil Service Act.
2. The foregoing: discussion relates'to the long-range view and to
carry out the proposals would entail some fundamental changes in
policy. Desirable as changes may be, they do come slowly in government matters, and those who are responsible for college curricula and
for the guidance pf students should take conditions as they are and as
they are likely to be for a number of years to come. With this in mind
let us turn to more immediate matters.
Under present practices, jobs available for college-trained people
require certain courses or sequences of courses, of a specialized nature
and usually coupled with a certain amount of experience along the line
of the duties of the particular position to be filled.
It is not unusual for a college graduate to be ~old thete is no place
for him in the federal service simply because he has not "majored" in
the proper department or has nQt taken the specific courses required.
Graduates of liberal arts colleges are more often handicapped in this
respect than graduates of the professional colleges. I~,;.lhe survey pre·
viously.alluded to in this paper it was found that graduates of colleges
of business administration led all other colleges amongfthe 1,250 that
answered the inquiry, and most of these were in the upper grades, that
is, in the supervisory and administrative positions. Colleges of business.
administration seem to provide the "hook" courses by which graduates
flTe recruited into a more or le~ss specialized and technical job, after
which they may be promoted to a higher grade in the administrative or
professional field.
It would seem that if faculties of liberal arts colleges wish to make
it possible for their graduates to enter the federal servi.ce under present
practices and policies, an effort should be made to encourage the student
to take a certain amount of applied or voc.ational subject matter. It
has been suggested that the amount should be 10 per cent, or about
twenty semester hours in a four-year course. What these twenty hours
should be specifically is difficult to say, but .additionallight should be
thrown on the matter from a study, now under way by the social science
committee previously mentioned, of examination announcements in
the social science field by the Civil Service Commission over the past
'1'.'.

•
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ten or fifteen years. Without making any commitment as to what is an
"applied course'" and what is not, I should like to suggest that such
courses as the following are at least good "entering wedges" to the federal service: accounting, statistic~,managementcourses,-journalism, and,
particularly for women, typing, shorthand, operation of ,office appliances, etc. These courses apply, to be sure, in the social science fields
only.
.
The usual'liberal arts college, of course, offers a major in many or
all of its various departments. l."'he requirement of a specific major in
college work applies in the case of many federal examinations. The
examination for Junior Professional Assistant in November, 1947, listed
nine different options, nt!mely, archivist, chemist, economist, geographer, mathematician, metallurgist, physicist, statistician, and textile
technologist. A majority of these options have requirements that could
" be fulfilled by major study in a department of a liberal arts college. Incidentally, the recent Junior Professional Assistant examination is a
revival after a lapse of several years. The Civil Service Commission
is to be commended on its reinstatement.
In conclusion, the Civil Service Commission, the federal agencies,
and the colleges and universities should work co-operatively to improve
the federal seryice. <i<From a long-range point of view, the aim should
be to develop more of the career type of employment, and in this program the universities and colleges should~ hold dominance in the type
of training to be given the aspiring careerist. From a short:range point
of view, consta;nt and continuous efforts should be made to improve the
service under present employment policies and' philosophy, and to this
end the following are" suggestive: The Civil Service Commission should
(1) provide regular annual examinations t~ graduating seniors, (2)
encourage internships and student aid programs,,, (3) provide more
definite information on job opportunities, (4) improve and speed up
the induction procedure, and (5) assume more definite responsibility
for systematic and selective pro~otional programs. The agencies should
encourage good work by (1) improving, promotion procedures, (2)
encourageing on-the-job and in-service training, (3) insuring a more
definite.and.effective working organization within each agency, and (4)
decentralizing functions to field establishments, within the necessary
limits.
'
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The colleges and universities should look to their own curricula
with a view to giving courses that the Civil Service Commission now
requires in its various examinations; and they should, when and where
feasible, give courses or series of courses, to employees of the agencies.
Lastly, they should give some thought to the educatiQoa!l PQ,ssibilities
of extra-curricular activities.

',....

.'
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FATHER GALEN'S FLO RILEGE,
OR A SYMPOSY OF DISEASES
Science
THE BARGAIN

Costly as granite's pale fa~,\de
And knowledgeable as is God,
In office ch~ste awaits our tryst
, The famous dermatologist,
Whose patients neit;her die nor lure
Him forth by night nor show a cure,
And who will not, while he treats me,
Abate his mercenarity.
.,
Graduates of such schools as man
Establishes who rlobly can,
And versed in science, which is not
Averse to blowing cold and hot,
.The leamed doctor dressed instarch,
Mincing and pasty-faced and arch,
Will peer at poison under skin
And call his subterfuges in,
Which run as follows: "Eczema
Is a disturbance caused by a
Disturbed condition of a part
Which mightbe brain or soul or heart.
347
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Likewise with dermatitis, which
May prompt no sense, yet much may itch.
Finally, rot, the bane of flesh,
Sets in where sun nor rain is fresh."
For these, my payment to the sage
Will buy him food and keep his age.
I, the sick poet, starved and old,
Find out what words will fetch in gold.

Intellect
THE COMPATIBLES
I

A dry and utterly chaste affair
Between a man whose type of wit
Annoys a woman who gets in his hair
(And much good may they get of it)
And her, thus briefly chare«:teriZed,
Takes place, as it were, on the cerebral cortex
Of both. They sit in chairs devised
cBy a harsh carpenter, and approach" a vortex '
Of windless whirling blowing down the world.
(Faster and faster, faster, faster-stop I
Lest Plato spin, or Hymen blow his top.)
I I

It is time now to count up the books and desks,
Unshelve the journals, and unwall the sheep's
Framed contributions to a biped's masks.
. These halls should give us the most holy creeps.
What class in English ever shall unvair
The emperor Thought. whose stab is past repair?
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Look, look-the spring! It is of all outdoors.
Marbled and warmer" the not distant skies
Weep like a pair of academic eyes;
And shower on the scholar and his chores.
He writes a piece for Dr. Blank's Review,
And is no man-nor, neither, dear, are you.
Specialization
SON NET:

THE S T 0 LEN

W ILL

The private papers of Esau OriHame,
Late Bumpkin Professor of Sex in the U. of Dreams,
Fill six. steel cabinets. These his heirs annex.
- The world is sOmetimes not the world it seems,
For ongoing over the contents, file by file,
His heirs discover the bulk consists of matter
The mind resists
Remote from his profession.
.,
The picture given: a tough soul, hard to Hatter:
In pne folder, letters from grateful students;
But he.gave his time-his ten thousand leisure hoursTo something other. A seizure of imprudence
Compelled him to stocks; on these he spent his powers:
No money, mind you-but every quotation clipped
As a monk might hoard his ineffable manuscript.
Freedom
THE LESSON

I wished to pick the fruit while green
Which theretofore I had not seen, .
And bitter wasjts pulp, indeed,
But pick the fruit I surely did.
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The seeds were soft, the flesh was hard;
I chewed the rind my teeth had scarred
As though it might be food for me
With all the world my enemy.
Hog-wild in the suggestive orchard,
My mouth rejoiced, my belly tortured,
Set in a primaveral scene,
I tasted juice as sour as sin.
The trees no longer grow so high
To hang their fruit against the sky;
Yet now it is beyond my reach
Unless I pick it from the ditch.
I neither stretch nor do I stoop.
My appetite is eaten up.
Senility
THE OLD GARDENER

IN !PRISON

,

A story from Boccaccio

I live in a high cell alone,
With one small window in the stone. ".
It needs no bars, it is so high,
And here I stay until I die.
All round about me gardens lie
I may-not till t~ough I may eye,
While that I have I may not own,
For else my manliness were known.
When I was young, to this I came
Which has no future and no name.
Now gray and veined as the oak,
I cry not out who never spoke.
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One morning as the sun awoke,
I lay awake. An ancient joke
Kept running through my head like flame,
For now I had become the same.
Green are the lawns the sisters keep
Below the tower where I sleep,
And crystal str~ams, I fancy, flow
Among the flowers far below;
Yet from the sky I see the snow
Sparkle to'\Yard winter. Now I go
Six steps along my wall-so deep
My space-and wh~n I tum I weep.

Backsliding
ROBERT OF

SICILY

To fall asleep in a chllrch i~ no great matter,
Save when the spheres intend a revolution.
But to awake; to find the bronze doors'closed,
Each jumbled scene and panel facing out;
-All blank within, cold, high, too heavy to swing;
To escape at last by a small door fit for priests,
The selfdivested of its crusted robe~;
Show a bare knuckle where the sign~t was,
And through the city beg and be denied;
Do penance, cringe, accept the usurping angel,
And so return, finally; to the 10stthroI1e:
A royal matter, shameful to be known.
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Humanity
MORRISON

WOOD AT THE KEYBOARD

The things that horrify me most
I will set down as simple fact,
PortrayingSatan and his host
Engaging in the naked act,
Defying Suessenguth to say
I have not been around as he,
Or Boyce, who knows the interplay
Of century on century,
Because I see, which way I turn,
The universals taking form,
Like brothel customers who burn
Perfect as snowflakes in a storm
Before my eye hexagonal,
As if to say, "Catch us who canl"The famous in the casual,
Where all are lost, anrd each is man.
Such dreadful deeds as mind dreams up
I will keep by me, page on page,
rill Asia lap my labors up,
An incident of the wrong ageMyself devoted to the truth
As seen by me, and in my youth...

Demagogy
THE

REFORMER

Last night a civic meeting claimed my time,
And a young bride, a sociologist's wife,
Splif hairs of conflict, breast and thigh fpr knife.
I was enchanted, old as yet I am.
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Behind her shape upon the platform moving,
There moved the age, tooth buried i,p. fat vein.
The,under
dog was up, and out for gain,
.
While here this carcass, ripe and fit for loving.
"

Squirming uneasy on the wooden seats,
I thought of Bryan, Christ, and Luther loud.
A wave of heat surged forward from the crowd:
In the days of the tyrant the fishers spread their nets.

Impiety
THE GIANTS

The summer is wet, but warm as always, steams
In the rich fields. The mold thrives in the city,
In the cellars of houses, where the stones Bear up th~ beams.
The nights glisten, and like tears shed of pIty,
On the whole length of Broad Street falls the unharmful rain:
On the State Capitol Building; on the Asylum for Insane.
Over a small area, on paving-brick or clod,
The rain of heaven descends to us from God;
While man, who differs in this from other (4ttle,'"
Thc~.t he thinks or reasons, and implements will with hands,
Brings down on his head a rain at Bikini Atoll
Enough to drench a multitude of lands.

Immortality
EPITAPH FOR A

PROFESSOR OF SANSKRIT

Ryder is dead, and therefore happy,
Ifavirig his life completed, spent
Neither in boozing at the nappy
Nor fumbling for a~ast intent,
But well on letters,
and in lore
"t-:.
His like will not provide us more.
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For-lest you may not this have guessedThe time is short, the world is small,
Where Ryder, by oblivion blessed,
Need not observe its end at all.
Not Cherniss, for his classroom's north,
Shall summon sleeping Ryder forth.

Art
THE CHINESE PRINT

The wood is deep green, but beyond,
Two butterflies above a pond
Gather the sunlight from tile mist
That is the water's only frond.
To the pond's edge, in rain or fair,
The drowned general's men repair,
. To see if yet perchance he floats
Who-moons have gone-was sunken there.
!

My RON H.

BROOM ELL

MASSACHUSETTS SUMMER
The city all winter long worked in us
Ferment of insecurity by day,
The city pallor spreading our faces;
By night its paroxysms of transport
Sifted OUT dreams with devastation.
But when spring came we who were fortunate
Caught sunlight in the small grass, in the leaves
Sword bright knife-thin
Fast to their stems.
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What luck to come in spring to t;his country
Out of city winter, hungry for sunl
In its time earth here is'more.generous
Than where the snow flies late or not at all,
"
,
With the twice-mown field green all summer lo~g,
The blackberry in August bending its
Thorned bow by roadsides-why did no one pick
The blackberries but ourselves and two house
Painters who filled their lunch buckets with them?
The nights of full moon in June and July
We h~d the Whippoorwill to tell us his
Narne for ten minutes at a time all night
In-our thickets; and the dart-headed snake
Sewed his cast-off skin into the meadow.
People who have endured country winters
Mended house and barn a hundred seasons
Tend the upland pastures for our playground.
Along the stream-bed the rank thicket hides
Copper-glowing floors with parquet of moss:
Wary of bog and bramble the quick glade
Caught us, we sought an issue but found none
Yet pressed on to stand fairy-tale children
Hand in hand choosing among greensward paths.
Autumn is beginning and soon we'll go Somewhere else where winter is just as coldOil-burners to temper upholstered roomsT Q make fresh starts toward the studious season.
-See outside the polished window the leaf
Flame-bright web-thin
Whirls on itS stem.
BARBARA GIBBS

'"
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TWO POEMS
I

Lap Up midnight like amoonmad dog;
The.ghost of Hamlet puking in your ear
Is not to be interpreted as a fraud;
He is as dead as you and wants his life
Avenged before the vise of morning grips
€I
Your dreaII\sacked body in a wake: of day;
Plunge in the tub of darkness, history's head,
To get the apple though the rotten core
Will choke your thrushthroat choirboy to rinse
His mouth with poison from the gouging gourd.
Loneliness is a greater pain than truth
which seamless garment shrinks upon the line
And will not fit the noble prince in death
'Vhose body grew in sleep to fill up love.
I I

When love lay dying on a curb of stone,
His mask in ribbons fed the leaves of grass
Growing speeches, pitiful harangues
Full of birdcall voices from the cross
Burnt as incense to. a mirrored smile
Doubled with agony before the throne
Where Midas sat locked in his own gold glass.
His endless futile gestures slobbered down
Upon his own defense, to freeze in spit,
An icicle of sadness em his chin
Beardless and twitching, ·while the case rested.
I covered his naked darkness with my tears
And silence; but the angry morning broke
Shattering sunlight on his Janus face. .
PHILIP
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THREE POEMS
THE SEA WALL

. The wall, a bony finge~,
Points away
From land while sea gulls linger
White and gray
And blackupon the air.
Sometimes a fish is trappe,d;
It jumps and flings
Thin circles overlapped,
Expanding rings
From which the waters stare.

.

The estuary sleeps;
The ocean like
A giant rodent creeps
Alo:n,g the dike
And licks the surface bare.
~

INDECISION

Where can I retreat
From indecisions;
Heal and not repeat
The small divisions .,.
Of intent?
Escape? Our minds are shut;
We cannot go,
Though fools have said that what
We do not know
We cart invent.
We cannot use our eyes
To tell how far
Away decision lies,
And voices are
Incompetent.
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THE GLASS SWAN

The glass swan treads the shining water
Of the crystal table. Strange,
She moves the w.ay the dancers taught her,
Moving as her colors change.

.

Behind her women pass in red
,And-gold and drop upon her back
The tints which threugh her body spread
A Hush of yellow, blue! and black.
The movements cease; she hesitates
In white beside a woman's hand,
And with as emerald eye she waits
-And looks upon the silver land.
,.

She watches till the music starts,
"Closes her eyes, and then departs. '

W.

WESLEY. TRIMPI

PO.ETR Y
Hurt with a sudden surprise, .
a mouth at Poetry's breast
ceases drinking and cries,
reft from its downy rest:
- 0 mother Intellect, thou
whose milky sweetness ran fre~,
by what strange negligence now
this ari4 atrophy?
A moment ago at thy fountains
wrapped was I as in snow,
cradled between sea-mountains
that from thy abundance How.
Against thy beauty sunken,
I felt thy shadow shade me;
I felt with darkness drunken
what clarity invade mel
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A god, in my godhead immersed
and deliciQusly docile grown
at the subsided thirst, perfected, appeased and known,
I verged upon night most pure
and the science of death was gone,
for a wave of the tides that endure
ran through me and ran on...
Tell me, by what vain thing,
what fear or what fear's nuance,
is sealed the saving spring,
to my lips a bitter mischance?
I have read thy sign aright:
my angry soul breaks its tether. No more do we fly the flight
silent as swans together.
The lid of thy deathless eye
denies me; thy flesh will not render
itself, but will petrify
that under my weight was so tenderl

'.

Weaned from sweet heaven that drips,
why this unjust reprove?
What thou without my lips?
What I without thy lover'
But the spring with drought smitten
tells him soft as before:
So wildly ha,st thou bitten
that my heart beat no morel
PAUL VALfR'"

Translated by Herman Salingl'f
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THE FIRST SWEET WORDS OF

A

PLAY

All things about a play
Take my heart in fee:
Entrances and exits say,
Come, come, come with mel
But what is that to you, to you?
Stand still while 1 die!
You there and I here
All these years of livingWell then, my very dear,
Gifts I might be giving- '
But what is this to you, ~o you?
Stand still while I die!

•

Moon stones blown out thin
To use for stage drinkingWhen they break a little dinJust the noise of thinkingBut what is this to you, to yo,u?
Stand<still while I die!
Take my voice: I have your eyes" Fasters die but slowlyI'm not conjuring your demise
But only that you wholly
Stand still while I die.
But what is that to you, to youHELEN

CAMPBELL

TWO ROADS BOTH TAKEN
Two roads diverged in a double wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveller, puzzled I stood,
Then walked down one as far as I could
To where it turned into undergrowth;
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Then took the other, a steep road up,
And having perhaps less useful function,
Because it was rocky-just rocks showed up;
Though as for ,that both roads slowed up
Me and my double in conjunction.
And both, diverging, stretched my hopping
Parallel props. (One prop paced second.)
,Oh, I split my Yal}kee underproppingl
Better more wood than logic chopping;
Better than two :roads one'unreckoned.
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
Two roads bath taken make double sense.
As for keeping one for another-day,
What counts, I figure, is does it pay?
It's that has made all the difference.
ROBERT

STALLMAN

HYM'N TO RAIN,,·
The dry godappears in Mexico.
Display your Hag
And let no one cry.
"I, the dry god, have come,
Have come again to the dry land,
The land rich in sacrificial blood.
In the primitive dawn I was god."
God, your deeds are beyond knowing.
:aut among us, you,
You have entered our flesh
And made us of yo~rself.
Who, then, dares provoke the gods?
• Based on Hymno a Tlaloc, a Spanish translation of the
Aztec Nahuatl.
•
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" Finds no good of me. '
My fathers took by the head
The tigers and the serpents."
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G

If I could find a place
Where the clouds go in abundance,
"'There clouds are space
And space is the cloudy mansion
Of the god of clouds, ..rlaloc,
There would I arise from the dry ground
And cry with a strong voice.
ROB E R T

E. S ELL E R S

THE APPARITIONS
Under the rain the Capitol dome is white.
The old. men's voices coldly drone and fall
Through corridors below this calm auroral light
That brightens like the borealis from the pole.
Through the wet haloes around the lights
The twigs of swaying saplings enter bare
And blackly glistening in the winter light
Seem to shatter frozen circles in the air.
Lightning flickers yellow in the western sky
And light and shadows cross the window pane
As wa~el" rippled slowly in the wind
Is swept by moving shadows of the rain.
.Within the mansioned dome the laughter falls
As dying echoes fall when bells have tolled .Or ringing chimes that swell the New Year in
Have struck the autumn triumph of the Old.
PAUL
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The Judge Is Fury, by J. V. Cunningham. New York: The Swallow Press
and William Morrow and Company, 1947. $2.00.
To a Faulty LOV(fT, by Carol Ely Harper. Denver:
Swallow, 194.6. $1.00.

Alan

J. V. Cunningham'~ The Judge Is Fu·ry provides no soaring, burning
poetry, but rather the quiet analysis of man's effort to make experience his
own, through un4erstanding. Regardless of what man's actual experience
may be, says Cunningham; he must relate bodily sensation with what he has
felt within himself as potentiality, or idea, or passion. Action and passion,
considered,so, find form only when forced into explanation each of the other.
Cunningham's poetry is thus not his first effort at form, but a statement
of the formal understanding he has been able to achieve for 'personal experienc~. The poetry that results is, however, classical in its brief, sure,
frequently perfect statement. After some two to ten lines of inn:oducing
situation, Cunningham in two balanced lines concerning his own balanced
emotion, offered it would seem tentatively, lig;hts up all our struggle along
that line where self-knowledge merges into desperate uncertainty. Of self
he writes, on first seeing the "garish" cover of his first book, that
... I

Am here discQvered. In this flowery dress
I read the wild wall paper of my heart.

Or again, over coffee on a drear,· "unshaped" morning:
Time is my own again.
I waste it for the waste.

In "Ars Amori~":
Dream with her dreaming
Until her lust
Seems to her seeming
" An act of trust.

And, he writes, I think, concerning form itself, in two lines standing alone
in the "Epigrams":
Grief restrains grief as dams torrential rain,
And time grows fertile with extended pain.

.. 36 3
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Throughout, ~ by his own uninvited reflection, the reader may find
glimpses of himself in self-doubt or in the coming to terms with sensation.
The reading of these poems, is thus most rewarding.
. Poems from both Cunningham's book, and Carol Ely Harper's To a
Faulty Lover have appeared in. this magazine. The Harper book is astonishing in its complete refusal to give any predetermined form to the sensations of love. Rather, each poem must follow the curve of passion; each
must assum~ the throbbing, gasping impatience of desire and heated action,
or perhaps the half-laughing resentment at one's own preoccupation.
To my mind, the ballad-like histories, though amusing, are less successful than the freer explosions of one moment's emotion. These latter are
remarkable in their variety, as in their suspe~sion of all emotion:
Towering night, with falling pillars
destroy my lover and me
lying here nakedly-

or their calm certainty of emotion to come:
the crisis leaved
the bud reeksBurst and blaze
my violent attritionAdvance.
the hour stammers
the water reels-

or their complete submission to the chaos of emotion now:
I ride here through black heaven lying on wind that
rushes my near-lifeless nakedness over earth and men
my strange nude flesh bewildered with fever of
birth..•.
up up where my stumbling agonized heart cannot escape
my love, my love, my love, your fatal solarity....

The poet's method, time and again, is entirely convincing in its own
self-certainty, her emotion most successfully conveyed.
ROBERT BUNKER

American Thought I947, with an introduction by Philip Wylie. New York:
The Gresham Press, 1947· $3.75.
American Thought I947 represents the beginning of a project both
ambitious and laudable. Following the pattern set by Burns Mantle in the
field of the theatre, the editors plan to select each year, particularly from
American periodical literature, "the best judgments, notions, opinions and
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intellectual discoveries." Similar volumes on British and Latin-American
thought have been' under preparation; and the publishers even envision collections .of like nature bearing on Continental Europe, the Islamic World,.
the Far East, and the Soviet Republics.
Teams of readers were organized in New York, London" and Buenos
Aires. Periodical indexes were systematically studied, articles that showed
promise were read, discr.ssed, and evaluated, then chosen after further,,;sifting. In the search for material, emphasis was placed upon "thought ~.ther
than "aChievement," though two exceptions to this rule were included,
seemingly with sufficient reasons. Also, nine poems, without explanation
apparently,' appear in a section' entitled "Recent' American Poetry." To
select poetry for this volume strikes this reader, at least, as quiet inconsistent;
if such a form of art is to be collected here, why not other forms? (Nor are
these poems in any sense peculiarly American.)
. The topics treated in the book range from Aeronautics and Anthropology, at the beginning of the alphabet, to Theatre_and War, at the end.
•Disregarding the section of poetry, the material comprises thirty-seven articles
fromtwenly-four sources. The American Scholar, the Atlantic Monthly, and
Harpers Magazine are each represented by four selections; the Antioch Review and the Yale Review by three each; the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY RE~ VIEW and the New York Times by two each; and fifteen other sources by one
each. The inclusion of papers from the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW
is a tribute of high order to the editorship of that periodical. Only five
journals bearing the names of col~egiate institutions are represented, with
a total of ten contributions. That from the writing in all institutional publications of this sort during 1946, two out of the ten choices made should
fall upon offerings of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW would be as astonishing as it is gratifying-were the competency of its editor during that
year, Dudley Wynn, not so well known. It is an honor richly deserved.
The quality of the material, ge~erally speaking, is high. The staff of
readers and the editors suffer inevitably from their own lack of knowledge
in all the fields treated. This reviewer found, for example, one selectionin a field where he feels at homc:"'-in which the thesis definitely lacked the
originality it prpbably seemed to have for the lay reader, and into which
certain assumptions crept without warrant. (The staff could well consider,
at least, the inclusion of a well-trained logician.) On the other hand, he
was delighted to have thus recognized a paper entitled "The Biological
Gerard, taken from the Scientific
Basis of Imagination," by Ralph
Monthly-remarked upon when he read it there as outstanding. It is inconceivable that anyone, however widely read or original in his thinking, cpuld
fail to benefit from such a volume. Through it, editors and publishers have
. made a genuine contribution to American life, and if announced plans materialize, the whole world will gain. May they succeed even beyond their
anticipations!
JAY C. KNODE
M

~

"'T.
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The Chrysanthemum and The Sword) by Ruth Benedict. Boston: Houghton MiHlin Co~~ 1946. $3.00.'
Japan, Past and Present, by Edwin O. Reischauer. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1946. $2.00.
Shinto, the Unconquered Enemy, by Robert O. Baliou. New York: The
Viking Press, 1945. $2.75.
.
Two months after Japan's surrender, Baron Shidehara, the conservative
Prime Minister, said, "The Government of the New Japan has a democratic
form which respects the will of the people.... In our country from olden
days the Emperor made his will the will of the people. This is the spirit
of Emperor Meiji's Constitution, and the democratic government I am speak·
ing of can be considered truly a manifestation of this spirit" (Benedict, p.
302).
Is this statement insincere? Do the words mean to the Japanese exactly
what they mean to the American? The constitution of 1889, given by the
Meiji Emperor to his subjects, taking as it did "every possible precaution fo
guard against popular interference and the invasion of public opinion"
(ibid., p. 80), created only a democratic, parliamentary- structure without
the spirit and functions of a democratic government. In view of this un·
deniable historic fact, should we brand Baron Shidehara's statement as "in·
consistent," as "insincere"?
'
t
The answer is not quite so simple as it may appear on t:ht surface.
Judged by the ethnocentric norms of American culture, S~idehara's state·
ment is inconsistent, insincere-false I But, then, judged by the ethnocentric
norms of Japanese culture, the American belief in the principles of the
Declaration of Independence or the Bill of Rights and the American practice of jim-crowism or lynch law are inconsistent, insincere-hypocriticall
Shidehara's statement must be evaluated in terms of the' cultural cate·
gories of Japan, just as the practice of jim-crowism must be evaluated in
terms of the cultural categories of America. However inconsistent belief
and practice may appear to an outsider, however unrelated or contradictory
may seem some elements in the culture of an out-group, every- culture is h~ld
together by the internal copsistency and coherence of its fundamental cate.
gones.
"Both the sword and the chrysanthemum are a part of the picture [of
the Japanese cultural landscape]. The Japanese are, to the highest degree,
both aggressive and unaggressive, both militaristic and aesthetic, both insolent and polite, rigid and adaptable, submissive and resentful of being
pushed around, loyal and treacherous, brave and timid, conservative and
hospitable to new ways. They are terribly concerned about what other
people will think of their behavior, and they are also ovelrcome by guilt
when other people know nothing of their misstep. Their soldiers are disci·
plined to the hilt but are also insubordinate" (ibid., pp. 2-3).
These seemingly contradictory traits of character are welded into a self·
~
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consistent configuration and a well-balanced personality by the compulsions
and categories of Japanese culture. Hierarchy, -"taking one's place," sincerity (i e., integrity within the hierarchical order), 'a prescribed ritual for
every occasion in life, the "mapping out" of the whole life of man 'and prescription of appropriate b~havior for each life-situation as defined by their,
culture, belief in the superiority of spirit over matter, rigorous self-discipline
as thei~only aid to the performance of one's allotted tasks, indeed ~ven to the ~
enjoyment of life~these cultural categories have "niad.e Japan a nation of
Japanese."
Dr. Benedict's methodological note in the first chapter, "Assignment:
Japan," makes a substantial contribution to cultural anthropology. The'
techniques employed by Benedict may well be employed in the study of
American culture in terms of The Statue of Liberty and Jim Crow or Capitol and Capi~al. What Ruth Benedi~t has done for Japan ought to be
essayed for' America by a trained" Japanese or Hindu or Chinese anthropologist or sociologist.' With this book of Ruth Benedict's, cultural
anthropology has come of age; no longer need we be concerned only with
"primitive" cultures-we have now become mature enough to address ourselves to a study of existing high cu_ltures. It is hoped this book will De
widely read by social scientists as well as by legislators and Cabinet members.
Dr. Reischauer's bObk, Japan, Past and Present, is a handy little volume
giving a birds-eye view of Japanese history. Intended as an introduction to
the study of Japan and addressed to the general public, the. book gives
"much useful information," as stated by Sir George Sansom in the Foreword.
But the scholar will miss a schematic, chronological statement of the rise
and consolidati9nof the Shogunate from the time of Yoritomo (1192 A. D.)
of the Minamoto clan through Hojo and Ashikaga to the Tokugawa period
(1603-1867). Dr. Reischauer, however, does do full justice to the role of
the Tokugawa Shogunate in the consolidation of Japan.
Dr. Reischauer's chapter on "The Development of a Feudal Society"
takes an integralist view of culture and makes helpful contributions to our
understanding of Japan. American and European historians will be surprised to learn that all the techniques of Protestant ChristIanity were worked
out by popular Japanese Buddhism at least three-even four-eenturies befor the Ren.aissa~ce and Reformation in Europe. "It is" indeed, a curious
fact that the Popular Buddhism of feudal Japan had in many ways come
to resemble Christianity more than historic Buddhism. Reversing the' basic
pessimism of the early faith [a doubtful statement, this-H. T. M.],it had
come to stress a real after-life and salvation through faith. And the early
feudal, religious reformers, in their translations of the scriptures, their
creation of lay congregations, their marriage of the clergy, their militant
sectarianism, and their nascent nationalism, resembled to a surprising degree
the Protestant reformers of Europe. These religious trends, coupled with
the development of a feudal system which found much closer parallels in
medieval Europe than in East Asia, make the early feudal period in Japan
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a time for startling comparisons with Europe and strong contrasts with other
countries in the Far East" (Reischauer. p. 60).
All scholars. ,including Latourette. whose book was reviewed in the last
issue. Benedict. and Reischauer. agree that althougll'the Japanese imported
their culture first from China (Seventh Century A. D.) and later from the
Occident (Nineteenth Century). the importation did not involve mechanical
imitation. All imported culture traits. whether Hindu. Chinese. or Occidental, were integrated by the Japanese into their indigenous culture pattern
-were. in short, J apanized.
Ballou's book is divided into two parts. the first one dealing with "The
History and Meaning of Shinto" and the second giving "Selections from
)apanese Texts." The excerpts from Japanese texts beginning with the
Kojiki or "RecordS of Ancient Matters" (712 A. D.)' down to the Week of
Japan's Surrender (August 12-19. 1945) show a chronological development
of Shinto in Japan. Shinto myths of creation are more primitive and less
sophisticated than those of other religious systems. The Japanese Emperor
is held up as uniquely descended from Heaven. Shinto literature reveals
an unbroken attempt to endow the Emperor with heavenly characteristics
and a superhuman status. so much so that until the surrender of Japan a
mortal Japanese might not gaze at the august presence of the Emperor. In
the "new order" under MacArthur's administration, the halo of divinity
has been rapidly fading away.
Shinto' (The Way of the Gods) has given the Japanese people their
peculiar outlook up<?n life. The dominance of the Shinto outlook may be
realized from the fact that even Confucianism and Buddhism have been
Japanized.
Mr. Ballou's introductory statement about Shinto is very helpful, but
suffers from the heat of wartime passions. The section on "The Ray of
Hope" sets forth the constructive elements in Shinto which ,might be harnessed in the process of democratizing Japan. The book would have been
more helpful and illuminating if Mr. Ballou had begun his discussion of
Shinto with the constructive elem~nts of Shinto and gone on to show how a
democratized Japan could be built on that indigenous foundation.
The annotated bibliography and index make this a serviceable book.
H ARIDAS T. M UZ UMDAR

The Nuremburg Trial and Aggressive'War, by Sheldon Glueck. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf. 1946. $2.00.
, I'>

The judgments of the International Military Tribunal at Nuremburg
have been handed down and the sentences carried out. That does not,
however, dispose of the arguments of some la:wrers and laymen that the in-
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dictments were faulty. Their contention is that the legal maxim nulla poena
sine lege was violated because of the lack of "an international penal code
covering the offenses. It is interesting to note that two years before the
present volume appeared, the same author, a professor of criminal law and
criminology, produced a much longer one wherein he too raised doubts that
the acts for which the accused were brought to trial were "international
crimes." As an adviser to Mr. Jackson, the Chief Counsel of the United
States at Nuremburg, Professor Glueck had the opportunity to examine the
mass of captured. German documents. His doubts were dissipated as the
evidence unfolded a studied plan for aggressive war.
In the absence of a convention with clear-cut sanctions the author
builds his case, as did the prosecutors at N uremburg~ on the role of custom
in international law. This is a valid approach; but the author's ,ase is not
strengthened by the inclusion of unratified treaties or the statements of
distinguished individuals. This reviewer has heard "barrack-room" lawyers
argue that individuals, acting. under superior orders, are ,not liable for any
misdeeds they may commit against enemy nationals. They would· do well
to read the chapter "Are IndividualS Liable Under International Law?" A
study of the appropriate authorities leads the author to the inescapable conclusion "that the relevant principles' of the law of nations may and do
obligate individuals; and that there is nothing in international law itself
that necessarily prohibits the direct application of its relevant prohibitions
to natural persons." The United States Supreme Court, in the saboteurs'
case and in the Yamashita case, has pointed up this principle.
A moral and, political condemnation of the accused is, of course, permissible and certainly understandable. If it is the hope of the present that we
move into a world of law, some of the basic principles of that law ought to
be understood. The Nuremburg trials
an important marker in the
history of international jurisprudence. With a minimum of legal verbiage
the author has written a closely reasoned thesis on t:h:e underlying principles
involved in the trial. Laymen who want to elevate/their damnation of the
accused from an emotional" to a legal plan will find- this small volume most
helpful.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL

.

are

Earth Could Be Fair: a Chronicle by Pierre van Pa.assen. New York: The
Dial Press, 1946. $3.75.
The Wild Flag: Editorials from The New Yorker on Federal World Gov
ernment and Other Matters~ by E. B. White. Boston: Ho~ghton MiHlin
Company, 1946. $2.00.
4
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Tone of voice, habit of mind, the stamp of the man himself-in short,
some of the qualities frequently considered the mark of literature for its
own sake-are. too often absent from much thoughtful, convincing contemporary writing~ On the other handl penetration and clarity of mind are
too often wanting in contemporary writing which bears unmistakably the
personal quality of the writer. It has always seemed to me that the work of
Pierre van Paassen .and E. B. White-though often greatly dissimilar-possesses in common both these virtues; here in both men is conviction and
perception plus a habit of expression which conveys the tone and individuality of each man.
Whether one agJees with Pierre van Paassen's Socialist convictions or
not, one cannot deny that his Days of Our Years, now read with benefit of
hindsight, spoke with compelling prophecy and an urgency peculiarly the
author's OWD-. Much of the power lay in a rare pictorial grasp of the
European scene, an al~ost total recall of detail which kept its moving freshness without falling heavily upon the reader. That same power is as strong
as of old in Earth Could Be Fair. I was swept back into the Gorcum of
Van Paassen's boyhood, and as he recorded scenes and personal associations,
interweaving them with his now mature perception and interpretation, the
feeling was that of reading the writing of a painter and composer of symphonies, of, say, a prose Rembrandt and Beethoyen. The opening is turbulent
-in the midst of the All Souls' Night storm and torrents of 1907, fit prelude
for the account of Holland under the Nazi terror with which the book
sweeps to its close. School and boyhood training and the personalities which
surrounded the author, etched with so circumstantial a memory as to shame
a.writer of fiction, are built into the body of the book. Fine:1iberal training
uiIder the Conrector of the Gymnasium, Dr. Jan Snetlage, and under Van
Paassen's Uncle Kees, the painter, gave the boy and his friends an early contact with the' best of European S09alist tradition, implanting a burning
conviction which is the hallmark of Van Paassen's writing and which should
bring him into high disfavor with the Dies-Thomas school of thought, if it
ever should read a book. The pattern of the book is simple: Van Paassen
traces his boyhood friends, their families, their backgrounds, then follows
them into the fate that maturity held for them. There is the fiery Ary
Brandt, whose life was a high and glorious battle against tyranny froni his
boyhood to his defiance of the Nazis, as a vital cog in the Dutch Resistance.
. There were Toon Mussert, cheap hully, and Zeger van Rietvelt, aristocratic
bully, who followed their. natural instincts into treachery and Nazi collaboration. Adriana, the merchant's daughter, and David: Dalmaden, the jew,
filled their later days with sacrifice and devotion to freedom and, for Dav.id,
with martyrdom and heroic death in the battle of the Warsaw Ghetto. The
~
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"little father,", the beautifully pious and devoted Fons Boogaert, was mar- tyred, too, tortured by the Japanese in his mission on the Solomon Islands.
The twisting pain of these human stories stabs our memories; but Van
Paassen does not spare the lash·ofhis principles and ideals. He drives home
our common guilt, ::..s he speaks of both Dutch and world imperialistic greed.
And now while American arms, with labels removed, are wielded by Dutch
forces against Indonesian freedom, it will be the rare reader, I think, who
will not stir uneasily as.Van Paassen asks, "Who allowed it?" And answers
Wasn't it international big business and its flunkies: the prelates. statesmen. journalists, diplomats. educators. molders of public opinion in the so-called democratic
countries? After the termination of World War II the Archbishop of Canterbury
solemnly asked whether we could ever forgive the Germans. A more pertinent
question would be: Can we- ever expect to be forgiven ourselves? Do we repent
now for our sins of commission and omission in having allowed everything decent
and democratic in Germany to be covered by the
slime?

Nan

Following that passage Van Paassen analyzes the presenf situation, with its
pattern of professed international co-operation in open discussion and its
menacing whisper of armaments and security in actual performance. The
average reader mayor may not accept Van Paassen's charge that "the chaos
and violence of imperialist capitalism" are responsible and will stir the forces
of inevitable revolution; but it would, I should think, be only a completely
hidebound reactionary who would not be deeply moved by his human story
and respectful of his idealistic devotion to 4is Socialist principles and of his
plea for "the unification of mankind on a new basis," for "the holy commune
of mankind." And with this phrase, it should be emphatically noted that
Van Paassen's socialism is not to be confused with present Russian Com/
munist ideology.
Common ground for Van Paassen and E. B. White lies in their passionate belief in the need for unification of mankin~. U nUke Van Paassen,
White has no program for achieving that unification. He believes, however,
in the pieces assembled in The Wild Flag, in the everlasting wortl,t of urging world government, even on the theoretical level and in the face of a
manifest two-world development. The specific for the disease of nationalism, he insists, is
,I

government; that is. law; ... codification of people's moral desires.. '.. The price
is terrific-like radium, only worse. The price is one ounce of pure sovereignty.
Too expensive. say the elders of the tribe.
~

With the rare combination of wry humor and homely, telling figure illumining the deep seriousness of his conviction, with infinite variety in its
presentation, he plays repeatedly on this thesis. He has the poet's eye for
startling and accurate relationships, as is evident in his descriptive sugges-
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tion of the Black Hills Dinosaur Park as a site for the United Nations,
where "earnest statesmen may gaze out upon the prehistoric sovereigns who
kept on fighting one another until they perished from the earth:' His is
an uncanny sense for contemporary concrete detail pui to serve a theoretical
point:
Politically the shape of the new world must be :We shape of penicillin and sulfa
and blood plasma, the shape o( the buzz bomb and the V-2 and the X-go3, the shape
of the mothproof closet and the shatter-proof glass and the helicopter with the builtin waffle iron.
He can expand and hold a figure for its full value, as he does with the dream
sequence of the wild flag, the iris, offered by the Chinese as a world symbol,
from which the book takes its title. He can make the complicated simple
and colloquial and keep it clothed with dignity, all without apparent effort,
as in his famous series-definition of democracy: "It is the don't in Don't
Shove.. It is the hole in the stuffed shirt through which the sawdust slowly
trickles; it is the dent in the high hat...." Such running comment as that
on the United Nations Conference at San Francisco, from the May, 1945,
entries, or the March-April, 1946, notations on meetings of the U. N. Security Council, or the preface in which he discusses the validity of these
reprints should be read again (with Van Paassen), then again Itext year,
and the year after.
For both these books are-to use White's term-specifics for the diseases
of short memories, indifference, and fatalistic inertia which have progressively attacked us all since the San Francisco Conference, since the speech
in Fulton, Missouri, since the formulation of the Truman Doctrine. Too
little noting, too briefly remembering how men fought for freedom and
brotherhood, we watch, transfixe4 and sovereign, while-as White remarks"the shadow of the veto lengthens on the living room rug."
KATHERINE SIMONS

Sonora Sketch Book~ by John W. Hilton; drawings by the author.
York: The Macmillan Company, 1947. $5.00.

New

John Hilton brought bad from Sonora the wealth of Mexico because
he .took with him a wealth· of .know.1edge, interests, and skills. He went
equipped with the language, a knowledge of many peoples other than his
own, a knowledge of plant and animal life, an interest in all rare species
and experience in the techniques of collecting, a knowledge of geology,
paleontology, talent ifi drawing and painting, skill in photography. But
most of all he took with him an interest in individuals of all classes-presidents and generals, bootblacks and beggars. He journeyed with his senses
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wide awake to colors and shapes, sounds, tastes, smells-and his sympathy
~~

/

.

'

.

The volume is accurately titled. It is a sketch book in two arts: drawing and writing. Over a period of eight years Mr. Hilton, sometimes alone,
sometimes with his wife and children, once witl,l a group of collectors and
journalists, journeyed and sO.iourned in Sonora, the Mexican state across
the gulf from Lower California. J\!ways he returned with collections of
rare flora and fauna, fossils and minerals, sketches of people and places, and
tales of men, women, and animals. Many of his rocks, minerals, birds, and
plants can be studied in the American Museum Qf Natural History. The
sketches and stories, ma<!e into.~ beautiful and altogether pleasurable book,
.permit the reader to share Mr. Hilton's varied experiences.
All of Mr. Hilton's skills and interests are reflected in these sketches. In
describing he is ever the pictorial artist. He sees the "white town ·against
great red lava hills." "Flame-colored dragon flies ... darted in and out
like giant motes in a sunbeam." "The rising sun turned the naturally red
cliffs to an incandescent rose." The sun was "reflected in purple counterpoints on the iridescent water." "The night was ~ black tunnel roofed by
threatening clouds, walled by giant cacti, and carpeted with dust." His
knowledge of gems provides fresh comparisons. Alamos at sunset to him is
a "lovely city maae of mother-of-pearl and coral." ,He sees a "fr~g with
skin like polished jade:' The grass is "sprinkled with rainbow-hewed
flowers, like jewels on green veNeto"
Some of the most delightful of the sketches are'of collecting. n A Crab
Collector's Tale" of the female crab with a bundle of tiny crabs held tightly
under her tail adds to one's knowledge of ,natural history, as does the explanation of what makes the .iumping bean jump, and the description of
the green parrot by regurgitation feeding its' young, :lined up expectantly
on a limb. The accounts of collecting gila monsters and other poisonous
reptiles add the excitement of danger. Descriptions of rare tropical orchids,
giant tigridia, the "palma de la virgen" supply color to'the black and white
illustrations.
Wherever he went, Mr. Hilton collected friends and the stories of their
lives. Ameliano, the fast runl}.er and guide. Pancho, the Chinese cook
whose lime meringue pies were famous over Mexic<;>. General Eguerre, who
befriended the dusW Anglos when they had a succession of flat tires. The
beggar who smelled like violets, an impoverished gentlewoman of Alamos
using the last drops of her wedding perfume. Pepi, his "indispensable bootblack." The bookseller who could not read, but neither could most of his
customers. Antonita, the bush country madonna, aQd her little Jesus. The
Dows, to whose home he carried a pass key. Donna Isabella, who' d~ctored
'%
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him with a medicinal bark tea. The blacksmith who repan-ed Hilton's car
as he could find time between mending plows and wagon wheels-these and
countless otI,.ers.
The book can be recommended as a guide to understanding·the customs
of the country. There are accolints of courting from the promenade in the
plaza to the betrothal, of childbirth, festivals, Sf renades, cooking, and
funerals. The visitor can learn how to tip, and how not to tip, how to dress
and deport himself. An American woman should ask herself, "Would
grandmother have done this?" There are two ways, says the author, of seeing a foreign country. One is the way of visiting a zoo where you stare and
are stared back at. The other is the approach of visiting and understanding
a new neighbor with whom you hope to be friends.
Each chapter with its accompanying drawing is separate and a whole.
The book can be dipped into while waiting for a train or a. friend. It is a
pleasant bedside companion,for a wakeful night. Or it may be read straight
through without a lag in interest. Then, since it is a beautifully made volume, it may proudfully be lent to special friends who value books both for
their content and appearance, yet return them to their rightful owner, for
this is a book you will wish to keep.
MABEL

MAJOR

A Treasury of Mexican, Folkways: the Customs, Myths, Folklore, Traditions,
Beliefs, Fiestas, Dances and Songs of the Mexican People, by Fra~ces
Toor; 100 drawings by Carlos Merida. New York: Crown Publishers,
1947· $5.00•
Mexico, the geographical passageway between the continents is, with
Central America, one of the two important cultural sources of the hemisphere. (The other is in the Andes.) Mexico's ancient heritage of folkways and arts stems directly from pre-Columbian civilizations. The last of
these great civilizations, that of the Aztecs, was still at the height of its
power, with Mexico City the Aztec capital, when the Spanish conquest commenced. The fusion of cultures which began when the aggressive Aztecs
availed themselves of the knowledge of the more civilized peoples who had
come before them, continued under the Spanish. The tremendous impact
of these civilizations produced the culture and ways we know today as
Mexico.
Those who have been in Mexico City can hardly have failed to come
across some of, Frances Toor's books, monographs, and guides. They are
prominently displayed in such tourist haunts as Sanborn's. Frances TooT's
Guide to Mexico, Afodern Mexican Artists, and Spanish for Your Mexican
Visit, to mention only three, are perennial favorites among English-speaking
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VISitOrs. Miss Toor founded and edited (1925':'36) a Spanish-English quarterly, Mexican Folkways. Her present volume,. which bears the same title,
is her most ambitious work and one which she considers her "life" work."
The publishers could not have been more timely in presenting Mexican
Folkways. The book might well serve as a guide to various regional handicrafts, to local fiestas, and" to cultural and religious shrines, but it is not a
guidebook in the ordi?ary sense. It is not for those who would read while
they rUQ, not for those who, would cram a little knowledge before a visit
south. It is, rather, a long-tune ·reference boqk for leisurely study and one
of rich interest to those who have been and expect to return to Mexico. However, there will be those who would profit, for their fir~t visit, from Miss
Toor's sympathetic help in understanding the folk about whose ways she
writes.
Ten superb color plates and one hundred drawings by Carlos Meric4L,
the Gl]atemalan-Mexican artist, make the book worth owning for their
beauty alone. They, along with over one hundred photographs, accent, illustrate and complement the text. It is a pleasure.to recommend Mexican
Folkways.
LLOYD LOZES GOFF

Mexipan Border Ballads and Other Lore, edited by Mody C. Boatright.
Publication of the Texas Folklore Society, XXI. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1946. No price indicated.
Mexican Border Ballads and Other Lore~ 1946 publication of ~e Texas
Folklore Society, contains more "Other Lore" than "Border Ballads."
Brownie McNeil, President of the Society, supplies information on the ballads in an article called "Corridos of the Mexican Border." The account
contains eight ballads chattily presented in their historicalframewoi'k. Of
these, the most interesting from this. point' of view are the "Corrido' de los
pronunciados" and the "Corrido del capitan J01," which celebrate the abortive att~mpt of a ~oup of American citizens of Mexican ancestry to· initiate
a revolution against Porfirio Diaz.
In addition to the ballads, Wilson M. Hudson contributes a folk tale
from the state of .Jalisco, Mexico; J. Frank Dobie revives the question "Do
R1attlesnakes Swallow Their Young?"; and Howard N. Martin relates several
folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians. An interesting feature of these
stories is that some of them have a rabbit-hero who is essentially the same
character as Br'er Rabbit of the Uncle Remus stories. "John Tales," stories
of a Negro always able to outwit his mean and stingy "Boss-Man," are a part
of the collection of Negro folKlore of J. Mason Brewer. "The Literary
Growth of the Louisiana Bullfrog" is a study of the part played by thiS
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creature in the battle of primitivism versus anti-primitivism which occupied
European intellectuals in the second half of the eighteenth century. The
last article, "In Defense of Mrs. Mann," by Andrew Forest Muir, is a welldocumented account of this folk character who has been the subject of much
controversy since the Texas Revolution.
Numerous errors due to poor proofr~ading appear throughout Mexican ~
Border Ballads. Nevertheless, it continues a valuable tradition. It is to be
hoped that the publication program of the Texas Folklore Society can be
expanded, according to the desires of its editor, Mody C. Boatright, and that
it can retUrn to its high standards of prewar days.
THELMA

CAMPBELL

Papago Indian Religion, by Ruth M. Underhill. New York: Columbia University Press, 1946. $4.50.
Papago Indian Religion presents the much-needed sequel to Dr. Ruth
M. Underhill's Social Organization of the Papago Indians and provides a
rounded picture of these culturally interesting desert people of Southern
Arizona. In her clear, unhurried prose Dr. Underhill proceeds from chapter
to chapter to describe various economic aspects of Papago culture and their
interrelation with religious concepts. In fact, with these people, economy
and religion form one inseparable whole, or nearly so.
The material is very well orgahized. The author, aft~r sketching by
way of an introduction the cultural-religious background of the Papago,
turns her attention first to the communal ceremonies (including the allimportant Rain-Ceremony, general fites promoting growth and success at
hunting, and the pueblo-influenced Prayerstick Festival), and then to those
ceremonies designed to increase individual power (rites associated with warfare, with pilgrimages to the salt deposits in the west, and with the girls'
puberty ceremonies). These purely descriptive sections are followed by an
analytical study first of the function of the shaman in Papago culture and,
second, of the influence which the ~hite man's civilization has exerted upon·
the aboriginal culture.
As usual, Dr. Underhill's transla~ions of the song material offer excellent
reading and recommendable m,aterial for the student of primitive literature. .
The conscientious reader will welcome the author's analysis of her own
translatory techniques.
. ',
Dr. Underhill pays but scant attention to acculturating influences coming from surrounding groups. To those students who should be interested
in obtaining some valid information on this score, the reviewer suggests as
additional reading, Dr. Leslie Spier's Cultural Relations of the Gila River
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and Lower Colorado Tribes (New Haven, 1936), a work which is not listed
in the otherwise complete bibliography of the Underhill volume.
Papago Indian Religion furnishes a valuable contribution to the studies'
in primitive religion and literature.
MARGOT ASTROV

The Navaho Fire Dance, or Corral Dance: a Brief Account of Its Practice
and Meaning, by Berard Haile. St. Michaels, Arizona: St. Michaels
Press, 1946. $1.50.
This is a fine and simple representation o£.a very complex religious ceremony of the Navaho Indians, semi-nomadic inhabitants of the badlands of
western New Mexico and e~stern Arizona. This well, and s<1metimes wittily
written pamphlet' will be welco~ed by tourist and interested layman not
only on account of its popular tone, but also because it stems from the pen
of one of the most outstanding scholars of this country, Father Berard Haile.
The Mountain Topway is performed to cure a patient from all iUs.that
may befall him while living high up on the forested mountains in solitude
and constant danger. The' :fire Dance is the ceremony performed during
the ninth night of the Mountain ~ay. The purpose of these last night's
rites is to accumulate power, first, to help to restore the individual patient;
second, to give strength to the spectators who have gathered in big crowds~
during the last night; and third, to convey fertility to soil and animal and .
abundance to crop and g a m e . ,
The signal features of the Fire Dance are the' erection of the sacred
enclosure, the kindling of the huge central fire, and the performance of
group dances, executed, in the main, by medicine men who have been ceremonially invited from far distant places. Some of these dances are exclusively part of the Mountain Way, as for example the dance of the fire dancers
whose task it is to replace a burned-off feather by a new one, a trick which
sYmbolizes "restoration";
further, .the most. sacred .arrow-swallowing' act and
,
the lovely dance of the young spruce trees are typically ~ountain Way.
.Other group dances are taken from the Shooting-ptant (the Whirling
Feather) or from the Nightway (the Masked Dancers).
Berard Haile bases his account partly on personal observations, p!lrth
on the word of informants, and, to some extent, on the description of thP.
ceremony of the Mountain Chant as given by Washington Matthews, whidl
is, in the eyes of this revie~er, one of the d~ssics of anthropological litera. ture. It may be pointed out parenthetically that Matthews d.oes not leave
any dQubt of the fact that Dsilyi'Neyani, the legendary originator of the
Mountain Chant, received the ceremony not from the Ute, hut from the
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Animals which he encountered during his long and perilous voyage from the
Ute, whose imprisonment he had managed to escape.
The pamphlet at hand is a sequel to another popular aq:ount of the
Navaho War Dance, recently published by the Franciscan Fathers. It is t~
be hoped that many other pamphlets will follow. • MARGOT ASTROV

The Shapers of American Fiction, I798-I947, byGeorge Snell. New York:
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1947· $3.75.
Since literary historians undertake a traditionally thankless task, the
nature of Mr. Snell's project calls for little gratitude. As with most, he is
not very plain as to what his philosophy of literature is. But like the rest
he gives a nice judgment here and there, proves a pleasant if irresponsible
<companion in his tour of American fiction.,
Critically, Snell has gone as far as to divide his book into four major
parts. These and the subjects of his chapter deserve naming because they
show that he has tried to free himself from a humdrum chronology, that
he has been selective, and that by and large he has chosen novelists worth
considering. The parts and chapters are: "Romantics" (Cooper and the
romantic novel), "Apocalyptics" (C. B. Brown, Poe, Melville, Bierce and
Hearn, Faulkner), "Temperamentists" (Irving, Hawthome, James, Wharton
and Cather, Hemingway, Wolfe, Steinbeck), "Realists" (Howells, Twain,
Crane and Norris, Dreiser, Dos Passos, Caldwell and Vardis Fisher, Farrell).
But these categories have not been explored with ,much thoroughness, and
I should be hard put to define the terms or defend the placing of many of
the novelists. Snell seems to have been up against the same problem. In the
preface he brushes off the four categories as for the sake of convenience
alone, and. except for the section on realism, he does not much concern him·
self with the relations of the authors in these groupings.
Probably he discusses relationships in realism because his critical principles operate (loosely) on a realistic base. Whe~ he,,, deals with realists,
particularly with the moderns, he does show a sense of the novel as a whole
-of all its elements fused into a moving artistiC unit. But when realistic
elements are less strong, his sense of the novelists is partial. When he speaks
of the "near-unreadability" of Japles or, frowns on the James vogue as a
"critical enthusiasm" (which sounds like as good an enthusiasm as any), you
wonder if he wouldn't have been happier writing the history.of pogosticks.
All this does not deny the frequent nicety of Snell's judgments. He is
the only critic I have read who knows what Poe's "MS. Found in a Bottle"
is about. He shrewdly remarks that Twain's lack of conscious artistry kept
him from writing more novels like The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
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He makes a good case for pity as the informing characteristic of all Dreiser's
novels. And although his attempts to upset the hierarchy of great American
novels are not convincing, he at least shows independence in finding.
Cooper's "greatest depth of insight" in Lionel Lincoln or in ~missing
Sanctuary as one of Faulkner's le~t successful efforts.
When it comes to comparing Snell's book with the two others that have
been done on the American novel, he should be congratulated for having
got away from the excessive cataloguing of titles and authors that is present
in both. He certainly has more literary sensibility than Quinn in American
Fiction, though he lacks the crusty charm of QUinn's conservatism., I do not
think him superior to Van Doren in The American Novel, for Van Doren
without much more critical system than Snell still manages generally to
justify his impressionism by imparting a good deal of the effect of the novelists he discusses.
Snell's book, finally, has less <Jependability than these other works. Absolute. inaccuracies are not frequent, bu~ there is an unhappy looseness worse
thanl\' errors in dating. The chapter on Melville will serve as an example:
" Is Typee an "almost literal transcript" of Melville's experience? Did White
Jacket cause reforms? Does Pierre sprawl and is it· autobiography?" Was
sex tab0ged in all the other novels? Between Pierre and Billy Budd did
Melville write only minot ·works? These are not yes-or-no questions, but
Snell says yes and the ans-wers ought to be mostly negative. Easygoing simplification is vexing to the specialist; and when it is misleading, it cannot
be recommended for the general reader.
.
GEORGE~ ARMS
.

.

. e

There Is a Tyrant in Every Country, by Gilbert Neiman. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1947. $3.00.
Gilbert Neiman has written a novel of massive, but disjointed power.
His There Is a Tyrant in Every Country is not merely a rhapsody about
Mexican capacity for the fullness of life. It is no~ simply Freddy Conner's
story, of how from hating Mexicans he grew to identify himself with them.
It is certainly no bald tract meant to expose American business imperialism
and resultant degradation in Latin America. As the chapter headings suggest, it is a novel o~ the thr~e "worlds," and each is realized best in'company,
and in conflict, with the others.'
'.
Neiman's best effects are won by characterization, and by conflict. Quite
properly, danger is shown in the pe:l!son of Unman, the financier, rather than
in any details of his plans for enslavement. Aurelia, as.prodded by Unman,
gevelops terrifyingly from starVation to greed; for her the lust of the body
and the lust for power become inseparable. Don Joaquin~ the dry and rat-
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tling suitor, is suddenly seen as dedicated to hatred. in these, the most
outrageous paradoxes are made effective.
Two primary characters, however, Freddy- himself and Jorg~, are important for their giving up what they believed in: .Freddy his beliefs in
Mexican inferiority, ';and Jorge all self-respect, -submerged as he is in the
need for continuing luxury and Unman's money. But no process of develment is shown; the changes are accomplished without more than the most
prefunctory searching of souls or attempt at resistance. I think that Neiman
could have made enormously more use of both, especially of Freddy as
narrator. Freddy should cry out in agony, for his change of heart to be effective, against all that outrages him-not with immediate articulateness, but
with far more than calm logical explanation of what may be wrong with the
other characters' philosophies.
Neiman's scheme calls for mass of incident and a host of characters, and
these are provided. But it is as if these prove too much. Neiman gives himself too little time to move them from climax to climax or to show more
than their, and our, Jearful predicament. Whatever inside us, whatever weak·
nesses before temptation, helped move us into the predicament, are hardly
more than stated. And these are the' more unreal, in that Freddy Conner
is himself tempted for only a very few hours, and then by a sexual urge the
reader had hardly seen building.
Thus elements for a Mexican mural are presented as sketches. The
novel is one of very few recently, I think, that should .be longer. But backhanded or no, the intended praise is very real.
4

ROBERT BUNKER

Pause Under the Sky, by Warren Beck. New York: The Swallow Press and
William Morrow and Company, 1947. $3.00.
"Reunions nowadays, for people like her and Larry, were only pauses,
under enigmatic skies, a brief touch, hastily broken off:' mused Paula,
heroine of Warren Beck's second novel, as she awaited the arrival of her
bombardier fian.ce on a three-day leave. This pause had particular signifi.
cance. It was the spring of 1944; D-day was imminent; Larry was headed
overseas. The question of whether they would be married before he left
had to be decided, but this was only symptomatic of a more basic difficulty.
Paula was deeply concerned because Larry's questioning, nonconforming
mind was being driven by the exigencies of war and scientific destruction
into a withdrawal from life that threatened the -fllin of their dreams. She
needed to know that his faith in the future was enough, not only to bring
him safely back, but to bring him back to the life they had planned.
Their search for a solution to their problem led unexpectedly to a
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dramatic encounter with the owner of an illegal radio station. A cultured
and well-meaning fanatic, this man had usurped an established wave length
to heap denunciation upon the radio as an instrument that was benuI!lbing
the minds and the, wills of t1}.e American people. The futility of his effort
and its tragic ending strengthened their conviction that dictatorship, even
with a high-minded purpose, is wrong and that the most important fact in
the world is the continuing, humanity of man. With faith thus reaffirmed,
Paula could accept Larry's decision to delay their marriage, and Larry could
apply himself to the task of wreaking destruction on the forces that threatened the simple, unregimented, human living to which he wished to return.
PaUse Under the Sky is a novel of great structural and psychological
. interest. Reading it, one sees clearly why 'Varren Beck is being spoke.n of as
"one of the Midwest'S finest writers." He is a master of sparkling imagery,
of clean and simple prose. Some of his scenes-for instance the incident of
the ensign and the captain in a Chicago bar-are brilliantly done. He[ displays deep thoughtfulness in his probings into the meaning of life and a
delicate sensitivity in his ..approach to human problems. Excellent, too, is
his portrayal of present-day uncertainty. Nowhere in modern fiction' has
this reviewer read. anything that ..expresses more clearly the confusion engendered in the mind of man by the bewildering glimpses science 1)as given
into the mysterious workings of the universe.
With all its excellencies, however, the novel displays a fundam~ntal
weakness when judged by established standards. Paradoxically, this weakness springs from its most distinguished feature. 'Mr. Beck sets the problem
of Paula and Larry against a backdrop of One World. For this purpose, he
uses panoramic scenes from all over America, an America swayed by the
wind of world forces. "The press at the train gates," he remarks of a Chicago station, "was in part communicated from the surge of refugees 6n roads
in France and China...." The author's aim is to have his characters perform as on a mountain peak, with th~ surrounding landscape visible in every
direction. But somehow in the process he passes the desired ctest and wanders down into the vaUey again, where the view is scattered, the impression
of unity destroyed. Not those who pause, but the enigmatic skies and the
disconnected scenes they cover become the protagonists of the book.
Perhaps this world-view type of literature-so highly to be desired in
.
days of jet-propelled planes, world-wide radio coverage, and menace of atom
bombs-requires a technique yet t.o be developed. Doubtless the old stand"'ards will hav.e to be adapted to' the new conditions. But whatever technique
may be evolved, it will come because pioneers like Mr. Beck are trying to
produce a literature genuinely suited to the atomic age.

.

,
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In Defense of Reason, by Yvor ''''inters. New York: The Swallow Press and
William Morrow and Company, Inc., 1947. $4.00.
Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Yvor Winters. Norfolk, Connecticut: New
Directions, 1946. $2.00.
Yvor Winters has set out to instruct, and incidentally enrage. He states
his intention to show how literature can "increase the intelligence and
strengthen the moral temper," and he has ably analyzed certain methods of
creative instruction likely to produce such literature. Applying his princi'ples of construction, mainly to American poets, he has written three volumes
of uncommonly provocative critical essays: Primitivism.••J (lnd
Decadence,
•
Maule's Curse, and The Anatomy of Nonsense. All three: together with a
summarizing foreword and an additienal essay on Hart Crane, have now
been reprinted as In Defense of Reason.
Winters condemns Henry Adams, T. S. Eliot, and Wallace Stevens, and
John Crowe Ransom wholesale. He says they not only think badly but, all
four, think "as badly as possible." Suicide is suggested as Robinson JefIers'
logical out. Hart Crane's "demonstration" of suicide, however, "did nothing
, to clarify his concepts." James Joyce illustrates the "decay of genius.". (To
call him a genius of decay, would apparently be overpraise.)
But past Winters' lines of embattlement, are analyses of the relationships between words, of structural methods, and of "conventions" as an area
of preliminary understanding between poet and reader, which are among
the most enlightening I know when applied to those Winters, considers great:
to Milton, to Melville, to Hardy, and to a few moderns. Winters' "morality"
of poetry (the poet's.need for molding all possible experience into that
form which reflects his best understanding) does inde~d reveal poetry's
strengtb, as very core and organism of all that man may communicate.
Thus Winters' criticism of much poetry is brilliant. It appears, however, that in contrasting his advocated poetic practices against certain
philosophies whose wisdom he doubts, he is limiting unnecessarily the area
within which his concepts can be helpful. It would be one thing for him
to say that hedonist, determinist, landscape poet, and romanticist will less
likely find form to convey their meaning. It is quite another to insist that
their philosophies necessarily destroy form. The jingling mockery even of
form, affected at times by three such poets as Stevens, Eliot, and Marianne
Moore, Winters considers as "tragic decay" caused directly by the poets'
limitations as moralists. Yet surely the problem is not one of decay of form
so much as of occasional doubt that there is anything worth forming.
It would, indeed, appear that ~Vinters would outlaw from use of his
formal concepts, most poets who' have ever abused them. Landscape, for
example, is indicated as not an "adequate motive" for emotions claimed.
~

.
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.This. I think. must be a matter between poet and individual reader. To me
the sweeping statement indicates only that Winters himself does not share
what he would call the landscape "conventions" sufficiently to read into
them the hnmediate. and very real. cleavage they represent in man's mind.
In the hills' very quiet need be RO forgetting of chaos; our ultimate drama
may be our. constant knowledge. though unsp,oken. that we have for every
day dlosen to live in the crowd:
It is perhaps. finally. Winters' scorn for human weakneSs, and therefore
much of ,human drama~ w!tich makes him unwilling to accept certain "moralities" as worthy of having forms. His discussion of Hardy's and Jeffers'
determinism. for instance. suffers considerably from his apparent belief that
the poets are inconsistent by describing. in a world both call deterministic,
man struggling anyway.
Again. Winters assumes that the romanticist must be extremist, without
paradox, or struggle. or balance. Because indulgmg in such self-expression,
the romanticist must, according to Winters. automatically refuse to mold
experience into form, or to doubt "inspiration," or to revise. Emerson is
blamed, repeatedly and with lengthy quotations. for having led his followers
to believe that" their every word is holy inspiration. Emerson, misunderstood, may deserve some blame; but Winters in fairness should have added
some such quotation as Emerson's, "You will find what sentences-drag. Blot
them out. . .• Resolute blotting rids you of all those phrases tha:t sound like
something and mean nothing."
In fact, Emerson has expressed "Vinters' basic concept very closely:
"Criticism," he writes in the same Essays, "is an art when it does not stop at
' .
the word of the poet, but looks at the order of his thoughts."
Almost throughout Winters' separate volume, Edwin Arlington Robinson, Winters' "morality" illuminates poetry with which he is thoroughly
sympathetic. Winters analyzes, with great insight, the techniques, and some
unfortunate fonnulas. of a poet whose "moral" concepts did indeed dictate
the forms ofhis successes and the shells of his lengthy failures. The volume,
with extensive specific references to the Coliected Poems, is invaluable to
the appreciation of Robinson.
ROBERT BUNKERI'l

Gerard Manley Hopkins. by The Kenyon Critics. Norfolk, Connecticut:
New Directions, 1946. $1.50.
Selections from the Note-Books of Gera'rd Manley Hopkins, by T. Weiss.
Norfolk. Connecticut: New Directions, 1945. $1.00.
A poet whose essential greatness is hedged by eccentricity requires careful and scholarly explication that he may not suffer from malignant or
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benignant mIsinterpretation. For this reason, the Kenyon critics have
performed, I think, a cardinal service in their critical evaluation of Gerard
Manley Hopkins. It seems. obvious that these studies are intended for the
poet and student o{ poetry rather than that hypothetic layman, the average
reader, who, after all, hardly exists in the realm of serious poetry; for surely
the popularization of poetry depends more on the realigqment and ressurection of aesthetic and moral attitudes than on an over:.sil!}Plifie~ or
colorful paraphrase of the poet's life and intentions.t
The names of the essayists are in themselves an impressive warrant for
the critical finesse which one finds throughout these studies. Austin Warren
contributes not only pertinent biographical background, hut also a fine
analysis of Hopkins' particularism, or "instress of inscape," which he relates
both to its Scotist origin and to ~e nineteenth century predilection for
descriptive and dialectal language. Herbert Marshall McLuhan differentiates Hopkins from the mystic by establishing the continuity of his view of
nature with that of ~e great Catholic "realists" and the ~hurch fathers.
Harold Whitehall explores the technicalities of "sprung rhythm," which he
sees as derivable from more modern poets, Milton and Campbell in particular, as well as Old English, Welsh, and medieval poetry, and Hopkins'
interest in music. Josephine Miles shows that Hopkins' vocabulary was not
essentially outlandish, but in the tradition of Milton, Keats, and the painterpoets of Hopkins' time. Robert Lowell, in a 'short but convincing essay,
explains the dramatic quality of Hopkins' poetry in terms of his sanctity,
the fullness or wholeness, in the Catholic sense, of his .life. Arthur Mizener
elaborates persuasively the thesis, which underlies the studies of his fellowcritics, that Hopkins is a Victorian, differentiated chiefly by his Catholicism
and scrupulous individualism which resulted in greater precision of language. F. R. Leavis, viewing the overall picture of Hopkins and his time,
concludes that Victorianism, though the matrix of Hopkins' ideas and development, was also an isolation ward for a poet too vigorous and individual
to be understood by the devotees of abstract sweetness and light.
It is to be regretted that Mr. T. Weiss was unable to profit from the
Hopkins' studies of the Kenyon critics. If he had, he might have avoided
the critical faux pas with which he introduces his Selections from the N oteBooks of Gerard Manley Hopkzns. Mr. Weiss believes that Hopkins was
crushed by his religion, that by nature he belonged with the "art-for-religion"
sChool of Andre Gide and Henry l\Jliller. Now with all due respect for the
late Andre Gide and the very much alive Henry Miller, I think that only a
fundamental misunderstanding of Hopkins and his work could result in so
far-fetched a theory. And with all due respect for Mr. Weiss, "3 careful reading of his selections, which in themselves are well worth reading, would seem
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to me to substantiate not so much his own peculiar and myopic view. ~s the
sounder, more verifiable views expounded in the essays by the Kenyon critics.
DEANE

M-OWRER

The Selected Writings of Dylan Thomas7 introduction by John L. Sweeney.
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1946. $3.50.
Confessions of Zen07 by Italo Svevo; translated by Beryl de Zoete; with an
Essay on Svevo by Renato Poggioli. New York: New Directions, 1947.
$3.50.
.
"

The Selected Writings of IJylan Thomas collects, handsomely, Thomas'
own choice of verse before his recent Deaths and Entrances. To this choice,
are ad<;led six stories. I for one am grateful for the bringing together of
Thomas' best.
The selection is admirably calculated to present Thomas' wholehearted
acceptance, and far from self-conscious identification with self, of all that
his heart and his senses may reach. The verse itself, unformed as it may
first have seemed, has an ease aild a steady sweep with a strange inSistent
emphasis on almost every word that force the reader to hurry along too and .
.
share delights as the poet finds th~m.
It is good, even in a collection that bears no dates, to review Thomas'
growing certainty of what he feels in himself. At twenty-four he wrote, in
the poem here numbered "~7":

die.

Dressed to
the sensual strut begun.
With my red veins full.of money,
In the final direction of the elementary town
I advance for as long as forever is.

And at thirty, in Poem in October:
. . . . I rose
In rainy autumn
And walked abroad in a shower of all my days.
High tide and the heron dived when I took the road
Over the border
~
And the gates
Of the town closed as the town awoke..•.

There could I marvel
My birthday
A.way• . . .

"But the-weather turned around," the poet goes on. "0 may my
heart's truth / Still be sung / On this high hill in a year's turning." That
"year's turning,". that poet's joy even in time's p~age, are the reader's joy
as well.

..

.,
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The Thomas volume is an excellent first in New Directions' new series
of "Selected Writings." To it add still another New Directions series, "Modem Readers," and the -first title therein: Itala Svevo's Confessions of Zeno.
Published first in 1930, Zeno has been justifiably compared with Proustor at least with what might be one justifiable theory of Proust. Zeno, however, parodies not only Proust, but any who find reasons not to act.
I t is made very evident from the slart that no one ever expected leno
to be able to act or to manage his inherited wealth. With father, wife,
mistress, and business partners, there are reasons to prevent any adjustment
of relationship, any real understanding; leno, by virtue of great~r selfdoubts, must feel himself infinitely their superior in understanding. leno
resolves constantly' (as in the first chapter, concerning "the last cigarette")
to act as he knows he cannot act, in order, he assures himself, that in having
thus to resolve and re-resolve without end, he may keep his mind on the
highest.
"
Svevo's writing has little style, little climax, and needs none. Without
even troubling to demolish, Svevo tells us calmly, in the pretense that he
does not himself notic.e what he is telling, how man may paralyze himself.
The cumulative effect may sicken the reader; its force cannot be ignored.
ROBERT -BUNKER

The Symbolic Goldfinch: Its History and Significance in European Devotional Art, by Herbert Friedmann. New York: _Pantheon Books, Inc.,
1946. $7.5 0 •
The European goldfinch occurs frequently as an accessory in religious
art of Europe from mid-thirteenth to mid-eighteenth century. To search
into the origin and uses of the goldfinch in art calls for particular qualifications. Dr. Friedmann appears well qualified. He is both a prqfessional
zoologist, Curator of Birds at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
• D. C., and a devoted student of iconography.
Consider only a few of the goldfinch meanings listed below and you
begin to see how involved Dr. Friedmann becomes. In some instances the
goldfinch means Fertility, in others Soul, death, sickness, healing; again it
is the sign of the Passion, the Crucifixion, the Redemption and the ResUrrection. Consider, also, that this kind of emphasis comes as the result of
years of pursuit, of ferreting among obscure medieval writings, among data
of natural' history and art history to trace the subtlest variations of the
meanings. Such "scientific" research characterizes the academic mind. Theproduct is a volume of learned writing, which should find sympathetic reception among scholars of like mind and interest.
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That this reviewer does not meet the qualifications mentioned above,
should not be allowed to detract from the work itself. What I object to is
the all too popular device of authors and critics of attributing their own
meanings, usually literary, to the work of painters and sculptors. This seems
especially objectionable where there are no facts, either in the artist's own
writings or in those of contemporaries, to justify such conclusions. A case
in point is that in which Dr. Friedmann interprets the use of the goldfinch
by Michelangelo in his marble tondo relief, "Madonna and Child with the
Young St. John," as Baptism (as well as the Crucifixion) being offered the
Child. Not content with that, he needs must, among other such interpretations, speculate that because "the Madonna has a faraway, dreamy look,"
she is obviously "a sibylline, prophetic Madonna, and ... may well be looking
beyond (the Child) to the Passion." This sort of "explaining" belongs in
the romantic novel. It is the sort laymen devour. It perpetuates the genius
legend and leads us far afield aesthetically and his~orically. Who but the
artist (and sometimes not ~ven he) knows why he used a particular pose or
a specific object or filled a particular space in a particular way? What his
intention may have been is beside the point and the 'observer's own, interpretation is as valid to him as any other, authorities notwithstanding.
Pantheon Books have given Dr. Friedmann's book their usual expert,
handsome production. The book is beautiful to behold and to hold. But
in spite of the generous size of the format, the one hundred forty illustrations, principally of Madonna and Child subjects containings the goldfinch,
suffer from overcrowding.
.
<
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GUIDE TO THE LITERATUR·E
OF THE SOUTHWEST
Lyle Saunders
22

a service of the University of New Mexico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations in the
Southwest, attempts to list, with such thoroughness as time and re·
sources permit, current materials dealing with the Southwest. The
Southwest, as here defined, includes all of New Mexico and Arizona
and parts of Texas, Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada, and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction; 0) is llsed to indicate materials
on the juvenile level.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which were published
or came to our attention between May 1 and July 3 1, 1947.

T

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY,

BOOKS
Arnold, Oren. Sun in your eyes. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1947.
$3·5°·
Batte, Lelia McAnnally. Master of the Sycamores. Houston, Anson Jones Press, 1947.
$3.50. (F) Plantation life in Texas.
Callahan, Genevieve A. Sunset all-Western foods; what they are, where they grow, how
to cook them, how to seroe them. San Francisco, Lane Pub. Co., 1947. $2.50.
Calvin, Ross. Sky determines. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1947. $3.50.
New edition.
Carson, Robert. Stranger in our midst. New York, Putnam, 1947. $2.75. (F) Nevada
setting.
Colt, Clem. Coyote song. New York, S. Curl, 1947. $2.00. (F) Arizona cattle country.
Davidson, L. J. and Forrester Blake. Rocky Mountain tales. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1947. $3.00.
Day, Donald. Big country: Texas. New York, Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1947. $3.50.
Franklin, George Cory. Wild animals of the Five Rivers country. Boston, Houghton
,Mifflin, 1947. ,$2·50. 0)
•
Gruber, Frank. The honest dealer. New' York, Rinehart, 1947. 2.00. (F) Las Vegas,
Nevada, setting.
Hackett, Charles W., ed. Pichado's treatise on the limits of Louisiana and Texas. 4v.
Austin, university of Texas, 1931-1946. $6.50 (each volume) .
Hewett, Edgar L. and Wayne Mauzy. Landmarks of New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of N~w Mexico Press, 1947. $3.50' Revised edition.
' ..",
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Hopson, William L. The gringo bandit. New York, Phoenix Press, 1947. $2.00. (F)
Border country.
•
Hougland, Willard. American primitive art. New York, Kleijkamp and Monroe, 1947.
Santos.
Kluckhohn, Clyde and Dorothea C. Leighton. The Navaho. Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1947. $4.50.
Lea, Tom. Calendar of twelve travelers through the pass of the north. EI Paso, Carl
Hertzog, 1947. $17.00. Limited edition of reproductions of paintings by Lea.
. Leighton, Dorothea and Clyde Kluckhohn.Children of The People: the Navaho individual and his development. . Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1947. $4.50.
Luhan, Mabel Dodge. Winter in Taos. Denver, Sage Books, 1947. $8.00. New edition.
Patterson, Paul. Sam McGoo and Texas too. Dallas, Mathis, Van Nort, 1947. $2.00. (F)
Scobee, Barry. Old Fort Dattis. San Antonio, Naylor Co., 1947. $U)(). History of a TexaS
fort on the Overland Trail.
.
Tireman, Loyd S. Big Fat. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1947· $1.25. (J)
Tireman, Loyd S. and Mary Watson. A community school in a Spanish-speaking village.
Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1947. $2.50. Revision of La Comunidad.
University of New Mexico, Bureau of Business Research. New Mexico'state business directory and economic handbook. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 1947.
$20.00.
Webber, Malcolm. Jimco and Harry at the Rocking H. Chicago, Wilcox and Follett, 1947.
$2.50. (J) Texas ranch setting.
\Vhite, Helen C. Duel on the King's highway. New York, Macmillan, 1947. $8.50; (F)
Missionaries among the ,Yuma Indians.
Whitman, William, 3rd. The Pueblo Indians of San Ildefonso; a changing culture. New
York, Columbia University Press, 1947. $2.75.
~

PERIODICALS
.~ AGRICULTUItE AND RANCHING

Bollinger, C. J. "The cycle J;>attern of wheat yields in the great Plains." Texas Geographic
.
Magazine, 11:19-24, Spnng 1947.
Broadbent, Dee A., George T. Blanch, and W. Preston Thomas._ An economic study of
sheep production in Southwestern Utah. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station,
Bulletin 325. Logan, 1946.
.
.
Grandstaff, J. O.'and H. W. Wolle "Relation of kemp and other medullated fibers to age
in the fleeces of Navajo and cross bred lambs." Journal of Animal Science, 6: 138-40,
May 1947.
.
•
Harper, H. J. and others. Fertilizer recommendations for Oklahomq. crops. Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletin B-305. Stillwater, Feb~- 1947.
Kutnewsky, Fremont. "Yucca-future farm crop." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-1349,
June 1947.
Severson, H. "Dividends from douQle cropping; south Texas farmers plant cotton or,
sorghums in spring and vegetables in winter." Banking, 39:56-57, Nov. 1946.
Suggs, D. D. "W day at Tucumcari." Reclamation Era, 83:111-18, May 1947. Weed control.
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest ·Service. Annual report of Southwestern and
range experiment station, calendar year I946. Mimeographed, n.d.
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. U. S. Census of Agriculture, I945.
New Mexico and Arizona. Statistics for counties. V. 1, part 30. Washington, 1946.
Young, P. A. Tomato diseases in Texas. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
113. College Station, Nov. 1946.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND SOcrOLOGY
Abell, M. Lucy. A social survey 0/ the Negro community in Austin, Texas. UnpUblished
Master's thesis, Catholic University~ 1946..
.
Amoss, Harold L. Variation in two culture traits in the Plains area. UnpUblished Master's
thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947.
Clifford, Roy A. A social survey of Prague, Oklahoma. Master's thesis in preparation.
University of Oklahoma.
Colton, Harold S. "Hopi deities." Plateau, 20:10-16, July 1947.
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Derrick, Edith W. "Effects of evacuation on Japanese-American youth:' The School Review, 55:356-62, June 1947. At Poston, Arizona.
Halpern, A. M. "Yuma VI: miscellaneous morphemes:' International/ournal of American
Linguistics, 13:147-66, July 1947.
Hawley, Fred G. "The use of lead mineral by the Hohokam in cremation ceremonials,"
Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 3:69-77, Sprins 1947.
Hendron, J. W. "The happy pueblo:' New Mexico Magazine; 25:1443, July 1947. Arrowhead Ruin.
Hill, Gertrude. "Turquois~ and the Zuni Indians." The Ki'ua, 12:42-52, May 1947.
Hurst, C. T. "Excavation of Dolores Cave, 1946," Southwestern Lore, 13:8-10, June 1947.
Kent, Arthur. "New Pueblo excavations," Arizona Highways, 23:22-25, June 1947. At
Point of Pines, Arizona.
Logan, Wendell P, A study of movements in age at marriage in Payne County. Master's
thesis in preparation, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical.College.
Martin, Paul S. and John B. Rinaldo. The Su site, excavations at a Mogollon village, western New Mexico, ]Td season, I946. Field Museum of Natural History, Anthropological
Series, v. 32, no. 3, June 6, 1947.
Mitchell, Robert F. Some social factors of juvenile delinquency in Houston and Harris
County, Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas A Be M, 1946.
Moore, Frank C. San Jose, I946: a study in urbanization. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of New Mexico, 1947.
Motherall, Joe R. "Notice of termination-a farm lease problem in Texas," Southwestern
Social Science Quarterly, 28:20-35, June 1947.
. .
Opler, Morris E. "Mythology and folk belief in the maintenance of Jicarilla Apache tribal
endogamy." Journal of American Folklore, 60:126-29, Ar.ril-June 1947.
Rosenquist, Carl M. and Alvin H. Schafft. "Differential fertility in rural Texas," Rural
Sociology, 12:21-26, March 1947.
Sanders, .lames O. The Texas cowboy square dance: a study in regional folk sociology.
Master's thesis in preparation, University of Texas.
Schafft, Alvin H. A study of rutal fertility in Texas. Master's thesis, University of Texas,
1946.
Sjoberg, Gideon. Culture changes as revealed by a study of relief clients of a suburban
New Mexico community. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico,
1947·
Skrabanck, Robert L. A statistical analysis of various social factors affecting net farm
family income in the Bell County, Texas Blackland region. Master's thesis in preparation, Texas A. Be M.
Smiley, Terah H. "Dates from a surface pueblo at Mesa Verde:' Tree Ring Bulletin,
13:30 -32, April 1947.
Stewart, Kenneth M. "Mohave hunting," The Masterkey, 21:80-84, May 1947.
Thomas, Richard K. "Prehistoric pictographs of the Southwest," Design, 48~12-13, MayJune 1947.
.
Thompson, Laura and Alice Joseph. "White pressures on Indian personality and culture."
American Journal of Sociology, 53:17-22, July 1947. Hopi.
Van Valkenburgh, Richard. "Flint Singer returns to the underworld." The Desert Magazine, 10:15-17, May 1947. Navajo burial ceremony.
Walter, Paul, Jr. Population trends in New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of New
.
Mexico, Department of Government, Division of Research, June 1947.
Worob, Sidney. A statistical study of persons in Who's Who ,in the South and Southwest.
Master's thesis in preparation, University of Texas.
Young, Larry B. The county jails of Oklahoma. Unpublished Master's thesis, University
of Oklahoma, ~946.
ARTS
Anonymous. "Little magic: Tulsa's exhibition of American Indian painting," Time,
50 :69, July 7, 1947·
C?ssidy, Ina S. "Art on the hill," New Mexico Magazine, 25:24,51, June 1947. At Los
.
Alamos.
---,. "Ralph Douglass," New Mexico Magazine, 25:26,56, Aug. 1947.
- - - . "Taos field school of art." New Mexico Magazine, 25:2641, July 1947.
Espinosa, Carmen. "New Mexico's native crafts," Southwest Review, 32:245-50, Summer
1947·
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Fisher, Reginald. An art directory of New Mexico. Albuquerque, Museum of New Mexico
and School of American Research, 1947.
Jones, Hester. "The art gallery of the Museum of New Mexico." Design, 48:4-6, May·
June 1947.
•
---,. "Native arts of New Mexico." Design, 48:3,22, May-June 1947.
Steffan, T. G., "The Byron poetry manuscripts in the library of the University of Texas:'
Modem Language Quarterly, 8:194-210, June 1947.
Tanner, Clara Lee. "Southwest painted pottery." Arizona Quarterly, 3:138-49, Summer
1947·
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Campbell, Emma Mellou. "Literature of the Southwest." Educational Forum, 11:428-27,
May 1947.
Kirkpatrick, L. H. and Ruth Jones. "A current regional bibliography." Regular feature
In the Utah Humanities Review, beginning April 1947.
Thom, Emma Mertins. Bibliography of North American geology, I944 and I945. U. S.
Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Bulletin 952. Washington, 1947. Includes titles on Southwestern geology.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey. Publications of the Geological Survey. Washington, 1947. Includes titles. dealing with Southwestern areas.
Young, Vernon A. "Paso por aqui: recent interpretations of the Southwest." Arizona
Quarterly, 3:164-77, Summer 1947.
BIOGRAPHICAL
Hunter, Russell Vernon. "Santa Inez of the Penitentes:' Southwest Review, 32:275-79,
Summer 1947.
Voelker, Frederic E. "Mountain man from Taos." New Mexico Magazine, 25:19.35, July
1947. Old Bill Williams.
Walter, Paul A. F. "Edgar Lee Hewett, ~ericanist, 1865-1946," American Anthropologist,
49: 260 -7 1, April-June 1947.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Cassell, Richard L. "Little old man of the sands." The Desert Magazine, 10:9, May 1947.
The velvet ant.
Gerheim. Earl. The Rh factor: recent developments and a study of its incidence among the
Indians of the Southwest. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of NeW Mexico,
1947·
.
~
Goldman, Edward A. The pocket gophers (genus Thomomys) of Arizona. U. S. Department of the Interior, North American Fauna 59. Washington, 1947. .
Klauber, L. M. Classification and ranges of the gopher snakes of the genus Pituophis in
the Western United States. Bulletin of the Zoological Society of San Diego, no. 22,
May 15, 1947.
Phillips, Allan R. "Records of occurrence of some Southwestern birds." The Condor,
49:121-23, May-June 1947.
CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Gookin, William S. "The 20th century Hohokam," Reclamation Era, 3~p63-64, July 1947.
Conservation needs in San Simon ~ Valley, Arizona.
Nielson, Evan C. and others. Physical land conditions on the Queen Creek soil conservation district~ Arizona. Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, Technical Bulletin
113. Tucson, Dec. 1946.
•
University of New Mexico. Toward better teaching of soil and water conservation. University of New Mexico Publications in Education, no. 1. Albuquerque, Feb. 1947.
Report of first Southwestern mountain states regional conference on conservation
education.
EDUCATION
Allgeier, D. V. "Oklahoma University solves a housing problem," Journal of Higher
Education, 18:207-09, April 1947.
Anderson, E. W. "Personality characteristics of 153 N~gro. pupils, Dunbar High School,
Okmulgee, Oklahoma," Journal of Negro Education, 16:44-48, Jan. 1947.
Anonymous. "Handicapped children are going to school at home:' Arizona ParentTeacher, 85:12- , March 1947.
Bacon, Frederick M. Contributions of CathoUc religious orders to public education in
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New Mexico since the American occupation. Unpublished Master's thesis, University
.
of New Mexico, 1947.
Badger, Henry G. ~tatistics of higher education, I943-44. U. S. Office of Education, Biennial Survey of Education in the United States 1942-1944. Chapter 4. Washington, 1946.
Bathurst, Effie G. Inter-American understanding and the preparation of teachers. U. S.
Office of Education, Bulletin 1946, no. 15. Washington, 1946. Includes information on
Southwestern work centers for teaching Spanish-American children.
Beatty, W. W. "Forty thousand first Americans who can't speak English; shameful neglect
of education of Na.vaho children in Ariwna and New Mexico." National Education
Association Journal, 36:300-01, April 1947.
Blose, David T. and Emery M. Foster. Statistical summary of education, I94J-44. Chapter
I. Washington, U. S. Office of Education, 1947. Includes figures for Southwestern states.
Cantrell, George K. Differential predictiQn of college grades for Spanish-American and
Anglo-American students. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico,
1947·

Delattre, P. C. "Technique of aural-oral approach; report on a University of Oklahoma
experiment in teaching French." French Review, 20:238-50, Jan.; 311-24, Feb. 1947.
Farr, Maude and Emery M. Foster. Statistics of land-grant colleges and universities, year
ended June )0, I945. U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin 1947, no. I. Washington 1947.
Gunning, R. Boyd. "The Oklahoma legislature goes to school." Adult Education Bulletin,
11 :85-86, Feb. 1947.
New Mexico State Department of Education. Eighteenth biennial report of the Superintendent of Public Instruction for the biennium July I, I944, to June 30, I946. Santa
Fe, 1947;
Oklahoma Department of Education. School laws of Oklahoma, I946. Oklahoma City, the
Department. 1946.
Pear, Norman. "A unique school." Design, 48:10-11, May-June 1947. Craft work at Clay"
ton, New Mexico, High School.
Reynolds. Selma Fay. Some aspects of Spanish as spoken and written by Spanish-speaking
students of a junior high school in Texas. Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas State
College for Women,' 1945.
Rogers, C. M. "Promote in-service training programs for teachers." Amer;ican School Board
.
Journal, 114:54- , May 1947. Amarillo, Texas.
Runge, William B. "Vocational education in' New Mexico...· New Mexico School Review,
26:11-1240, May 1947.
.
Spurlock,Omer, Factors influencing school attendance in New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico. 1947.
Thompson, Eugene. A survey of art education in the secondary schools of New Mexico.
UnpUblished Master's thesis. University of New Mexico, 1947.
U. S. Office of Education. Educational directory, federal and state school officers. Part I.
Washington, 1947. Includes Southwestern officials.
Walter, Clarence E. Teacher participation in the formulation of administrative policies
in the public schools of New Mexico. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New
.
Mexico, 1947.
Waltrip, Rufus C. Decisions of the New Mexico Supreme Court affecting, the common
schools. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947.
FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Benjovsky, T. D. Contributions of New Mexico's mineral industry to World War II. State
Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 27. Socorro, 1947.
Ekstrom, C. G. "Yuma and the Colorado River." Journal of the American Waterworks
Assn., 39:245-52. March 1947.
FOLKLORE
Judd, Neil M. "When the Jemez medicine men came to Zuni." 'Journal of American Folklore, 60:182-84, April-June 1947.
Pearce, T. M., ed. The New Mexico folklore record. V. I, I946-47 Albuquerque, New
Mexico Folklore Society. 1947. Mimeographed. First of an annual series, containing
'
contributions by twelve authors.
GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Anderson, C. E. "Twenty years of service." New Mexico Magazine, 25:83-34. July 1947.
New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources.
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Apell, G. A. and others. Lake Valley manganese deposits, Sierra County, New Mexico.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4099.
Washington, June 1947.
.
Bader, Glenn E. "Geophysical history o~ the Anahuac oil field, Chambers County, Texas."
Geophysics, 12:191-99, April 1947.
.
Bates, RalphL. and others. Geology of the Gran Quivif'a quadrangle, New Mexico. New
Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, Bulletin 26. Socorro, 1947.
Breed, Jack. "Utah's arches of stone." National Geographic, 92:173-92, Aug. 1947.
Camp, Charles L. and others. "A guide t9 the continental Triassic of northern Arizona."
Plateau, 20:1-9, :July 1947.
.
Holmquist, Ray J. Copper King Mine, Taos County, New Mexico. U. S. Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report'of Investigations 4046. Washington, April 1947.
Hollingsworth, W. E. "Geophysical history of the East field, Jim Hogg County, Texas."
Geophysics, 12:200-<>7, April 1947.'
\
Kutnewsky, Fremont. "As long as there's gold." New Mexico Magazine, 25:31-32,39, June
1947. History of prospecting iIi Bland area.
.
Russell, P. L. Steeple Rock zinc-lead district, Grant County, New Mexico. U. S. Department of the'Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4073. Washington,
19~

.

.

.

- - - and Willis A. Calhoun. Niggerhead manganese deposit, Socorro County New Mexico. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations
4084. Washington, June 1947.
Soule, John H. Peerless lead-zinc mine, Grant County, New Mexico. U. S. Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4044. Washington, April
1947·

.

.

.

Stephenson, Lloyd William. New upper cretaceous fossils from Mississippi and Tex~. U. S.
Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Professional Paper no-E. Washington,
1947·

.

Sur, Forest J. Huckleberry Spar mine, Catron County, New Mexico. U. S. Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4053. Washington, April 1947.
Swan, B. G. and Boyd, W. B. "Geophysical history of the Guthrie Field, Logan County,
j Oklahoma." Geophysics, 12:159-68, April 1947.
U. S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey. Surface water supply of the United
States, I945. Part 8. Western Gulf PI Mexico basins~ Water Supply Paper 1038.
Washington, -1947.
Volin, M. E. and others. Catron and Sierra County tin deposits, New Mexico. U. S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Report of Investigations 4068. :Washing.
ton, .May 1~7.·
Wrather, W. E. "Activities of the U. S. Geological Survey in Texas:' Texas GeographiC
Magazine, 11:1-7, Spring 1947.
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS
Crane, R. C. "Losses of the Texas Public Schools and University through the sale of oil
lands:' West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, v. -022, 1946.
Holmes, Jack. The public land question in New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of New
Mexico, Department of Government, Division of Research, 1947.
M~utt, Walter. An inquiry into tqe operation of the primary system of New Mexico.
UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947.
Mezerik, A. G. "Dixie in black and white:' Nation, 164:509-12, May 3, 1947. Mainly about
Texas.
Mikles, Truman F. A study of volers and voting in the city of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Master's
thesis in preparation, Oklahoma A Be M. .
Torres, Wilfred E. The law and practice of occupational licensing boards in New Mexico.
UnpUblished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947.
Wallace, Henry. "Report from the Sout,hwest:' New Republic, 116:11-12,35, June 2, 1947.
HEALTH
American Medical Assn. "Hospital service in the United States, 1947. Reprinted from..th.e
Journal of fhe American Medical Association, 183:1065-1154, April 12, 1947. Gives
hospital statistics for Southwestern states.
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Barnes, Georgia J. A study of mortality in Texas. Unpublished Master's, thesis, University
of Texas, 1946.
Rector, Franklin E. A study of rural-urban mortality rates in Oklahoma. Master's thesis
in preparation, Oklahoma A &: M.
HISTORICAL
Alvis, Berry N. "History of Union County, New Mexico," New Mexico Historical Review,
22:247-73, July 1947·
Anderson, Arthur .J. O. "Bandelier's first vis~t to Santa Fe (Concluded)," EI Palacio,
54: 132 -36, June 1947.
1
. .
Barker, S. Omar. "Romance on the Rio Grande." New Mexico Magazine, 25:23,33, June
1947. Historical account of Anglo-Hispano marriages.
Carroll, H. Bailey. "Texas collection." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, .50:500-18, April
1947. News and notes of Texas history and historians.
Crane, M. M. "Recollections of the establishment of the Texas Railroad Commission."
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:478-86, April 1947.
~
Crane, R. C. "West Texas trail blazers." West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, V. 22,
.

1946 •

Crimmins, M. C. "The storming of San Antonio de Bexar in 1935." West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, v. 22, 1946.
Davenport, Herbert. "Geographic notes on Spanish Texas: El Orcoquisac and Los Horconsitos," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:489-92, April 1947. Mission sites.
Dimick, Howart T. "Reconsideration of the death of Josiah Gregg." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:274-85, July 1947.
Duke, Robert W. Political history of San Juan County, New Mexico, 1876-1926. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947.
Elliott, Claude. "Union sentiment in Texas, 1861-1865." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:449-77, April 1947.
Engelhart, Mrs. L. K. "Samuel Colt lived in Texas; patent history of the republic of
Texas gathered from various sources:' Hobbies, 52:142, May 1947.
.
Evans, Katharine S. "A note on Chambersia." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:48788, April 1947. Home of Thomas Jefferson Chambers.
Graf, LeRoy P. "Colonizing projects in Texas south of the Nueces, 1820-1845," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:431"48, April 1947.
Hallenbeck, Cleve. "Vengeance for La Salle:' New Mexico Magazine, 25:25,37, Aug. 1947.
Howard, William E. The romance of Texas money: a story of Texas money from early
colonial days to the last issue of the money of the Republic. Dallas, the author, 1947.
Pamphlet.
Hutcheson, Austin E., ed. "Before the Comstock, 1857-1858; memoirs of William Hickman
Dolman." New Mexico Historical Review, 22:205-46, July 1947.
Hutto, John R. "The T-Diamond brand," West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, V. 22,
v

1946.

Kelly, Charles. "Mormon crossing at Hole-in-the-Rock." The Desert ¥agazine, 10:10-14,
May 1947.
.
Kincaid, Naomi. "The founding of Abilene, the "future great" of the Texas and Pacific
Railway:' West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, v. 22, 1946.
LeViness, W. Thetford. "Susan Magoffin's route, 100 years after:' New Mexico Magazine,
25:19454749, Aug. 1947.
Lonsdale, John T. "The Peiia Blanca Spring meteorite, Brewster County, Texas." American Mineralogist, 32:354,64, May-June 1947.
McGregor, Stuart. "The Texas almanac, 1857-1873." Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
50 :4 19-30 , April 1947.
McLean, Malcolm D. "The Bexar archives." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 50:493'96,
April 1947.
Neill, Robert T. "The bench and bar of Tom Green County in the early days," West
Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook, v. 22, 1946.
Owens, Sister M. Lilliana. The American Douai. Philadelphia, Americanf!Catholic Historical Society, 1947. History of Montezuma Seminary, near Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Parker. Russell L. "The mystery of the lost Spanish mine." New Mexico Magazine, 25:1517.53, July 1947. Near Central, New Mexico.
Poldervaart, Arie. "Black robed justice in New Mexico. (continued)," New Mexico Historical Review, 22:286-314, July 1947.
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Spence, Mary Bain. "The story of Benficklin, first county seat of Tom Green County.
Texas." West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook. v. 22, 1946.
Undreimer, George J. "Fray Marcos de Niza and his journey to Cibola." The Americas,
3:4 15-86, April 1947.
Waller, J. L. "The Civil War in the El Paso area." West Texas Historical Assn. Yearbook,
v.

22,

1946.

.J

Wasson, Alonzo. "G. B. Dealey and the preservation of Texas history." Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, 50:497-99, ApFil 1947"
Westphall, Victor W. History of Al6uquerque I870-I880. Unpublished Master's thesis,
University of New Mexico, 1947."
Williams, J. W. "New evidence on Moscoso's approach to Texas." West Texas HistoricaJ
Assn. Yearbook, v. 22, 1946.•
Woodward, Arthur. "Lost cities of the deS~rt." The Desert Magazine, 10:18-20, May 1947.
MISCELLANEOUS
Anonymous. "Houses for an Arizona community: El Siglo apartments, Tucson." Archi•
tectural Record, 101:124-27, May 1947.
Bailey, Alfred M. and Fred G. Brandenburg. "Desert river through Navajo land." National Geographic, 92:149-72, Aug. 1947.
Calvin, Ross. The people of New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico, Department of Government, Division of Research, June 1947.
Civil Aeronautics Administration. "List of Arizona airports and facilities." Arizona Highways, 13:33-37,. May 1947. Gives location, elevation, runway lengths, and services
available.
Eddy, Don. "Who says you can't build?" American, 144:28-29,98, July 1947. Veterans at
Tucson ban4 together to supply houses.
Frank, S. "They licked their veteJ;'ans' problem." Saturday Evening Post, 219:38-39, May
17, 1947. Oklahoma City.
Houseman, Marjorie. "Sky harbor." Arizona Highways, 13:10-13, May 1947. Phoenix
airport.
HuTt, Amy Passmore. "Tom-'toms at Gallup." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-134'7, July
1947. Gallup Indian ceremonial.
McNulty, William. "Here's to fiesta." New Mexico Magazine, 25:11-13,52, Aug. 1947.
Mahoney, Maurelle. "The postman never rings in Bisbee}' 'Travel, 80:26-27,34, July 1947.
Muench, Joyce and Josef. "Taking the measure of the Colorado River." Arizona High- .
ways, 23:4-7, June 1947.
Niehuis, Charles C. "For trout fishing:" Arizona Highways, 23:8,21, June 1947.
Parker, Charles Franklin. "Airport at Prescott." Arizona Highways, 13:14-15, May 1947.
Pear, Norman. "The Garcia street club." Design, 48:15, May-June 1947. Santa Fe boys'
club.
.
Pillsbury, Dorothy L. "Adobe spells contentment." New Mexico Magazi.ne, 25:14-1549,
June 1947.
Pons, Lily. "Holiday in Santa Fe." New Mexico Magazine, 25:18,35, Aug. 1947.
.
Spencer, Frank C. "Prehistoric fortress." New Mexico Magazine, 25:2245, June 1947.
Ruins near Abiquiu, New Mexico.
"
Trimble, Sanky. "The secret city of the scientists." New Mexico Magazine, 25:14-17,51,
Aug. 1947. Los Alamos.
Twitchell, Trigg. "Water-Texas' presumed natural resource." Texas Geographic Magazine, 11:8-11; Spring 1947.
Waters, Frank. "The magic that persists: New Mexico's heritage." Southwest Review,
32 : 2 3 1-35, Summer 1947.
Willjams, R. and G. "Old Salt goes west; G. Timby home, Amarillo." Bett6r Homes and
Gardens, 25:148-50, May 1947.
Woodard, Edith Mae. "Food with the flavor of fiesta." N~ Mexico Magazine, 25:2441,
Aug. 1947.
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a Todos Los Paisanos:

As a footnote to the summer season of 1947 in New Mexico, please
add the fact that never have we had so many visitors. By plane, trailer,
newest and oldest model automobile, the tourists came to see the won,ders of our state. (Maybe that If.oZiday issue of November, 1946, which
presented a thirty-four page round-up of New Mexico in glamorous
fashion, augmented the influx.) Old-timers, who never miss the Santo
Domingo Corn Dance, report that the attendance at it this year was
the largest in their experience. Guides at the Carlsbad C~verps, and administrative officials of the Gallup. Inter-Tribal Ceremony also report
that all attendance records for these attractions have reached an all-time
high mark this summer. Santa Fe, pf course, is always taxed to capacity
during the summer season, which officially ends with the three-day
Fiesta the first week in September. This year more people than ever
before witnessed the gay and colorful festival commemorating the reconquest of the ancient capital by De Vargas in 1693. New Mexicans
are proud of Santa Fe, and each time that one visits it the historical
chapters of bygone centuries unroll dramatically before o~e. No doubt
some who attended the 1947 baiZe historically recalled the first ball that
Susan Sheloy Magoffin, eighteen-year-old bride of Samuel Magoffin,
attended in the Palace of the Governors in 1846. Here is :her Diary account of those ~araway days. We haven't the slightest doubt that she
was "the belle of that ball."
Thursday 24th. This morning's work is to tell of the ball last night,
given to the Gen. & his Corps by the newly appointed officials and citizen
merchants. It is rather too long. to go through, so I'll sketch it slightly.
'Twas given at the Government house "The Palace," the first I've ever been
in. On entering the room every one turned to look at me and seemed particularly attracted by a scarlet shawl I wore, to be in trim with !the "Natives."
I was conducted to a seat by Mr. Smith, one of the managers, and soon
J
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surrounded by the Gen. and officers of his staff. Maj. Swords, Capts. Turner,
Johnston Clark, (who I was introduced to for the first time, a fine looking
gentleman, with auburn hair & whiskers; claims kin with me, through his
wife, who was a Miss Churchill of Louisville, Ky.) Lieutenants Gilmer, Hammond,"'Warner, and Peck, besides many gentlemen' of the city. It kept my
tongue constantly going to keep them entertained, and I trust my efforts were
not ineffectual as I think there is nothing more pleasing than to se~ a lady
agreeable and entertaining in her conversation, and I am sure as it is mi
alma's wish that I should excell, it is never an exertion but the greatest
pleasure to make myself so:
Many famous and distinguished writers attended the Fiesta this
year. No doubt we will be rea~ing their impr~ssi6ns of the ancient
capital in leading periodicals in the next few months. ,From the viewpoint of the past no one has left us a more charming or sensitive firsthand impression of Santa Fe than Susan E. Wallace in The Land of the
Pueblos. The book was published in 1888 and is of course today a rare
New Me;xieana item. Here is the scene she unfolds for us as she entered
the capital with her famous husband, Lew \ V a l l a c e : '
We reach the open PlazaI Long one-story adobe houses front]it on
every side. And this is the historic capital! Older than our government,
older t)lan the Spanish Conquest, it looks older than the hills surrounding
it. "El Fondal" shouts the dri:ver, as we stop before the hotel. A voice,
forei~ yet familiar, gayly answers: "Ahl Senora, a Ius pies de usted." At
last, at last, I am not of this time nor of this c6ntiiJ.ent: but away, away
across the sea, in the land of dreams and visions renowned, romantic Spain."
... Hawthorne, in a strain of tender gayety, laments the lack of poetic
element in our dear native land, where there is no shadow, no mystery, no
antiquity, no picturesque and gloomy wrong, nor anything but common'place prosperity in broad.and simple daylight. Here is every requisite of
romance,-the enchantment of di~tance, the 'charms of the unknown~and,
in s~adowy.mis~ of more than three hundred years, imagination mayJIower
out In fanCies nch and strange. .
_
.
Reference to Susan Wallace leads me, of course, to comment on the
significance of the forthcoming biography oj Lew Wallace by Irving
McKee. The University of California Press announces that it will top
their list of fall publications. Undoubtedly the book will attract a great
deal of interest in New Mexico, and more than passing interest from a
literary viewpoint, because the man who wrote one of the most popular
books in American literary history is one of the least documented
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authors. In addition to writing the all-time best seller, Lew Wallace
was the youngest general in the Union Army, the Governor of New
Mexico in 1879 and 1880, and a diplomat of note.
What has always fascinated local writers is the fact that a Governor
of New Mexico could shut himself away in that back room of the Old
Palace and concentrate on events and happenings of two thousand years
ago. You recall that during his tenure of office the Indians were on the
rampage, the Lincoln County War was raging, and Billy the Kid was
shooting people right and left. In one of his letters concerning the
writing of Ben Hur he states the following:

.

When in the city my habit was to shut myself after night in the bedroom
back of the executive office proper and write there till after twelve o'clock.
The sixth, seventh, and eighth' books were the res~lt, and the room has ever
since been associated with the Crucifixion. The retirement, impenetrable
to incoming sound, was as profound as a cavern's.
When Ben Hur was published in 1880, it was by no means a sensation,
but within ~e year sales began to pick up, and .they have never stopped.
Thirty years after its publication, a Chicago mail-order house purchased
an edition of 1,000,000 copies, all of which sold with little advertising.
The book has been translated into almost every language and adapted
for the stage, and was one of the first novels published in Braille.
While on the subject of best sellers, did you know that the sales
from the sixty-three published books of Zane Grey total 19,000,000
copies in the United States alone, and that his books have been translated into twenty foreign langu~ges? It is quite revealing fo note that
Harper's have recently purchased a great number of unpublished manuscripts from the author's estate. Included in the material are a number
of short stories, and ten novels which the publishing house mentioned
above will issue over a period of time. Roger Bourne Linscott, in an
issue of the New York Herald Tribune, refers to him as "king of the
Western." Maybe he is, but New Mexicans don't think so....
The filming of the movie, "They Passed This 'Vay," Eugene Manlove Rhodes' famous story, "Pas6 Por Aqui," created no end of excitement in and around San Rafael, New Mexico, early in the season.
Alamogordo is making a strong bid for the premiere, i but Hollywood
has to date made no commitments. I understand that an early publicationof a Eugene Manlove Rhodes omnibus is ,being considered by an
Eastern publishing house. Bernard De Voto will write the introduction
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to the beok. . . . Equally exciting for spectators was the filmIng of
Dorothy ~. Hughes' mystery novel, Ride the Pink Horse, which was
done in and around Santa Fe. The original plan of having the premiere
shown during Fiesta week had to be cancelled because of the lack of
accommodations in Santa Fe for such an event.
The New Mexico Folklore Society held a fine meeting in Santa Fe
early in the season. lVlembers from various parts of the state and distinguished visitors participated in the all·day"program under the direction
of Dr. T. M. Pearce, 1946-47 President of the organization. The event
was marked by enthusiasm, and also by the first appearance of the New
Mexico Folklore Record, cop~es of which were distributed to .~ll members by the editor of the publication, Dr. Pearce.
Erna Fergusson has completed the manuscript of. her book on.
Albuquerque, which wilr·be published soon. It is the book that we
have been wanting Erna "to write for a long tirpe, and needless to say
its appea-rance in this community will be an event.
Through the medium of this column, the staff members of the
University Press, of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW, and the members of the English Department of the University of New Mexico, wish
to pay tribute to Dr. Dudley Wynn, who departed in September for
the University of Colorado to assume his duti.es in the newly established
course in the Humanities. During his eight years as editor of the
QUARTERLY, he not only carried forward the ideals established by his
predecessor, Dr. T. M. p'ear~e, but expanded tlle functional use of this
regional publication to the point where it is regarded by critics as "one
of the be.st of the little magazines." During his two-year direction of
the University Press, outstanding publication recognition was received;
the American Institute of Graphic Arts gave a monthly citation to River
of the Sun: Stories of the Storie,d Gila, by Dr. Ross Calvin, and Latin·
Americans in Texas, by Pauline Kibbe, shared in the Anisfield-Wolf
award for 1946. From the campus and the community w:here he served
with distinction for the past thirteen years, Dr. Wynn carries with him
to his new and challenging 'v.ork every wish for success.
.
$
Hasta la pr6xima vez.
.
JULIA"KELEHER
~
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: Full Issue

Inter-Americana Series
(Dealing with Latin America and cultural
relations in the Southwest of the United States)

J. ORTEGA, GENERAL EDITOR
announces the publication of _

Lati-n Americans In Texas
.

~

By Pauline R. Kibbe, December, 1946, xxi, 303
$3.50
pages, 12 plates (Studies III)
.
ANISFIELD-WOLF AWARD BY THE SATURDAY
REVIEW OF LITERATURE, AS THE BEST
BOOK OF A SCIENTIFIC CHARACTER IN
INTER-CULTURAL REJATIONS FOR 1946
Regional and national critics
alike recommend this penetrating
work.
From the judges official citation: "Although this book deals
specifically with one state, its program ... is appl~cable to the minority problems in every state."

.

"Untiring devotion and tact
have made this book a vertex of
good will and enlightened opinion." - Gustavo Ortiz' Herndn,
Consul General of Mexico in the
Southwest.
"Its substance is informative,
and its' judgment comm'ands respect. . . . For 'the first time there
is real ground for hope." - New
York Times Book Review.
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